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PUBLIC OPEN SPACE WORKING GROUP
CONFIDENTIALITY
These papers are not confidential on the whole; however, they will not be published on the
Town’s website or made available for public distribution. Elected Members/Committee
Members are not prevented from discussing any topic raised in these papers in general
terms; however, they should not be distributed as there are parts that are confidential for a
host of reasons (e.g. the presence of legal advice).
The purpose of the meeting is for Members to provide informal feedback / raise issues with
the progress of nominated projects. No decisions can be made at this forum and any matter
that ultimately requires a Council decision will be presented to a Council meeting.
As no decisions can be made at the meeting and many of the topics could be considered
confidential at this stage, the forum will not be open to the public.
The notes contained within these papers are in note form, they are not finalised reports.
Members have an opportunity to ask for information to be considered for inclusion in
reports on these matters, which will be considered by the officers when reports are
finalised.
Officers are very aware of the need to maintain transparency in the decision making
process. As noted in the departmental guidelines on such forums, the best way to maintain
transparency in decision making is to ensure that all decisions are made in public meetings.
With this in mind, officers have deliberately omitted any recommendations from these
notes, instead noting how we suggest we proceed with the matter at hand. Members will be
free to provide feedback on these suggestions; however, no specific direction should be
given or debated.
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Engineering Technical Officer
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Ms Natalie Kendal
Mr James Atkinson
Mr Simon Yeo
APOLOGIES
Cr Michael Tucak
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Elected Member/Deputy Member

ELECTION OF PRESIDING MEMBER AND DEPUTY PRESIDING MEMBER
CEO Mr Mat Humfrey opened the meeting at 5pm and called for nominations for a Presiding
Member.
Cr Sadler nominated Cr Harkins as Chair, who accepted and was voted unanimously
(unopposed) as the interim chair for this meeting.

3

DECLARATION OF INTEREST
Nil

4

PRESENTATIONS

4.1

GRANT MARINE PARK SKATE FACILITY
This item was dealt with out of order due to the presenter being unable to attend at
5pm.
Discussion of item 6.1 was suspended at 5:46pm to allow Mr Simon Yeo to present
his ideas for a skate facility at Grant Marine Park.
Discussion of 6.1 resumed at 6:10pm.

5

CONFIRMATION OF NOTES
As this is the first meeting of the Public Open Space Working Group there were no
notes available for confirmation.

6

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION
Public Open Space Strategy – Consultation Analysis

2
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DRAFT PUBLIC OPEN SPACE AND PLAYGROUNDS STRATEGY –
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT ANALYSIS

BACKGROUND



$420,000 has been allocated in the 2019/2020 budget for playground upgrades
At the August 2019 Ordinary Council meeting, Council accepted the Draft Public Open Space
(POS) Strategy for public consultation

RECENT ACTIVITY




The community consultation was undertaken by Town between 7 September 2019 and 30
September 2019 through the newspaper adverts, on the Council website and email database
164 responses were received
The attached consultation report provides a summary of the results

RELEVANT DOCUMENTS


Public Open Space and Playgrounds Strategy – Community Engagement Analysis
Report

INTENDED DIRECTION
Working group will be asked to provide –



feedback on Administration’s proposed playground priorities
Priority UDLA Consultants
1
Dutch Inn
2
Cottesloe Main
Beach
3
Purple Dinosaur
4
Vlamingh Memorial
5
Civic Centre
6
Railway and Albion
7
Grant Marine Park
8
Harvey Field
9
Jasper Green
10
Andrew’s Place

Community
Cottesloe Main Beach
Grant Marine Park

Administration
Dutch Inn Reserve
Purple Dinosaur

Civic Centre
Harvey Fields
Purple Dinosaur
Dutch Inn Reserve
Jasper Green
Railway and Albion
Andrews Place
Vlamingh Memorial

Grant Marine Park
Railway and Albion
Jasper Green
Andrews Place
Civic Centre
Cottesloe Main Beach
Harvey Fields
Vlamingh Memorial

WORKING GROUP FEEDBACK FOR NOTING (IN ORDER OF DISCUSSION)
1. Dutch Inn was identified as the groups number one priority for
development/upgrade
2. The group felt linking the Purple Dinosaur and Railway and Albion parks to create
one precinct; would be a great opportunity to undertake something different in this
area.
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Manager Engineering Services (MES) Mr Shaun Kan advised that themes have
been suggested for each of the areas by the consultant, the community had
not been consulted on integrating playgrounds
The CEO advised there were no objection should Council wish to do
something in these areas. The consultation outcomes could be seen as a
guide
The group felt it would be advantageous to seek existing designs/plans from
other Local Governments that have had great outcomes in their open space
and playgrounds, namely, Lake Claremont, Wembley Sports Park and China
Green – Subiaco when developing the detailed design
The CEO advised that Shepherds Bush Bike Park, which was a multi skilled
facility, was also a good example that meets the needs of all 3 age groups.

3. The group are supportive of adjusting budget allocations if required to ensure Dutch
Inn becomes a great public open space and play area
4. The group recognised that Cott Main and Harvey Field will not be considered under
this plan, instead falling under the Foreshore Precinct
5. Cr Sadler requested that some kind of acknowledgement of contributions to survey
respondents.
Discussion was suspended at this point and Mr Yeo was invited by Cr Harkins to start
his presentation (5:46pm).
Discussion of 6.1 resumed at 6:10pm.
6. The group had a brief discussion about what happens next (with identified
playgrounds) with the CEO.
7. The group requested that, in consideration of her work thus far that Ms Natalie
Kendal be appointed to the working group – Ms Kendal supported the request.
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MEETING CLOSURE

As Presiding Member, Cr Harkins called the meeting closed at 6:27pm.
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COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
SURVEY REPORT
Draft Public Open Space and Playgrounds Strategy

7 September 2019 TO 30 September 2019

Contents
1.
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2.

SURVEY ANALYSIS ...............................................................................................................................2

3.

FINDINGS ..........................................................................................................................................11

1. CONSULTATION SYNOPSIS
 UDLA had prepared a draft Public Open Space and Playgrounds Strategy, which was
put to council at Ordinary Council meeting held on 27 August 2019 to support
community consultation.
 Council supported the consultation of POS strategy subject to
1. Highlighting that universal access and social seating for all ages and abilities is
critical;
2. Incorporation of consideration of provision of coffee carts adjacent playgrounds;
Provision of examples of pop up play areas;
3. Inclusion of information around incorporating a parking strategy within the Grant St
biodiversity corridor, and engagement with the community and surrounding
businesses;
4. Noting that playground concepts are indicative;
5. Inclusion of a breakdown of actions and priorities for public open spaces; and,
6. Inclusion of executive summary at the start.


APPROVE the community engagement plan for implementation, subject to:

1. Inclusion of parking strategy with respect to the Grant St biodiversity corridor and
future communication as information in questions.
Carried 7/0
 The Town has undertaken community consultation on the Public Open Space and
Playgrounds Strategy considering council resolution from 7 September to 30
September 2019







The consultation summary is attached
The survey was issued and promoted using the following resources:
o Email to Stakeholder Group (engineering database)
o Advertising – Post and Western Suburbs Weekly
o Mayoral Newsletter – e-news (Residents and Ratepayers database)
o Media Release
o Town of Cottesloe Facebook Posts
o Signage at all parks (QR Code access)
At the close of the survey a total of 164 responses had been collected.
Cottesloe Coastcare Association provided a separate written submission
A separate written (email) submission was submitted by a resident of Cottesloe
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2. SURVEY ANALYSIS
QUESTION 1 – Your Details
164 respondents answered this question with the following result:

 The majority of participants (79%) listed their suburb as Cottesloe
 The remaining participants listed their suburb as:
East Fremantle, South Fremantle, Wembley/Wembley Downs, Beaconsfield,
Swanbourne, Hilbert, West Leederville, Rivervale, Subiaco, Nedlands, Floreat,
Applecross, Watsonia (Victoria), Greensborough (Victoria).
 109 participants opted to be kept informed about this project and provided their
email address
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QUESTION 2 – What is your age?
164 respondents answered this question with the following result:

 35-44 year olds were the largest age group represented making up 34% of
participants
 45-54 year olds represented 29% of participants
 Those aged 60 or older represented 20% of participants
 Under 25’s represented less than 5% of participants
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QUESTION 3 – Have you had an opportunity to view the draft strategy?
164 respondents answered this question with the following result:

Whilst 84% of participants had an opportunity to view the draft strategy it is unclear
whether they did view it prior to taking the survey. It is also unclear as to whether the
remaining 16% sought to view the draft strategy prior to taking the survey.
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QUESTION 4 – Which Public Open Spaces and/or Playgrounds rank as your top 3? (the
ones you visit the most)
Of the 164 respondents 112 participants answered this question with the following result:







At least half of the 112 participants identified the following 2 parks in their top three
o Grant Marine Parade (69)
o Cottesloe Main (69)
Cottesloe Civic Centre, Jasper Green and Harvey Field also identified highly in the
ranking
Andrews Place ranked well with 9 of the 20 participants ranking this space their
number 1 choice
The Purple Dinosaur and Railway and Albion Parks only gained support from 8 of the
112 participants.
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QUESTION 5 – Thinking about which areas you use, do you believe the strategy accurately
identifies the strengths and improvements that could be made in these facilities?
Of the 164 respondents 112 participants answered this question with the following result:



More than half of the participants (56%) that answered this question believe the
draft strategy does identify the strengths and improvements that could be made in
these facilities.

QUESTION 6 – Thinking about your answer to question 5, can you tell us why?
90 participants provided feedback, all of which can be found in the attachment to this
report.
Some comments included:
“Appears comprehensive and well organised” – Andrew, 6011
“Detailed and well organized. Although I would say that the ‘unstructured’ space
surrounding the playgrounds at Dinosaur park and Albion Park are vital” – Catherine, 6011
“Dutch Inn area proposed improvements are long overdue and well designed” – Michael,
6004
“Do not need to make any changes” – Helen, 6011
“The target demographic is focused mostly on use by children. Little to no thought for local
dog owners. Little to not thought for opportunity to build local community. No provision for
facilities i.e. toilets/showers. No provision for potential local market location” – K, 6011
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QUESTION 7 – Thinking about the proposed playground upgrades, can you please tell us
what are your top 3 to be upgraded, in order of priority?
Of the 164 respondents 92 participants answered this question with the following result:



The greatest number of participants (58) identified Cottesloe Main as the park
requiring a priority upgrade:
o 52% of these participants opted for this space as their first priority
o 31% of these participants opted for this space as their second priority
o 17% of these participants opted for this space as their third priority



The second greatest number of participants (47) identified Grant Marine Parade as a
space requiring a priority upgrade:
o 49% of these participants opted for this space as their second priority
o 28% of these participants opted for this space as their first priority
o 23% of these participants opted for this space as their third priority



The third greatest number of participants (30) identified Cottesloe Civic Centre as a
space requiring a priority upgrade:
o 43% of these participants opted for this space as their third priority
o 37% of these participants opted for this space as their second priority
o 20% of these participants opted for this space as their firs priority
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QUESTION 8 – Can you tell us why?
Of the 164 respondents 72 participants provided feedback, all responses can be found in the
attachment to this report.
Some comments included:
“The facilities on our main beach include worn and broken equipment as well as outdated
non natural materials. The purple park offers limited sensory stimulation. Grant Marine
requires more natural material playground installations” – Ingrid, 6011
“The kids that use the playgrounds enjoy the level provided. As they get older they progress
to cricket/soccer/football and basketball. Grant Marine Park is a good model for what works
really well” – Jack, 6011
“I use Railway St nearly daily, and the area lacks a decent playground and meeting point for
kids to play ballgames. I reckon a proper adventure playground at Cott beach would be a big
attraction for more people to visit. Alternatively, a new playground near Napoleon St could
create a much more lively centre and support local businesses” – Ashley, 6011
“Grant Marine is begging for a small skate park for the local kids. Have a look at the North
Fremantle skate park and how close that is to houses and it has no noise issues whatsoever
and is a great small skate park for local kids. The Grant Marine option is much further away
from residences than the North Fremantle skate park” – Simon, 6011
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QUESTION 9 – Thinking about the proposed opportunities for the Public Open Space
areas, can you tell us which ideas you like the most?
Of the 164 respondents 99 participants answered this question with the following result:
(NB: Participants could choose more than one option)






61% of participants liked the idea of a regional level* foreshore public open space
31% of participants liked the idea of the Grant Street median as a biodiversity
corridor, incorporating a parking strategy that encompasses the median strip
30% of participants liked the idea of a Railway corridor sequential park
24% of participants liked the idea of ‘Heart of Cottesloe along Broome Street’

*Large areas of significance to the whole city servicing one or more regions and an attraction for visitors (see page 20 of
the strategy for more information about classifications).
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QUESTION 10 – Can you tell us why you like these ideas? (Optional)
Of the 164 respondents 67 provided feedback. All responses can be found in the attachment
to this report.
Some comments included:
“The railway corridor is under used and has beautiful existing landscape that could be
enhance with play areas” – Justin, 6011
“They all have merit. A biodiversity corridor is most I line with the Town’s mission statement”
– Robert, 6011
“None of them as I have stated above. The Civic Centre should be transformed into a world
masterpiece. There is nothing like this anywhere in Australia and we should be raising it to
world class status – not a few swings” – Glyn, 6011
QUESTION 11 – Can you please tell us any ideas you have for this? (Optional)
Of the 164 respondents 53 provided feedback. All responses can be found in the attachment
to this report.
Some comments included:
“Stop dreaming up ideas to spend rate payers money” – Helen, 6011
“Street parties, food trucks to encourage locals and neighbours to use parks and to socialise
more. I would love to see a pétanque pitch a the Jasper Green Reserve for this purpose also”
– Hannah, 6011
“Great idea! Playground near new PSP. Also pop up bike paths along Grant Street, Eric
Street, Broome and Marmion to coordinate parks so residents can bike to parks” – Jennifer,
6011
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3. FINDINGS
Playgrounds upgrade list
Based on the findings from the community consultation, the playground upgrade priority list
is as follow.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Cottesloe Main
Grant Marine Park
Cottesloe Civic Centre
Harvey Field
Purple Dinosaur
Dutch Inn reserve
Jasper Green Reserve
Railway and Albion
Andrew’s Place

Public Open Space development priority list
Regional level foreshore public open space – (It will be incorporated within Foreshore
Master Plan). The residents liked the other options as follow 1. Grant Street median
2. Railway Corridor sequential park
3. Heart of Cottesloe along Broome Street
It will be Council’s decision to rationalise the Public Open Space development
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COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
SURVEY REPORT ATTACHMENTS
Draft Public Open Space and Playgrounds Strategy

1. Submission – Coastcare
2. Submission – Cottesloe Resident
3. Survey Summary – All Data

Cottesloe Coastcare appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Draft Public Open
Space (POS) and Playground Strategy July 2019.
As usual our comments are restricted to our area of expertise and concern, the natural
areas of Cottesloe. Our comments therefore relate mostly to 2.0 Public Open Space
strategy.
Overall comment
Inherently the POS strategy recognises the important role played by the natural areas of
Cottesloe as reflected in the comments below.







the importance of “ecology and biodiversity” as a key theme (p91).
Key considerations: “Does the POS address the opportunities & constraints presented
by the existing and surrounding environment? Is there an environmental approach to
the space?” (p14).
“Aside from the mental and physical wellbeing provided by POS, there are also
significant environmental benefits through the protecting of local biodiversity,
retaining complex ecological systems and providing spaces to best manage urban
water.” (P13)
Playgrounds should be relevant “to Cottesloe’s sense of place and character” (p91).
Using local natural vegetation in landscaping is a cost-effective way of enhancing
sense of place and improving biodiversity.

It would be useful if the role that Cottesloe’s few remaining natural areas, as defined in the
Natural Areas Management Plan, was overtly acknowledged and named in the strategy.

Cottesloe Coastcare supports the following recommendations:
1. The suggestion that the whole of the foreshore should be treated as a “connected
linear Foreshore Park”. (p28)
Comment re “Next Steps. Establish coherent landscape and built form guidelines.
(p28)
We agree that there should be a coherent plan for the foreshore including guidelines
for landscaping. Any guidelines covering landscaping and vegetation on the dunes
should be drawn from the Natural Areas Management Plan which is the primary
guiding strategy for revegetation of the dunes. It should also be noted that the Town
has already invested significantly in the restoration of the natural vegetation of the
dunes in recent times and Cottesloe Coastcare has been restoring this vegetation for
more than 20 years. This program should continue as it is critical that the
momentum that has been achieved in recent years is continued.

2. Comment re: “Engage with the Tennis Club and Golf Course to find ways to improve
the Broome Street interface.” P 30.
The Cottesloe Native Garden lies on Broome Street just to the north of the Seaview
Kindergarten. Any “improvements” need to recognise the importance and fragility of
this special natural area.
3. Comment re “Railway and Highway: Undertake a masterplan vision for the corridor;
and Establish design guidelines.” (p32).
There are significant patches of natural vegetation on the railway reserve and these
should be protected and extended. Revegetation activity within the corridor should
be undertaken using local native species (tree and shrub forms).
4. We support the recommendation to manage the Grant Street median strip as a POS.
It will provide an important linking corridor for wildlife.
5. We are pleased that the new natural discovery space at Vlamingh is acknowledged.
This site has been chosen as it is the only remaining site of sufficient size to allow for
children to safely explore a natural area in Cottesloe. Its is also innovative as it will
be the only nature based discovery space for children on the coast in metropolitan
Perth.

Cottesloe Coastcare disagrees with some of the suggestions for Grant Marine Park (p55).
The suggestion to build paths through the vegetation at Grant Marine Park is ill informed.
It is noted in the report that GMP is one of only two POS in Cottesloe that has any
“environmental function” (p19). Damage to natural vegetation through “edge effects” is
well documented and very evident at this site. This area of natural vegetation is too small
for any more paths.
CCA has for many years struggled for more than a decade to re-establish the natural
vegetation at this site. In the past it has been significantly degraded by people (especially
kids) and dogs walking or running through the vegetation. It is also a known habitat for
repltiles including dugites.

Robyn Benken, Mike Ewing, Sue Freeth.
On behalf of Cottesloe Coastcare Association
30 September 2019.

Email Submission – Public Open Space and Playgrounds Strategy

My comments relate in particular to the playground on Marine Parade opposite Beaches Cafe.
I am particularly interested in what the Council intends to do with this area. It is a disgrace (see
photos attached). I have contacted the Council on numerous occasions and spoken to the contact
person there about this only to be told it was 'out of his hands'. They have the funding but simply
cannot get the committee responsible for this to actually make a decision!
Can it be that hard? This playground has been in a sad state of disrepair for years!! The fencing is
falling apart and should have been attended to years ago.
It is an embarrassment and not something you would expect to see in our prime beach suburb
visited by thousands of tourists every year.
Enough talk - just get something done. Lets not wait years to see something actually happen.
Images provided:
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Survey Summary Data
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Public Open Space and Playgrounds Strategy

Q1 Your details
Answered: 164

Skipped: 0

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Name

100.00%

Company

0.00%

Address

100.00%

Address 2

0.00%

City/Town

100.00%

State/Province

0.00%

Postal Code

100.00%

Country

0.00%

If you would like to be kept informed about this project, please provide your email address (optional).

66.46%

Phone Number

0.00%

Pages 2 to 20 of this document contained participants' personal information and has been deleted.
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164
0
164
0
164
0
164
0
109
0

Public Open Space and Playgrounds Strategy

Q2 What is your age?
Answered: 164

Skipped: 0

Under 12 years
old
12 - 17 years
old
18 - 24 years
old
25 - 34 years
old
35 - 44 years
old
45 - 54 years
old
55 - 60 years
old

60+
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Under 12 years old

0.61%

1

12 - 17 years old

1.22%

2

18 - 24 years old

1.83%

3

25 - 34 years old

7.32%

12

35 - 44 years old

33.54%

55

45 - 54 years old

29.27%

48

55 - 60 years old

6.10%

10

60+

20.12%

33

TOTAL

164
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Q3 Have you had an opportunity to view the draft strategy?
Answered: 164

Skipped: 0

Yes

No

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

84.15%

138

No

15.85%

26

TOTAL

164
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Q4 Which Public Opens Spaces and/or Playgrounds rank as your top 3?
(the ones you visit the most).
Answered: 112

Skipped: 52

Purple Dinosaur

Railway and
Albion

Dutch Inn
Reserve

Andrew's Place

Harvey Field

Jasper Green
Reserve
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Cottesloe
Civic Centre

Cottesloe Main

Grant Marine
Park

0%

First

10%

20%

Second
FIRST

Purple Dinosaur
Railway and Albion
Dutch Inn Reserve
Andrew's Place
Harvey Field
Jasper Green Reserve
Cottesloe Civic Centre
Cottesloe Main
Grant Marine Park

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Third
SECOND

THIRD

TOTAL

WEIGHTED AVERAGE

37.5%
3

12.5%
1

50.0%
4

8

2.13

37.5%
3

50.0%
4

12.5%
1

8

1.75

30.0%
6

30.0%
6

40.0%
8

20

2.10

45.0%
9

20.0%
4

35.0%
7

20

1.90

44.4%
16

25.0%
9

30.6%
11

36

1.86

45.0%
18

27.5%
11

27.5%
11

40

1.82

26.4%
14

32.1%
17

41.5%
22

53

2.15

39.1%
27

42.0%
29

18.8%
13

69

1.80

49.3%
34

24.6%
17

26.1%
18

69

1.77
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Q5 Thinking about which areas you use, do you believe the strategy
accurately identifies the strengths and improvements that could be made
in these facilities?
Answered: 112

Skipped: 52

Yes

No

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

56.25%

63

No

43.75%

49

TOTAL

112
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Q6 Thinking about your answer to question 5, can you tell us why?
Answered: 90

Skipped: 74

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The draft strategy was criticized by many rate payers at the relevant Council meeting and each
concern was raised respectfully.

10/1/2019 12:31 AM

2

recognises importance of beach areas, bit dubious on large development for current open space

9/30/2019 11:42 PM

3

I haven't read the strategy so question 5 is a poor question and should have NA as an option. I
downloaded the strategy but couldn't find a quick summary as I'm time poor and currently have a
three year old yelling in my ear

9/30/2019 11:02 PM

4

The strategy is very thorough with regard to playgrounds and the need to provide more for children
up to 14 years old. There seems to be little or no provision for older teenagers. Harvey field has a
single basketball hoop which is very well patronised. The hoop shares space with a tennis wall and
it is very difficult for both the wall and the hoop to be used at the same time without significant
compromises to play being made by all users. Replicating these facilities at other points on Harvey
Field and elsewhere in Cottesloe would be inexpensive and very effective. Similarly the exercise
equipment at the foot of Rosendo St is well patronised, again sometimes over patronised. In
particular the chin up bars often have people waiting for other users to finish. This equipment is
relatively inexpensive and could easily be added at other points along teh coast - Vlamingh, Dutch
Inn, North Cott, Vera View as well as Harvey Field and Jasper Green. Finally dog walking has not
been considered except to note that existing offlead areas will remain. The small fenced dog park
in Carrington St (City of Nedlands), has been a huge success. The AECOM plan for Harvey Field
and the golf course includes a fenced dog park. This should be a high priority for the Town. Jens
Park or part of the Railway precinct might offer opportunities if the golf course redevelopment is
seen to be too far in the future.

9/30/2019 10:30 PM

5

Appears comprehensive and well organised.

9/30/2019 9:53 PM

6

Detailed and well organized. Although I would say that the ‘unstructured’ space surrounding the
playgrounds at Dinosaur park and Albion Park are vital

9/30/2019 9:46 PM

7

I come over on business about every 6 weeks and I feel it suits my needs. It's a nice place to visit

9/30/2019 6:10 PM

8

Dutch Inn area proposed improvements are long overdue and are well designed.

9/30/2019 3:42 PM

9

Andrews Park is Great little park and used a lot by small kids on the play equiptment, and Dads
and kids kicking a footy. A lot of the time there are also dogs, mostly well behaved. There are also
dog signs that are all conflicting with each other and are nonsensical. Please remove them and all
will be fine. No need to go to the trouble of spreading woodchips in the bottom section, its fine as it
is. A great little well used park.

9/30/2019 1:48 AM
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10

Here is my feedback - which in part I have sent at various times and through various channels to
the Council – and have never received a response to. We are very active users of many public
spaces in Cottesloe. We have an 11-year-old and a dog. We do not need more built spaces. We
need to enhance what we already have. Many people use the railway corridor every day as part of
their daily exercise – it’s where we stop and chat with our neighbours when we take our dogs for a
walk, walk to school and play with our kids. Your authors talk of kids’ spaces but there is nothing
about community building, people walking their dogs or looking after the elderly in our suburb.
These are all important for positive mental health in our communities yet from my reading, the
authors have not paid enough attention to these critical aspects even though the demographics of
our community would support otherwise. What I’d like to see: A bush corridor with informal walking
trail for people of all ages and dogs on both sides of the railway line - We have a bush corridor that
many of us enjoy. I believe this should be enhanced with even more natives that everyone can
enjoy – and include bushes that encourage birdlife. It would be nice to have an informal pathway
like crushed stone or bark that loosely runs along the fence so you can feel like you're in nature
and encourage the birds and flowers and allow the very young to the very elderly to walk and enjoy
nature. We could perhaps have a few more park benches where people can enjoy this natural
environment. Maybe a 20 minute or so walking railway loop. PLEASE NO MORE CONCRETE. A
community veggie garden (maybe where the current council trial garden is located or close to the
school) – This could be a place where people of all ages could come together and grow veggies.
As our gardens are getting smaller, this may be a great way to connect community members. It
does not need to be huge. Purple Dinosaur – I thought this playground was broken! No one uses
it. IT used to be constantly used with the old play equipment but it’s not very frequented at all now.
Albion Street gets used a lot because of its swings and slides. Maybe another swing and more
interpretive play would be lovely here. This would get used by all kids. Even a flying fox would be
cool for older kids through the trees. Again, please keep it natural and not too built up please. Kids
need to make their own fun and make cubbies etc in what is already there. They don’t need, or
want, manmade landscapes to do this. Albion Street – This playground is fine – it just needs
general maintenance. As I said above, the swings are the main attraction here. Fence along the
street line – A fence along near the road would be great for sections of the park so that people feel
safe with their dogs off the lead, and children to play freely, along this nature, railway strip. Around
Napier street crossing would be a great spot to have a space for kids to kick a footy or play cricket.
Issues that need to be addressed when looking at this space. 1. I do not want more built-up
spaces. We need to encourage grass, nature, birds and trees. 2. The Council needs to manage the
cars that park along the verges near the train station on our side of the railway. There is a massive
car park that is built for the train station that should be used (and is empty because you have to
pay). Encourage people to walk to the station. Parking on verges turns this strip into a massive
sandpit in summer and reduces the public open space access for residents. We need a usable
park not a sand pit. 3. More trees around the bike path and make sure that it is still a place for
pedestrians (all ages and dogs). The bike path has now segregated our community even further by
effectively making another road which didn’t exist before. Trees have been removed that need
replacing with mature trees. I’m really sad about how this has been done – the traffic noise is now
much more apparent for all residents which is a shame as it really didn’t need to be this way. I feel
that our council has not advocated properly for its residents on how this was built. 4. Warnings The new bike path is dangerous for people crossing the railway. There needs to be signage at the
railway crossing as I have nearly been hit by cyclists in the morning and evening as they are
racing along the railway line. They need to realise that this is a shared space not a bike freeway. 1.
We have a bush corridor that many of us enjoy. I believe this should be enhanced with even more
natives that everyone can enjoy. It would be nice to have an informal pathway like crushed stone
or that runs along the fence so you can feel like you're in nature and encourage the birds and
flowers and put more par benches where people can enjoy this natural environment. I DO NOT
WANT MORE BUILT-UP SPACES. THE COUNCIL NEEDS TO MANAGE THE CARS THAT
PARK HERE AND NOT USE THE MASSIVE CAR PARK THAT IS BUILT FOR THE TRAIN
STATION - AND ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO WALK TO THE STATION SO WE DO NOT HAVE A
MASSIVE SANDPIT TO DELA WITH IN SUMMER. (not a concrete highway like the bike path that
is unsafe for local walking residents)

9/29/2019 8:26 PM

11

We need to touch the ground lightly. We need to consider the right balance with the native areas.
Any construction should consider its impact on plant life. Pathways should be crushed bark / stone
not bitumen style / paving. The proposed strategy seems to only consider the very young with
playgrounds. This is important but there also needs to be consideration of walkways, native areas,
sitting / enjoyment areas for residents. Consideration should be given to community vegetable /
growing gardens. Formalised car parks should not be considered.

9/29/2019 7:44 PM
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12

It is evident from simply walking up Grant Street (usually, from the Marmion-Grant Street
roundabout) that the are does not require large sums of money to be paid to consultants, who
would seek to justify these payments by making unnecessary plans for redevelopment of the Grant
Marine Park, which is both functional and popular, as it is. Care with planting bushes and upkeep
of the vegetation are all that is required.

9/29/2019 7:01 PM

13

Grant Marine Park changes are most welcome, especially opening up the dunes. The Civic centre
changes also appear to be well measured, given that it is mostly used for outdoor picnics.
However, the changes to Jasper Park miss addressing its current weaknesses, and the proposed
improvements do not accurately reflect current usage. 1) enlarging the existing half basketball
court to one very large consolidated paved area to cater for older children is unnecessary since
The park is primarily used by families with smaller children. It is also unclear as to what the
purpose of this proposed paved area would be. 2) many families use the park for picnics and
children’s parties. There is a chronic shortage of picnic tables, currently only one. If more tables
were placed in shaded areas near the playground, not only would they provide more eating areas,
they would also ensure more food was elevated, thereby reducing the incidences of dogs
encroaching into picnics.

9/29/2019 5:44 AM

14

Jasper Green works well as it is. It's the open grass areas that are regularly used for a variety of
sporting and games activities by a broad spectrum of age groups with individuals and family
groups coming from both sides of the Stirling Highway to the Park.

9/28/2019 9:30 PM

15

do not need to make any changes

9/28/2019 7:47 PM

16

Cottesloe main needs facilities for older children and teenagers e g. Skate park.

9/28/2019 4:11 PM

17

My family regularly visit the Dutch Inn area, typically any weekend when there is a seabreeze as
both myself and my wife windsurf and surf from there and it offers a great vantage point over the
sea with parking close by and the opportunity for our kids to play in the playground. The plans to
upgrade the playground facilities in this area are therefore welcome.

9/28/2019 5:38 AM

18

Please keep windsurfer rigging access for Dutch Inn - we have been using that area since 1980.
It's known internationally in the windsurfing world as Dutch Inn.

9/28/2019 4:26 AM

19

The target demographic is focused mostly on use by children. Little to no thought for the elderly.
Little to no thought for local dog owners. Little to no thought for opportunities to build local
community. No provision for facilities ie. toilets/showers. No provision for potential local market
location.

9/27/2019 9:17 PM

20

I Don’t believe that a lot of change is needed to “improve” the areas substantially. Each of those
areas is perfectly functional right now and provides a lot of opportunity for people who want to
enjoy them. Specifically we can modernise, but this doesn’t have to involve significant relandscaping

9/26/2019 10:11 PM

21

Strong emphasis on changes to Grant St Median proposes what the residents are strongly against
in meetings over the years. Recent change in position of football goal posts at Grant Pk means the
open space no longer works as well. Fencing the playground from dogs will reduce the fun the
current tots experience there. This park works really well and is always in use. Move the posts and
leave alone what worked really well Proposed costs of this program is way above what should be
spent. Get away from the mindset that wants Native plants everywhere. They need more water
than our grassed verges/median, more care, and collect rubbish blowing the wind and weeds.
When planted they remove that space from use for parking. Even with verge parking many Cott
streets are hard to get down due to parked cars particularly at night.

9/26/2019 6:22 PM

22

Strategy is well structured. I would suggest a small basketball court at Railway/Albion. Pump
course is a great idea. I’d really like a skate park to be considered for somewhere in Cott p

9/26/2019 5:43 AM

23

More community involvement as a result of the proposed changes.

9/26/2019 5:02 AM

24

These areas are well used, and do not need the improvements outlined in the strategy.

9/25/2019 7:24 PM

25

Because it forefills the criteria set put in the document

9/25/2019 6:41 PM

26

I’m I disagree with a few areas. Our favourite part of Cottesloe Civic Centre playground is how
quiet it is - I like that it’s only known about and used by locals. Harvey Field playground is not just
used by locals as when football is on this playground becomes very crowded particularly because
it is fenced off and is too small for its needs

9/25/2019 11:16 AM

27

I think it’s iportant to include options for older children (12+) as this is currently lacking in the area
the draft also considers adult recreation and socialising which I also think is important

9/24/2019 7:16 PM
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28

Need updated facilities

9/24/2019 12:05 AM

29

The equipment is old-fashioned and some of it hardly gets used. The only ones that are used are
the climbing fort and the swings. The small climbing frame is useless and the flying fox to too short.
The small children can’t get up to it without being lifted!

9/22/2019 11:21 PM

30

Although the strategy provides terrific ideas about improvements it does not address the Jasper
Green issue between the interaction between young children and dogs. The recent signs installed
have unfortunately proved ineffective with dogs taking over the play are which continues to pose a
health and safety risk to the many babies and toddlers who use the area. This situation is not the
fault of anyone in particular, but a result of the playground and dog off-leash area being so close
together. A low unimposing fence, for example, would eliminate the issue entirely.

9/22/2019 8:56 PM

31

The local playgrounds do not have adequate public toilet facilities

9/22/2019 3:44 AM

32

This is a small local park used mainly by people from the surrounding streets. We do not need
woodchip areas, or paths or extra climbing equipment. It needs to be kept free for dogs, footy
kicking and family gatherings, which happen every day. I don't think it needs a sign directing extra
people to it as I previously said, "It is Small". There is very adequate shade, and places for children
to explore under the trees, and make cubbies. Please leave us alone.

9/22/2019 12:08 AM

33

I have a 2 year old and we walk to Harvey Field, Cott Civic and Cott Main regularly to play. All the
equipment needs to be upgraded/refreshed. More of a focus on under 4 year olds. We drive to
other areas to utilise better playgrounds with more of an adventure focus and would love to have
better facilities in walking distance. I have a lot of friends with children aged 2 years and under
living in the area too who are looking for the same things

9/20/2019 11:55 PM

34

its well articulated

9/20/2019 4:38 AM

35

Addresses need to provide more nature based play areas and varied requirements of users.

9/19/2019 5:53 AM

36

It makes sense to prepare Cottesloe for the generational shift that will take place, as young
families start to dominate the area

9/19/2019 4:14 AM

37

Very thorough and well communicated

9/19/2019 4:11 AM

38

There should be an overall plan to improve these spaces and as such improve the liability of
Cottesloe

9/19/2019 2:43 AM

39

The demand for a small skate park for local kids at Grant Marine park is clear with over 1000
signatures received in support of this proposal. The idea of a skate park down near the railway line
is absurd. this would attract people from outside the community and is NOT what the community
are wanting! the kids want a small skate park for local use near the beach so they can
skate/surf/swim/play cricket/kick the footy etc all in the one place. If a small scale skate park is
tucked in front of the dune where the current swing set/sandpit is there would be no noise issues
as there are no neighbours close by. The area is perfectly suited for a skate park and would be
utilised by local kids extensively. Don't get outside consultants that think big and want to build
massive trophy pieces - keep it small and local and listen to the community!

9/18/2019 8:42 PM

40

Agree with them

9/18/2019 7:55 PM

41

A great strategy that captures Cottesloe's potential. Agree on priorities for these spaces, but love
the opportunity the railway land presents

9/18/2019 6:50 PM

42

Very fair current state and the proposals provide room for interpretation and stakeholder input

9/18/2019 6:20 PM

43

I am shocked that "Purple Dinosaur Park" is considered a park. It is just a sandpit where a
decomissioned playground was and a few mums have put some sand toys. I think not nearly
enough focus is given to the Eastern side of the railway line.

9/18/2019 5:19 PM

44

The current foreshore and street network lacks any pedestrian and community benefit. It has the
opportunity for significant improvement

9/18/2019 5:10 PM

45

I think losing the turf area and putting the picnic seating in that area with no shade isn’t a great
option. Extension of current playground is good and if the decentralised play is under existing trees
that would be okay. Most of the local kids love using the turf area for footy and cricket games and it
would be a shame to lose that.

9/18/2019 1:46 PM

46

I believe you can improve the current play area and make it more nature play oriented but I like all
the trees and open space. If decentralised play can be added where it is proposed under existing
trees without losing the grass area for playing ball games, that would be appreciated.

9/18/2019 1:40 PM
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47

Making the main beach more attractive and user friendly

9/18/2019 1:47 AM

48

The average age of children living in the immediate area (i.e. on the street) and who use the park
multiple times daily is around 10 currently. The bulk of the children are upper primary to middle
school age. Every family with the above mentioned children have a dog. We meet regularly in the
park so the children and dogs can play. The most popular method of play is kicking the footy or
soccer ball. We are worried that nature play etc will eat into this cherished area of grass where we
play loads of running and ball games and dogs run freely. We would like to see more thought given
to older children and where parents can engage in these games with the children as we often do.

9/18/2019 1:17 AM

49

The strategy has rightly identified that the playgrounds of Cott are dated, uninspired and provide
little theme or connection to the beautiful landscape Cott provides. The strategy also outlines that
there is a clear gap in play space for kids aged over 5 years of age and also does not provide
enough play area to service different areas of the community- particularly the north and east side of
Cott.

9/17/2019 8:58 PM

50

Harvey Field needs a playground near the sport area and concerned about the whole area
strategy. Civic Centre OK. Grant Marine park could have a small skate park, rails, bike track. More
active near grass area and foreshore. Especially if Nature Playground upgraded at foreshore.

9/17/2019 8:33 PM

51

Providing play for older age groups and enhancing the character of the spaces

9/17/2019 8:16 PM

52

The parks need to cater to a bigger age range, more basketball hoops skates parks etc

9/17/2019 8:07 PM

53

The lack of activations in the playgrounds are of great concern.

9/17/2019 7:39 PM

54

Grant marine park is wonderful as it is we don’t need to spoil it by changing it . The park in front of
beaches cafe should be upgraded first there is already good parking and it attracts the most
visitors .

9/17/2019 6:41 PM

55

The improvements suggested I believe reflect the needs of each of the spaces accurately. General
improvement of the equipment, updating to current play methodologies and also increasing the
appeal for larger age groups is fabulous.

9/17/2019 6:29 PM

56

thoughtful;

9/17/2019 9:11 AM

57

Looks like a considered approach to evaluating each playground.

9/17/2019 3:39 AM

58

The areas along the train line are ideal areas to upgrade as long as parking and connectivity is
taken into account. Kiosks for coffee ice-creams etc could then be encouraged

9/17/2019 2:47 AM

59

I spend early mornings running along the path from the OBH to Leighton Beach and the current
foreshore path network is inadequate, the fitness option inadequate and the interaction with
carpark's not ideal

9/17/2019 1:30 AM

60

Grant Marine Park is a site in limbo. It is near the beach but not on the beach because it is
separated by a road which carries a lot of traffic. Put the facilities on the foreshore side just like
Cottesloe Main. People want to be on the beach side not the other side of the road. Don't spend
any more money on the smaller park like Andrew's Place. It feels so private and it only services a
very small catchment. Dinosaur Park is sandwiched between a busy road and the railway. Where
is the aesthetics and amenity of this place?

9/16/2019 11:10 PM

61

It seems to piecemeal. The whole picture of Andrew Forrest’s ideas are not being taken into
account. There are no provisions for older children

9/16/2019 7:59 PM

62

Upgrading and improving facilities and usability is prominent throughout the strategy

9/14/2019 2:21 AM

63

Consultants will never say no change needed. The report is confusing, repetitive and recommends
changes that would turn Cottesloe into a generic urban suburb, robbing the community of its
relaxed character. Upgrades to current parks are acceptable but that is not the consultants'
recommendation. Leave our open spaces alone. The expenditure would be prohibitive.

9/14/2019 12:13 AM

64

Children who love further than 200m from the playground use these facilities. Our children scoot all
over cottesloe and use all of the parks.

9/13/2019 8:00 PM

65

The strength of Grant Marine Park is that it is open, simple and appealing to a wide range of
ages/interests

9/13/2019 6:54 PM

66

Great to have the play areas there (including orange art instalment) in an area used by many
locals and visitors. Plenty of parking. Would be good to enlarge the children's playground as it is
small. Biggest problem: no public toilet facilities anywhere nearby.

9/13/2019 5:04 PM
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67

Harvey field a key destination, Cott main should be re-developed into a destination playground,
likewise the Civic Centre

9/13/2019 5:02 PM

68

Considering the needs of the community

9/13/2019 4:58 PM

69

Too focussed on foreshore as a major play centre, greater focus of incorporating major play
opportunity in Harvey Field, particularly given length of time may spend there as a sporting hub

9/13/2019 5:23 AM

70

I love the mixture of nature based sensory play and themed areas. I have an 18month old and we
are a growing family. It’s pleasing to know the playgrounds will continue to offer a diverse range of
play as the children grow. The current playgrounds are outdated and boring. We often travel out of
the area to visit other playgrounds incl. the Jo Wheatley play space. The recommendations bring
into line the quality that residents expect in this blue chip suburb to interact with their children and
enjoy as a family.

9/13/2019 3:35 AM

71

Better use of space

9/13/2019 1:40 AM

72

It lacks imagination, there are no real world class facilities offered, no locations where you would
say "wow, isn't this fantastic", just open air play grounds with a few additional swings. It is
dreadful. There should be much more adventurous play areas, and there should be far, far more
commercial entities where parents can go and get an ice cream or coffee nearby and most of all,
there is no parking. We take our grandchildren down to the (very old and tired) swings at the main
beach and because they are little and when it is hot we drive. But there is nowhere to park. There
should be world class facilities that the world can look up to, not just more run of the mill to fill in
the spaces.

9/13/2019 1:00 AM

73

I don't think there is much value in developing the 'purple dinosaur' and albion playground any
further . These are distinctly unpleasant spaces to spend any amount of time in , so exposed to
the train line and so close to HGV noise and pollution noise . Resources better diverted elsewhere
. There is just not enough users to justify the cost nor on a health and safety basis .

9/13/2019 12:23 AM

74

Shade a priority, natural environment, fencing required to keep dogs, dog poo out and children in

9/12/2019 3:44 AM

75

Looks ok but keep it simple; think long term for the space, look and use e.g. use of natural
resources; the shipwreck theme seems inappropriate especially when we consider the aboriginal
heritage of our fine country

9/12/2019 12:13 AM

76

Upgrading all play equipment is imperative and also considering the age appropriateness of the
equipment to cater to older children also

9/11/2019 5:59 PM

77

Parking, possibly the best of the ageing play equipment, great views

9/11/2019 5:50 AM

78

Grant Marine Park plan appears good to me, enhancing but preserving the natural asset. Andrews
Place is a little gem which I feel needs no significant change.

9/11/2019 4:13 AM

79

Grant st , Marine pde park is covered in dog faeces left by owners who fail to pick up after their
dogs. The park is heavily used by young children and the mix of children and dog faeces is not a
good mix. The play area for young children should be fenced to keep dogs out. In relation to the
rest of the park the Council could occasionally prosecute owners who do not pick up after their
dogs and publicise these prosecutions to induce others to act responsibly.

9/11/2019 3:01 AM

80

The council needs to start to think about the residents which at the moment the residents seem to
be a poor second.

9/11/2019 12:03 AM

81

There are shady trees and it is child friendly for picnics and outside Films etc

9/10/2019 11:42 PM
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82

It is important to identify what brings people to a place. My grandchildren love the walk to and from,
ie see the trains, cross the train crossing, watch the Carnabys feeding, hide in the big trees on the
way, my dog gets a run but not safely and so it is stressful not having some of the walk fenced
from Curtin Ave traffic so the dog and the children can just run and run safely,which is all that is
needed to make that a fabulous place to just run for the dog and the grandchildren, the purple dino
equipment used to have height so the children could look at or down on the trains, and they could
watch up and down the line for a train to come and the drivers can see them and might wave. So
the strategy ignores the journey to and from which is just as important as the destination Even
though it is only a sandpit now, they love it just as much because of the journey to and from where
we tell stories, get excited about trains and cockatoos. There needs to be a water fountain with
dog bowl. You need to analyse how much shade the trees give a space. The playground needs a
second fence around it so you can let the dog off to run around the playground space and have
the children on the inside of that. There needs to be tables and seat outside the sandpit space to
sit at and have a picnic - I am not so good at sitting on the ground to eat now. Then there are the
fabulous nits, seeds and flowers along the way from the native trees along the eastern side from
the napier walkway to the playground, which often take time to navigate and tell stories about.
Civic centre playground is surrounded by paths on hills which I can get to easily because it is
circular and not straight, ie is safe place for new adventurous scooters with grannies who cannot
keep up. You must remember that is often grandparents who take young children out walking and
playing now, and we talk and walk a lot but we are slower and nervous about children and dogs
getting away int danger. Playgrounds must be fenced to keep out dogs and dog poo. They should
be double fenced with outside circle for the dogs and inside for the playground. In this day and and
age where parents are time poor, they wll go somewhere where they can socialise while the
children are playing and that is a drawcard, so a coffee van or bakery will bring people to a place
even in the rain - to socialise. So how are playgrounds used as place to do other things and what
are these? Is there a core story to join all the POS and playgrounds of Cottesloe - none that I can
see. You could identify the indigenous story of Cottesloe and use this story as a link to all the
spaces, so see Barb Dobson and Ken MacIntyre for this linking story. Where is the strategy that
unifies the POS and playgrounds and gives a richer experience and talking points for when we are
there, and to follow when we are walking to and from? Speak to the dog park expert who is in
Melbourne and use her expertise.

9/10/2019 4:54 PM

83

Excellent detailed and well researched document that identifies key areas of improvement for
Cott's POS

9/10/2019 6:29 AM

84

I think that the consultants have accurately grasped the feel andflavour of Cottesloe's enivronment
while understanding how to extend the age range that parks appeal to and increase their appeal for
repeat visits. The strategy is realistic and achievable over time

9/10/2019 4:31 AM

85

I think there are some positives but I think the possible plans for Carpark 2 will negatively impact
on the feel of the beach and suburb

9/10/2019 4:13 AM

86

There is limited open space/play grounds in the north west Cottesloe and none are <5 min walk
away from me. The main area I use is Allen Park which is not in Cottesloe to walk dog and take
grand children to the play ground. Andrews Place is the closest in Cottesloe and it is definitely very
inadequate and needs to be upgraded. I think the proposed plan to upgrade Grant St Marine Park
and Grant St verge reserve is a wonderful idea and long overdue. This area is very under-utilised
at the moment. It is an excellent idea to include a playground in the Grant St verge area.

9/10/2019 12:09 AM

87

Feedback from residents clearly indicates support for Jasper Green as is

9/9/2019 11:12 PM

88

the strategy is broadening the age groups that will be catered for which is important as our children
get older as currently the playgrounds are too focused on younger children.

9/9/2019 10:53 PM

89

It would be great to see more emphasis on fitness equipment and skateparks being incorporated
so the local teenagers can also have a use for their local parks. In addition, we often take our dog
with us to the local park, so incorporated dog exercise areas would be appreciated.

9/9/2019 10:00 PM

90

The Strategy mostly hits the mark - however it doesn't provide sufficiently for dog off-lead areas

9/9/2019 9:49 PM
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Q7 Thinking about the proposed playground upgrades, can you please
tell us what are your top 3 to be upgraded, in order of priority?
Answered: 92

Skipped: 72

My Priority Preference
Dutch Inn
Reserve
Cottesloe Main
Purple Dinosaur
Cottesloe
Civic Centre
Grant Marine
Parade
Andrew's Place
Jasper Green
Reserve
Harvey Field
0%

First

10%

20%

30%

Second

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Third

My Priority Preference
FIRST
Dutch Inn Reserve
Cottesloe Main
Purple Dinosaur
Cottesloe Civic Centre
Railway and Albion
Grant Marine Parade
Andrew's Place
Jasper Green Reserve
Harvey Field

SECOND

THIRD

TOTAL

37.50%
9

29.17%
7

33.33%
8

24

51.72%
30

31.03%
18

17.24%
10

58

34.62%
9

42.31%
11

23.08%
6

26

20.00%
6

36.67%
11

43.33%
13

30

31.58%
6

42.11%
8

26.32%
5

19

27.66%
13

48.94%
23

23.40%
11

47

36.36%
4

18.18%
2

45.45%
5

11

38.10%
8

9.52%
2

52.38%
11

21

28.57%
8

25.00%
7

46.43%
13

28

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Check with staff. For the users upgrades are not needed. Replacing/maintainance of tired
equipment is all that is needed.

9/26/2019 6:35 PM

2

Introduction of a skate park on COTTESLOE priority

9/18/2019 7:57 PM
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3

John Black Dune Park

9/16/2019 11:38 PM

4

Keep all playgrounds maintained, not changed into structured parks..

9/14/2019 12:13 AM

5

PSP Railway cycle shared path environs

9/13/2019 2:52 AM

6

jens place as an enclosed dog park

9/13/2019 12:34 AM

7

Corner of Eric and althesan space

9/12/2019 3:54 AM

8

no priorities

9/11/2019 3:02 AM

9

Please make a dog park at the corner of Eric and Curtin Ave, which we all use but it just needs a
fence. Please identify all the green spaces along Curtin Ave but for the want of a fence would be
safe places to run and play. Please identify the micro park on corner of Curtin Ave and Althesan recently transferred toi TOC control - which for the want of a gate on the Althesan side would be
much better used. As it isx you cannot let the children and/or dog run and play because it is open
on two sides, ie it needs a gate at the Curtin Ave side and then the grandma supervisor can stand
on the MIllers Court side with confidence to let the grandchildren/dog run and not escape onto to
Curtin Ave. Teh beach is great but dog walkers and grandparents with grandchildren need safe
contained spaces. There needs to be a skatepark at Cottesloe Railway Station which would bring
vibrancy back to the Village. the railway reserves need to be panted as they ahve been in other
local government along the railway reserve, as they become vibratn ecological corridors. Identify
the drainage swales along the railway reserve that can become grassy hills to run and roll up and
down on, just for the want of a fence for safety and some grass.

9/10/2019 5:18 PM

10

Grant St verge reserve (3rd)

9/10/2019 12:22 AM

11

Seaview Golf Course landholdings

9/9/2019 9:58 PM
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Q8 Can you tell us why? (Optional)
Answered: 72

Skipped: 92

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The facilities on our Main beach include worn and broken equipment as well as outdated non
Natural materials. The purple park offers limited sensory stimulation. Grant marine requires more
Natural material playground installations.

10/1/2019 12:35 AM

2

These are the only options east of the railway and in close proximity to the North Cott Primary
School

9/30/2019 11:47 PM

3

areas most used by me, but also others

9/30/2019 11:44 PM

4

Jasper Green is currently the only attractive play area east of the train line. Investing in the railway
transcet (i.e Railway and Albion and the Purple Dinosaur) would provide alternatives and these
spaces already have existing trees and green spaces that could be beautiful with some
investment.

9/30/2019 10:52 PM

5

Actually my child is 15 so I don't have a strong opinion on this. We visited most of the playgrounds
in the Town in his younger years though. I do think the Civic Centre Gardens are very special, and
being away form the road they're also quiet. It's easy to spend a couple hours in there and a
fantastic playground would really complete the magic. Harvey Field feels a bit like a playpen. An
'upgrade' about a decade ago sucked all the fun out of it. While we no longer visit I can see that
lots of people do and any improvement there will be beneficial.

9/30/2019 10:37 PM

6

The first two need their surrounds improved. Cott main is heavily used and needs expanding.

9/30/2019 9:57 PM

7

I walk along the foreshore when I'm town

9/30/2019 6:42 PM

8

Dutch Inn playground equipment is both old and poorly placed. Clashes with needs of windsurfers
who don’t have any other options, and now have even fewer after the changes at Scarborough.

9/30/2019 3:46 PM

9

The Dinosaur park is not a park - it just looks like a waste land. I like the idea of nature play at
Dutch Inn - could be very cool. the Harvey Field playground is used a lot by little kids while older
kids or parents play sport. I think it's probably a bit tired.

9/29/2019 8:29 PM

10

These are areas my family use and live in every day. We live on Albion Street. These areas are
integral to our life they are part of our every day life. We walk our dog along our railway area every
day as well as across Sea View Golf Club / Harvey Field. Our 11 year old son uses the Railway
playground and Harvey Field / Cottesloe Oval.

9/29/2019 7:52 PM

11

The Cottesloe Main is well used by the public.

9/28/2019 9:38 PM

12

Cott main has 'play' facilities for small kids and adults only (exercise equipment). Cott main is
perfect for an area older kids and teenagers to have facilities

9/28/2019 4:21 PM

13

This is the one I use most regularly.

9/28/2019 5:40 AM

14

1. tired and lacking. visitor drawcard 2. tired and lacking, tennis wall and basketball ring area
unsafe/substandard 3. Safe greenways ie.Rail to beach links needed Nth,Sth, Central pedestrian
and cycle

9/27/2019 9:24 PM

15

The kids that use the playgrounds enjoy the level provided. As they get older they progress to
cricket/soccer/football and basketball. Grant St Marine Pk is a good model for what works really
well.

9/26/2019 6:35 PM

16

I use railway st nearly daily, and the area lacks a decent playground and meeting point for kids to
play ballgames I reckon a proper adventure playground at Cott beach would be a big attraction for
more people to visit. Alternatively, a new playground near Napoleon St could creat a much more
lively centre and support local businesses

9/26/2019 5:49 AM

17

Jasper because this is the one we use the most and we think it could benefit from getting all ages
residents together and develop a real sense of community. Purple dinosaur is mediocre and we
avoid it.

9/26/2019 5:04 AM

18

Because we use them

9/25/2019 6:42 PM
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19

Harvey Field playground is too small for its needs (very crowded when the football is on and
because it is fenced off there is little room for kids to run around). It is also too close to the road - it
should be moved further away from busy Broome st and not need to be fenced off or there needs
to be a mean to slow cars down in that area (speed bumps, pedestrian crossing) as cars are often
speeding along Broome st - this location of the playground feels quite dangerous sometimes.

9/25/2019 11:20 AM

20

Cottesloe main has already had work and will continue to have work. It is often utilised by people
who visit the beach rather than just locals. These other areas are used primarily by locals

9/24/2019 7:18 PM

21

They are out of date. I go to Melbourne and the playgrounds around the inner. It’s are so
interesting and use lots more natural materials!

9/22/2019 11:25 PM

22

-

9/22/2019 8:59 PM

23

Harvey field playground is the playground we visit the most

9/22/2019 3:47 AM

24

These are the 3 that we use most frequently and are most central to Cottesloe. All 3 have very
tired looking equipment and I don’t feel are utilising the space available adequately. There are so
many young families in Cottesloe that it would be wonderful to have some great playgrounds with
interactive and learning equipment available. The Jo Wheatly All Abilities Playground in Nedlands
is an excellent example.

9/20/2019 11:58 PM

25

dutch in is poor and has co-location issues with windsurfers.

9/20/2019 4:50 AM

26

Cott main has the potential to become an iconic beachside hub. In its current state, the foreshore
development (from playground, through to carpark and indiana's) provides a poor urban outcome.
These spaces need to be revitalized to create a thriving (local, domestic and internation) tourist
hub.

9/19/2019 4:56 PM

27

Most value to most users

9/19/2019 6:05 AM

28

Location and need for improvement

9/19/2019 4:16 AM

29

Distribution and gaps

9/19/2019 4:13 AM

30

Grant Marine is begging for a small skate park for the local kids. Have a look at the North
Fremantle skate park and how close that is to houses and it has no noise issues whatsoever and is
a great small skatepark for local kids. The Grant marine option is much further away from
residences than North Fremantle skate park.

9/18/2019 8:45 PM

31

I have a 6/8/10 yr old children and keen for them to use facilities that are not provided.

9/18/2019 7:57 PM

32

Cottesloe Beach is a tourist destination. The current playground at Cott Main degrades the
surrounding area. It is also the playground which is most accessible to most children visiting and
within the suburb and so therefore should be a priority. A well designed playground at Cott Main
will help to bring vibrancy to the suburb.

9/18/2019 7:54 PM

33

Grant Marine is a quick fix, Railway land is a great opportunity for a pump track or similar which is
much needed in our community and Harvey Oval needs upgraded facilities

9/18/2019 6:55 PM

34

Harvey Field is used often during Rugby events, easy parking, and amazing view while being
protected from sun and wind.

9/18/2019 6:22 PM

35

Purple dinosaur has huge potential to be made into a well used space.

9/18/2019 5:23 PM

36

These are the ones that least attention has been given to

9/18/2019 5:20 PM

37

These are our local parks we frequent often. We live on Andrews Place.

9/18/2019 1:48 PM

38

Priority is main beach. Purple dinosaur had a lovely playground which has been completely
removed

9/18/2019 1:51 AM

39

These are the areas we frequent the most. We live on Andrews Place and much of our socialising
done with neighbours occurs in the park at Andrews Place.

9/18/2019 1:20 AM

40

Unaware of many of the other locations

9/17/2019 10:27 PM
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41

The Grant St park is the largest and closest park for the residents of north Cottesloe, the park
does not provide enough imaginative space to play, has not facilities for bbq/picnic areas and
caters to SUCH a younger age group of kids. The space is heavily used by residents of north
cottesloe and offers some of the best views of all the park areas. It should be considered as a high
priority part to rejuvenate. Cott main must also be revamped for the same reasons, however it will
also cater towards members of the public who are not also residents of Cottesloe- an excellent
example is the recently developed Scarborough Whale Park. However a small issue with this park
is that is does not cater to younger kids very well- it would be good for Cott main park to ensure
there are safe areas of play for the littlies as well as the big kids too.

9/17/2019 9:07 PM

42

Cott Main playground is terrible - need nature play. We need a skate park, rails and bike pump
track. Sporting fields - need to decide on overall area so Footy club can get club rooms.

9/17/2019 8:37 PM

43

Cott main and Grant ST parks are critically underwhelming and lacking any play for older children.
Jasper Green could provide enhanced play for the older children to improved interaction between
age groups in the neighbourhood

9/17/2019 8:20 PM

44

The dinosaur park is a sand pit full of people junk, I wouldn’t even call it a park. Railway/Albion has
the worst ant problem you can’t actually climb the equipment. It could really use more equipment.
Cottesloe main is aged at very young children, there should be more options for kids from 4 to 12
years of age

9/17/2019 8:12 PM

45

These parks are appalling for an ocean suburb with high council rates and such a high number of
young families. There are no parking or toilet facilities and the play structures are old and boring.

9/17/2019 7:41 PM

46

The dinosaur park is a joke can it even be considered a park it is a patch of sand !!!!

9/17/2019 6:43 PM

47

These three areas are utilised by a large group of local residents and also visitors to the area

9/17/2019 6:31 PM

48

Based on my observations about use

9/17/2019 9:13 AM

49

These are the areas my family most likely to use

9/17/2019 3:40 AM

50

as above

9/17/2019 2:48 AM

51

Cottesloe main playground is very tired and outdated. It's an iconic tourist attraction and the
playground is very basic.

9/17/2019 12:55 AM

52

John Black Dune Park - redevelop it as it is just an odd square space. The existing dune
landscape is out of context and removed from the rest of the coastal foreshore. Its a good spot for
a public swimming pool and other aquatic recreation pools. People come to Cottesloe for the
beach, ocean and aquatic related recreation activities. On the beach, people play beach volleyball,
beach cricket, beach soccer, beach footy, frizbee, beach walking and running. So put more
ancillary and support facilities on the beach like more changing rooms, more bike facilities, more
storage facilities.

9/16/2019 11:38 PM

53

Purple dinosaur can’t even be considered a playground- it’s pathetic. Harvey fields is old and out
of date.

9/16/2019 8:04 PM

54

Already covered.

9/14/2019 12:13 AM

55

Proximity to our house and volume of times per week we use

9/13/2019 8:02 PM

56

I'm not familiar with other playgrounds but see that Dutch Inn could do with moving further north
(as suggested) and perhaps some fencing to protect from cycle path. Toilets should be put there
as there are none in South Cottesloe. A small unisex security WC could be built into the side of the
'dune mound' by the car park. It would be well used by families, kite surfers, walkers and cyclists.
Please put this in as a priority.

9/13/2019 5:20 PM

57

Civic Centre under utilised. Could create a destination playground there so will be used more
widely. Currently Cottesloe's secret - should be more widely used.

9/13/2019 5:06 PM

58

Poor quality, lacks educational opportunities for children

9/13/2019 5:00 PM

59

The parks are tired, they are not very imaginative. It would be nice to see something with more
shade and place space that caters to kids of multiple age groups

9/13/2019 3:53 AM

60

PSP seems to have arrived without consultation with your committee. No plans for rest areas, play
areas other than a gesture towards a skate park.

9/13/2019 2:52 AM

61

The Main Beach area is an eyesore today, just a car park. And what is proposed being a series of
benches up the rise fro the beach is really a nothing. What are you going to do with those benches
- sit two by two. There should be cafes and areas where entertainment can take place.

9/13/2019 1:05 AM
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62

no 1 upgrade should be grant marine parade , well serviced with a car park close to a cafe
wonderful ocean views for multigenerational use . crying out for an upgrade for all ages , needs
some shelter from the elements and a public bbq fora sausage sizzle . it also desperately needs a
safe crossing to the beach , currently it is a death trap with pedestrian island in the middle too
small for a pram or a kids bike ,THIS NEEDS URGENT ATTN THIS SUMMER

9/13/2019 12:34 AM

63

Perfect spot with natural setting, needs gates and fencing

9/12/2019 3:54 AM

64

These seem the most in need and used

9/12/2019 12:44 AM

65

Grant Marine Parade Park is a beautiful spot with so much potential to easily upgrade and utilise
the land for families to gather and picnic

9/11/2019 6:03 PM

66

Equipment is very old, and the kids get board quickly. The two major parks should be a highlight
and draw card to the suburb

9/11/2019 5:57 AM

67

Grant MP is simple and cheap to do, Cottesloe has very high usage and is most pressing,
Cottesloe Civic Centre is a beautiful space and I love it but understand others may have more
pressing needs

9/11/2019 4:19 AM

68

They are all important to the people who use them.

9/11/2019 3:02 AM

69

The beach is the draw card for foreshore playgrounds, nothing more is needed. There is space
along the railway line and Curtin Ave that needs safety so the large spaces can be used for
running, yelling,shouting, bird watching - gates, fences, the indigenous history turned into a story
story to join it all up, think of three generations involved in the growing up of children, think of dogs
that take us out for a walk,. YOu ave not mentioned SPP 2.6 and the need to identify the CHRMAP
line on the foreshore before TOC spends any money on it, and the WAPC which is the ultimate
planning authority on MRS reserves will probably require that before any works on foreshore and
this should be done, given the FREO and TOMP CHRMAP. ALso you have no included the
potential for the South Cottesloe Bushland to be a regional park - the last piece of land in public
reserve that joins the Swan river to the sea, which the WAPC has prevented from being sold
because of the CHRMAP, and could on that basis be a beautiful regional space running from the
sea to the river.

9/10/2019 5:18 PM

70

Dutch in is a major safety hazard with conflicts between kite surfers and kids. I never use it myself,
but it is very well used. The equipment is old and tired and deserved renewal first for this reason.
Purple dinosaur needs to be something very different from the park further along Railway to be
relevant. If it is appeals to a different age group eg older children, I would support its revamp
second

9/10/2019 4:37 AM

71

Cottesloe main play ground is used by many people and isin a prime location. The current play
ground is very inadequate. Cottesloe should have an iconic Tier 1 playground. There are limited
parks/play grounds in North Cottesloe. Grant St Marine Park and Grant St verge area are underutilised and this space desperately needs to be improved. I do not know much about the parks in
the south of Cottesloe so I am unable to comment on their needs.

9/10/2019 12:22 AM

72

Seaview Golf Course - "off lead" dog exercise (daily 5:00PM to 8:00AM) time sharing with golf use
(daily 8:00AM to 5:00PM) in similar way to the previous arrangement at North Cott dog beach; and
enhanced native landscaping.

9/9/2019 9:58 PM
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Q9 Thinking about the proposed opportunities for the Public Open Space
areas, can you tell us which ideas you like the most?
Answered: 99

Skipped: 65
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Regional level foreshore public open space

60.61%

60

Heart of Cottesloe along Broome Street

24.24%

24

Railway corridor sequential park

30.30%

30

Grant Street median as a biodiversity corridor, incorporating a parking strategy that encompasses the median strip.

31.31%

31

Total Respondents: 99
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Q10 Can you tell us why you like these ideas? (Optional)
Answered: 67

Skipped: 97

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The railwat corridor is under used and has beautiful existing landscape that could be enhanced
with play areas.

9/30/2019 11:47 PM

2

Not impressed with heart of Cottesloe along Broome st - better to sink railway line and integrate
current retail centre

9/30/2019 11:44 PM

3

Because the railway corridor is underutilised and the foreshore is an iconic part of WA andby
enhancing it everyone in Perth would enjoy it, not just Cottesloe residents.

9/30/2019 10:52 PM

4

They all have merit. A biodiversity corridor is most in line with the Town's mission statement.

9/30/2019 10:37 PM

5

Room for native planting and enhancement do natural environment in these locations.

9/30/2019 9:59 PM

6

This median strip is hot and dry in summer. There is a clear opportunity for improvement as
outlined in the plan.

9/30/2019 9:57 PM

7

As above

9/30/2019 6:42 PM

8

Current cafe and social areas become too crowded and need some diversity

9/30/2019 3:46 PM

9

The median strip is owned by all residents and should be open for parking to all, particularly by the
railway station.

9/30/2019 1:53 AM

10

Caring for our Railway corridor is important for us as we live and use this area. As per comments
in 6 above I have concerns about the proposal for the Railway Corridor and we need to consider
more deeply how we care for this area.

9/29/2019 7:52 PM

11

The foreshore encompasses far more than the other options

9/29/2019 7:03 PM

12

In the case of Jasper Green Park, just maintain it as is. No capital expenditure is required. My
husband and I are in the Park in the evening every day together with a group of individuals and
families that have become part of a friendly community that looks after each other. Let well alone.

9/28/2019 9:38 PM

13

well used

9/28/2019 7:47 PM

14

All other areas area residential.

9/28/2019 4:21 PM

15

Most likely to use this area over the others

9/28/2019 5:40 AM

16

Safe link rail/cyle/walk. Green corridor essential for birdlife. Need more of these throughout suburb

9/27/2019 9:24 PM

17

Foreshore is a place for active use. the other 4 work very well as is. The proposals make them
less useful to the residents. A native planted open space means no-one can walk there any more it is removed from active use and becomes a refuse trap.

9/26/2019 6:35 PM

18

Railway corridor is generally surrounded by small blocks so need more public space for kids, and
lots of free space along the railway

9/26/2019 5:49 AM

19

I think those would benefit more the cottesloe locals, whereas the area along the beach is visited
largely by non Cottesloe residents. A petanque pitch in Jasper park would be the greatest possible
addition to bring the community together

9/26/2019 5:04 AM

20

There is currently a lack of facilities

9/25/2019 6:42 PM

21

They appeal most to me

9/24/2019 7:18 PM

22

I am only interested in the playgrounds.

9/22/2019 11:25 PM

23

-

9/22/2019 8:59 PM

24

The railway space needs upgrading and more playgrounds promotes a healthier community. We
also need safe ways to cross Curtin Avenue.

9/22/2019 3:47 AM

25

This area has been virtually ignored in the past 20 years

9/22/2019 12:10 AM
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26

great opportunities to grow

9/20/2019 4:50 AM

27

Most beneficial for most users

9/19/2019 6:05 AM

28

At present the area along the railway line is a 'nothing space'

9/19/2019 2:44 AM

29

Most valued

9/18/2019 7:57 PM

30

I have children 7 and 9 and this space could be great for this age group. Grant St Median is also
very under-utilised and a great access from the bike path to the beach

9/18/2019 6:55 PM

31

The foreshore will receive the biggest bang for buck.

9/18/2019 6:22 PM

32

Beach front has priority for users Parking required along grant st to allow cyclists a free cycle lane

9/18/2019 1:51 AM

33

Improving railway corridor can help reconnect the two sides of cottesloe and turn an eyesore into a
place of amenity

9/17/2019 10:27 PM

34

The Broome street strategy provides a link for the residents of cottesloe and seeks to improve their
experience in the community. The foreshore plan is focused on the tourism of Cottesloe and also
on the rehabilitation and preservation of the dunes/ vegetation which is all important for the suburb.

9/17/2019 9:07 PM

35

In general all great ideas.

9/17/2019 8:37 PM

36

The foreshore is lacking in suitable public open space at a regional level. Parking along Grant ST
for train passengers and business use would be ideal- ensuring the green spine is enhanced too!

9/17/2019 8:20 PM

37

Because it makes Cottesloe wake up. It’s embarrassing to see the progress Scarborough has
made and the amazing facilities they have.

9/17/2019 7:41 PM

38

I don’t want grant st to have a car park added in front of my house so would rather you do
something else .

9/17/2019 6:43 PM

39

Both of these will be well utilised by locals and visitors to the area. Improving the access and
facilities in such busy areas, creating an amazing space for public.

9/17/2019 6:31 PM

40

Its a great green band and can be improved

9/17/2019 9:13 AM

41

Would like to see more public open space in Cott and we don’t have many opportunities to find
some

9/17/2019 3:40 AM

42

as above

9/17/2019 2:48 AM

43

Direct interaction with the water

9/17/2019 1:32 AM

44

Tourist destination and has the best potential

9/17/2019 12:55 AM

45

Because other ideas are really bad as they will affect residents.

9/16/2019 11:49 PM

46

Cottesloe Beach is a major destination in the Perth Metropolitan area. Make Cottesloe a world
class coastal node and destination. Facilitate for more high density and also better public transport.
High frequent public transport from Cottesloe Station to Cottesloe beach. Grant Street median has
the space to introduce more native vegetation. Where possible, it should also incorporate
bioretention swales. Thirdly, additional car parking will also assist to slow the traffic along this
road. More should be done to improve the canopy cover of Cottesloe. Footpaths and cycle paths
should also be provide. On-street cycle paths to be marked clearly to encourage more cycling.

9/16/2019 11:38 PM

47

Traffic flow might be better along Grant, plus there is the room available. Foreshore is a
disgrace... anything would be better than the current facilities

9/16/2019 8:04 PM

48

I like the idea of a green heart of Cottesloe and improving the usability of the railway corridor is an
attractive option. (even more the whole railway was sunken

9/14/2019 2:23 AM

49

I would like all these spaces left in their current, natural state. No messy native scrub that collects
weeds and rubbish, no "ecological transect" or "developing greenway". on Grant St. where the
median strip is full of birds and the grass, emerald green most of the year, needs no watering or
care. Leave it unstructured. NO Tier 3 Local Playground at Daisies. Grant St is a local road, does
not need to be targeted as a thoroughfare.

9/14/2019 12:13 AM

50

Will positively impact the local foreshore like the Scarborough development which is hugely
impressive. We currently go there rather than own local parks sometimes as it is more interesting
play for our children

9/13/2019 8:02 PM

51

Survey would not let me proceed without choosing one.

9/13/2019 6:57 PM
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52

POS along Marine Pde makes sense as the outlook is to the ocean and the road has lower speed
limit. Railway, Grant and Broome areas is good for local fenced playgrounds but road, train and
cycle are nearby. Good shade and out of the wind, though. No toilets.

9/13/2019 5:20 PM

53

Making the foreshore a reginal level play space will bring people to Cottesloe as a destination all
year round - not just in summer, will therfore help the business to survivie.

9/13/2019 5:06 PM

54

We desperately need cohesion

9/13/2019 5:00 PM

55

take up parking from Car Park 1 redevelopment

9/13/2019 2:52 AM

56

Creates a beautiful public space that can be enjoyed by many.

9/13/2019 1:42 AM

57

None of them as I have stated above. The Civic Centre should be transformed into a world
masterpice. There is nothing like this anyweher in Australia and we should be raising it to world
class status - not a few swings.

9/13/2019 1:05 AM

58

long overdue lets just get on with it , at the end of the day everyone gravitates to the beach for
freshair and the sea breeze .for recreation and relaxation . dont bother putting skate parks or
playgrounds anywhere near the railway lines , like water running downhill , people will always
gravitate to the sea so put the amenities there . you cannot make a silk purse out of a sows ear
.so it's all about investment in the foreshore so lets got on with it

9/13/2019 12:34 AM

59

Railway corridor as a wildlife corridor, Are you enhancing the Vlamingh Parklands green link
through south Cottesloe?

9/12/2019 3:54 AM

60

Grant Street median is ugly and could look AMAZING! The heart of Cottesloe would also look
fantastic and bring together our community heart

9/11/2019 6:03 PM

61

More kid friendly parks east of the beach

9/11/2019 5:57 AM

62

I feel biodiversity of this space needs protection

9/11/2019 4:19 AM

63

See all above comments Remember the journey to and from the park is as important if you are
walking and cycling, and if the journey is a good and interesting one it will attract visitors.The
Railway Reserve offers this potential in spades. You have missed the EBD Draft Structure Plans
and the Lynley Lutton Plan in your Literature Review which is most unfortunate because they had
enormous local community participation, support and endorsement. You can put a dog park with
coffee van in the middle of the Railway Corridor because there is space to do it, and that adds to
the value because it is an attractor.

9/10/2019 5:18 PM

64

Heart of Cottesloe is a refreshing way to link Broome Street for play and take advantage of the big
verges The Railway corridor is an exciting way to encourage people from inside and outside
Cottesloe to play using the Shared Path to get there The Grant St Corridor is a fabulous way to
link the Sea to the Railway lands in a way that enhances Grant Street for residents and those
walking and riding through. It would be particularly lovely for those living on Grant Street as well as
our wildlife

9/10/2019 4:37 AM

65

I have addressed the Grant St median strip in my earlier reponses. Foreshore public space is used
by many locals and visitors to Cottesloe and it is important that we make the most of our wonderful
beach.

9/10/2019 12:22 AM

66

continuing to activate the foreshore should be the highest priority, look towards Scarborough for
inspiration / examples

9/9/2019 10:56 PM

67

Each of these proposed opportunities will provide huge ecological and amenity enhancements.

9/9/2019 9:58 PM
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Q11 Can you please tell us any ideas you have for this? (Optional)
Answered: 53

Skipped: 111

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

To increase nighttime safety a lit corridor or footpath from rail stations to beach with cameras to
reduce antisocial behaviour.

10/1/2019 12:37 AM

2

I have no idea what this means - how can you have a pop up park?

9/30/2019 11:45 PM

3

Why not just enhance the permanent natural environment along here with permanent plantings?

9/30/2019 10:01 PM

4

Last time I was there I walked along the Groyne and saw the light you have there. I like the use of
alternate energy sources. I like this model of adopting this technology around the area to
showcase that bit by bit renewable energy is taking a foothold.

9/30/2019 6:46 PM

5

Railway - A temporary posted cricket pitch during summer Footy goals during winter Exercise
equipment

9/29/2019 8:31 PM

6

As stated in 6 above we need to touch the ground lightly. We need to consider the right balance
with the native plants. Pathways should consider this balance. Playgrounds are in need of love yes
but there should also be consideration of areas for walking, sitting / enjoying, planting vegetables /
gardens.

9/29/2019 7:59 PM

7

I should need to see detailed proposals and plans

9/29/2019 7:06 PM

8

Stop dreaming up ideas to spend rate payers money.

9/28/2019 9:44 PM

9

Sounds like a stupid idea. Why would I want to go to a popup when Cott village is adjacent.

9/28/2019 4:24 PM

10

I do not support the use of the rail corridor for the suggested use. Prefer local community use
ideas eg. community gardens, vegetation for birds, enclosed dog off lead area

9/27/2019 9:36 PM

11

Don't do it. Waste of money. walk to nearest playground 400m away.

9/26/2019 6:52 PM

12

I’m not that excited about this idea. Id suggest to fix the permanent playgrounds along railway st
first

9/26/2019 5:53 AM

13

Don't waste ratepayer money. There are only 2,000 ratepayers in 4 squ kms of land.

9/25/2019 7:26 PM

14

Street party’s, food trucks to encourage locals and neighbours to use parks and to socialise more.
I would love to see a pétanque pitch at the jasper green reserve for this purpose also

9/24/2019 7:20 PM

15

-

9/22/2019 9:00 PM

16

A pop up near Mosman Park train station would be ideal. We will need a safe way to cross the
road.

9/22/2019 3:49 AM

17

pump track, stake park, bike service centre,

9/20/2019 4:51 AM

18

Food trucks and semi regular events

9/19/2019 4:17 AM

19

Perfect location for a weekend food market, central to Cott and adjacent to Town Centre without
interrupting day to day business directly in the town

9/19/2019 4:15 AM

20

I think that, provided the space was suitable, different sets of play equipment could be shifted
between parks.

9/19/2019 2:46 AM

21

Pump Track, mountain bike trail, skate park, giant Flying fox or rope swings through trees.
Overpass across Curtin Avenue for better access

9/18/2019 6:56 PM

22

Great idea! Playground near new PSP. Also pop up bike paths along Grant Street, Eric Street,
Broome and Marmion to coordinate with parks so that residents can bike to parks.

9/18/2019 6:27 PM

23

Skate park

9/18/2019 5:21 PM

24

They would have to be shaded and safe to cross the street to access and keep the children safe
from the traffic

9/18/2019 1:49 PM

25

Child friendly zone for those east of railway st

9/18/2019 1:52 AM
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26

Love this idea. Integrate food and beverage Play for all ages.

9/17/2019 10:28 PM

27

The pop up areas would be well revived particularly if linked to some coffee/eating facilities as
well. The community love opportunities to do something different- particularly the families with
young kids who need to keep them busy on weekends! It’s always a valued contribution by the
council when such things happen. Recently Daisies coffee shop hosted a petting zoo on Father’s
Day- this was sensational and provided a wonderful activity for kids and adults and a great way to
meet neighbours

9/17/2019 9:14 PM

28

Pump track and Skate Park

9/17/2019 8:22 PM

29

Anything with water play and nature building like cubbies etc Table tennis

9/17/2019 8:17 PM

30

basketball, skate park, disabled access, climbing walls, nature parks

9/17/2019 7:42 PM

31

Waste of time and resources

9/17/2019 9:14 AM

32

So much space along the new bike path - would be fantastic to have areas to play/rest/picnic
along here

9/17/2019 3:41 AM

33

That sounds a bit daft. there needs to be established safe structures for kids to play on. parents
won't take their kids there if they don't know for sure what's going to be there one week to the next

9/17/2019 2:54 AM

34

No to pop up parks and playgrounds along the rail corridor. This space should be used to increase
native vegetation planting and canopy cover. Create it as both a walking trail and also a dedicated
bicycle trail connecting Perth to Fremantle. Put the pop up parks and playground at the end of
Napoleon Street next to the railway.

9/16/2019 11:47 PM

35

Climbing walls, rope courses, volleyball, ping pong, skate parks

9/16/2019 8:05 PM

36

Silly idea due to the traffic dangers. There are already play areas on the east side of the railway maintain them. Cottesloe is a tiny suburb, well serviced with parks and playgrounds.Leave
unstructured space alone.

9/14/2019 12:14 AM

37

Great idea, the Olympic village in london has some fantastic ideas that the town of cottesloe could
learn from

9/13/2019 8:04 PM

38

A children's road and traffic skills park would be good - for scooters, cycles, running, etc. They can
learn what signs mean and safety skills. Jungle Jim equipment for healthy play also would be
good.

9/13/2019 5:26 PM

39

Bump track linking the two parks on the Eastern side. A skate park.

9/13/2019 5:08 PM

40

No

9/13/2019 5:01 PM

41

elongated obstacle course as part of fitness strategies. Giant timer clock. Courses age rated.
Shade

9/13/2019 2:55 AM

42

Skate parks along the railway would be good. Better for teenagers, as long as good visibility to
prevent it becoming a drug area. (no dark, hidden areas)

9/13/2019 1:46 AM

43

Yes, all open spaces must have somewhere for parents to park their cars and also have services
such as cafes. Each should have world's best forms of playground equipment.

9/13/2019 1:07 AM

44

don't bother being adjacent to teh railway corridor and curtain ave is a distiNctly unpleasant place
to spend your free time with your children exposing them to diesel fumes and noise pollution
.JUST HEAD TO THE BEACH FOR FRESH AIR , PEACE AND QUIET . The only thing you can
do about that rail corridor is sink it together with the the road and join Cottesloe together and create
a POS

9/13/2019 12:41 AM

45

If the rail reserve is enhanced as a wildlife corridor through plantings, this is a playground for all
ages with connection to nature while riding or walking. In a larger area near the railway station
could there be paths with greenery off the cycle way for young children to practice riding a bike
then introduce them to the shared path.

9/12/2019 4:04 AM

46

Skate park, bmx track, water parks, fitness stations

9/11/2019 6:06 AM

47

Do not wish to have them

9/10/2019 11:46 PM
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48

You need to make it safe with fencing off Curtin Ave. Use any steep hills good for rolling and
running down Hire a coffee van, tables and Chairs, and ask the award winning bakers from North
St store to supply food. Have some sort of water play. Make it doggy friendly. Start the aboriginal
story. Water Slides. Block off PSP for an event for young children Speak to the PSP event
activators Display artwork on railway fence A very BIG climbing frame like on Sydney Harbour A
funny sign display with contributions added

9/10/2019 5:39 PM

49

Not relevant to me, wouldn't use this area

9/10/2019 6:33 AM

50

A pump track Timber building equipment A flying fox Gym equipment for adults Climbing ropes
course between trees

9/10/2019 4:41 AM

51

Sounds like a great idea.

9/10/2019 12:23 AM

52

skate parks

9/9/2019 10:57 PM

53

"Urban Orchard" - free community garden incorporating various fruit trees, vegetables and herbs

9/9/2019 10:02 PM
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Q12 Do you have any other comments/ideas/suggestions? (Optional)
Answered: 51

Skipped: 113

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Less parking

9/30/2019 11:45 PM

2

See above. This green corridor is vital open space to the people living locally as well as being part
of the ‘lungs of cottesloe’. Please plant more natives and allow for bird habitat here (Carnabys etc)

9/30/2019 10:01 PM

3

No, thanks for the opportunity to participate.

9/30/2019 6:46 PM

4

The John Black Dune park. Bring the no 2 parking area east to the tennis club ,underground and
one on top. Bring Marine parade through the parking area. Where the existing parking is, lease it
out to a developer with common sense restrictions. As the council doesn't have vast funds, the
developer can build the parking area as well

9/30/2019 2:01 AM

5

I have added earlier

9/29/2019 8:31 PM

6

Please consider my comments above. Please do not act too quickly. The recently completed bike
path along the railway removed trees and plants and gave us a sterile bitumen path that does not
consider the surrounding area. Greater thought could have been given to how this bike path was
integrated with the area and provided shaded areas to stop and enjoy. Instead it seems to just
want to get people from one end to the other as quickly as possible. Please consider my
comments in relation to the open spaces on the other side of the railway.

9/29/2019 7:59 PM

7

Council must not be swayed by the idea that change is always necessary and for the better. The
City of Pines is truly functional as it has developed over many decades

9/29/2019 7:06 PM

8

Life doesn't have to be centred around concrete pads and structures to play games.

9/28/2019 9:44 PM

9

leave pos alone. life doesn't need to be so structured.

9/28/2019 7:47 PM

10

Build an artificial reef to protect the foreshore

9/28/2019 4:24 PM

11

Please avoid the Dutch Inn construction works in the Summer!

9/28/2019 5:41 AM

12

Broome Street verges (not immediately adjacent to house fronts) provide fenced areas for safe
play, fenced safe off lead dog areas (local access). Main beach mini golf, table tennis...youth
space. Consideration for older people. No to pumped track and wheeled sports along railway.
Market stall area Provision for easy low/no cost support to close streets for local neighbourhood
street parties.(ref vic park approach) Toilets? Local cafe/shop in south Cottesloe...all in Nth and
Central Upgrade basketball, tennis, cricket area Harvey Field ***Dog fully fenced dog park/agility
are fully fenced*** ref Nedlands Carrington Street

9/27/2019 9:36 PM

13

Standard of this study is very poor with many stupid proposals for unnecessary/unwanted
changes. Standard is set early P 1--"population is 8625 people, 6616 male, 3757 female"
ACTUALLY 6616 plus 3757 equals 10373 NOT 8625 Recreation Precinct puts the playground
next to a fairway where there is a grave danger of golf ball strikes. Broome/Grant/Railway St plan
puts kids next to busy roads where carelessness can cause serious accidents (kids vs cars) A
Grant St bio corridor brings wildlife into contact with cars with resultant mortalities - not a good
result. Vehicle accidents on the Grant St hill at 8 am and 5 pm will increase with no median
parking.

9/26/2019 6:52 PM

14

A bmx track along the railway would be a great use of this strip Development plan needs to also
focus on being a meeting place for teenagers to play sport and be active (basketball courts, skate
park, tennis walls etc)

9/26/2019 5:53 AM

15

Petanque pitch at Jasper park, please

9/26/2019 5:05 AM

16

It would also be great if there was a picnic bench (table and chairs) in the Civic Centre playground

9/25/2019 11:22 AM

17

Pétanque pitch at jasper green. It would encourage neighbours to socialise an interact and is
inexpensive and easy to maintain. Teenagers would enjoy as well. It would add value and enhance
sense of community when gathered at the park

9/24/2019 7:20 PM
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18

I have been in Cottesloe for 12 years and have been very disappointed in the lack of innivatative
equipment in Cottesloe playgrounds!

9/22/2019 11:28 PM

19

Please see earlier comments.

9/22/2019 9:00 PM

20

Add several zebra crossings to allow people to cross safely.

9/22/2019 3:49 AM

21

The main development needing done is the foreshore car parking being removed and set back to
the Eastern side of the very untidy John Black Dune park, DUMP. Also Marine parade needs to
become traffic free from Eric St to Forrest St, making room for development of the beach front with
parks and family friendly shops, cafes and open spaces.

9/22/2019 12:16 AM

22

Convert the carpark (across from the cott hotel) into public open space. Approve the demolition &
redevelopment of indiana's. Create a native landscaped walking and bike path from north to south
cott.

9/19/2019 4:58 PM

23

I can't see how it would be efficient to install/disassemble whole 'pop-up' parks

9/19/2019 2:46 AM

24

Skatepark, Skatepark, skatepark...................

9/18/2019 8:46 PM

25

Regarding Andrews Place, I am not sure how much signage is needed to direct residents to park.
People who live in North Cott know the park well and I would argue Cott Council should cater for
ratepayers and not visitors. Most residents walk to park and if signs are directing traffic to park, the
cul-de-sac is not designed for additional cars to park. Due to its design the cul-de-sac is actually
used in addition to the park as a good place to learn how to ride bikes, go-carts, and skateboards
safely. More cars would not be helpful. Consider that usage in addition to the park itself. perhaps
bike racks would be helpful? Last but not least, Andrews Place could be used for more North Cott
“events” to create more community and increase the park’s usage. North Cott Film Festival ? A
Halloween event? A neighbourhood committee could be developed.

9/18/2019 6:27 PM

26

Thank you for your hard work

9/18/2019 1:49 PM

27

Strongly encourage promoting grant at park to being an urgent priority for a revamp. I note that all
the parks which are currently listed as urgent are in the southern end of the council- yet it was
noted in the strategy that the northern end has limited access to parks (except the Allen park
playground which is uninspired, dirty and typically stinks of dog poo most of the time). The access
to good quality parks with imaginary play spaces does not currently exist in Cott, other suburbs
(Subiaco, Dalkeith, Mosman park) have made the investment and the parks provide a wonderful
experience for kids and their parents to visit. I think the theme ideas (such as the kiting theme at
the Dutch inn park) is excellent and would love so see an ocean/ beach theme threaded through
the other park. It would also be great to see some kind of natural green shade also planted as a
shade source for some of these park spaces (where possible). The residents of Cott with young
families are in some of the busiest times of their lives (raising kids, working full time etc) and will
often not have time or knowledge to comment on such strategies, please do not take this as
disinterest. It would be great for councillors to reflect on their time as parents or grandparents and
consider what they would have wanted too!

9/17/2019 9:14 PM

28

I support all the upgrades, though will need to be staged. I think it is important to find a way to
incorporate a skate park, pump track, rails etc. for older kids. Grant Marine Park connects this to
the foreshore. A pump track next to the railway between Eric St and the Town would be a good
idea.

9/17/2019 8:40 PM

29

Examples such as Shepards Bush Park in Kingsley, and the Pirate Park in Bremer Bay- cater for
ALL age groups with skate and bike recreational activities as well as complimenting innovative play
areas.

9/17/2019 8:22 PM

30

Spend some money. Water play area down on the foreshore. Skate park Nature play - go look at
Mosman park

9/17/2019 8:17 PM

31

Spend some money!!!

9/17/2019 7:42 PM

32

I don't think the railway corridor would be an attractive location to play with kids.

9/17/2019 6:32 PM

33

Dog parks on railway reserve

9/17/2019 9:14 AM

34

The crossing from Napier St across Curtain Ave to the railway reserve would need to be
formalised - currently it is dangerous and is an accident waiting to happen. It is a common crossing
site for pedestrians given the railway crossing there.

9/17/2019 2:54 AM

35

I think improving the exising playgrounds is a good idea but the report tries to go way beyond that
scope and turn whole streets into parks. This is ridiculous and unnecessary.

9/16/2019 11:51 PM
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36

There needs to be recreational facilities for children 10-18. Currently there is nothing. Also for
disabled children

9/16/2019 8:05 PM

37

The Grant Marine Park is in constant use by all age groups. The playground on the lower level is
naturally separated from the upper, natural level, where people walk with dogs, kick footballs,
shoot hoops and play cricket, alongside picnickers and small parties. An upgrade of play
equipment would be appropriate but no structured areas, no more seating, less signs. It needs to
stay in its current form. It is busy every day - easily accessible, adequate paths and multifunctional. Could get rid of the parking.

9/14/2019 12:14 AM

38

Please upgrade the playgrounds to be interesting and not off the shelf play equipment!
Scarborough is incredible. There are lots of young families in the area and it will drive local tourism
also!

9/13/2019 8:04 PM

39

Please, please, please can we have more public toilets in Cottesloe? (Pointed out in 2.6 Public
Amenity). The only public toilets in Cott are at Cott Main and North Cott beaches. Its a disgrace
that we are one of Perth's major sites for visitors and our WC facilities are so poor. Everyone
needs to use toilets!

9/13/2019 5:26 PM

40

Bringing families together more pop up food trucks

9/13/2019 5:01 PM

41

Maintain visual harmony, good design, restrained signage and kept low

9/13/2019 2:55 AM

42

I do not agree with Grant Street becoming a parking area. Currently its a beautiful street and this
would ruin it. A lot of kids ride/ walk around there and it would make it unsafe for them. Parking for
those driving should be closer to the main hub at Cottesloe station where there is already parking
which could be extended. This is close to shops etc, makes it more logical. Dont ruin a green area,
keep the parking and shops in one place. Give those riding bikes and walking a safe place.

9/13/2019 1:46 AM

43

WE NEED MORE DOG PARKS , NOT MUCH MENTION OF THEM IN THIS DRAFT AN
ENCLOSED ONE WOULD BE GOOD FOR STARTERS ? JENS PLACE WHICH WAS MENT TO
HAPPEN

9/13/2019 12:41 AM

44

Just recently a white winged blue wren was spotted in Leighton dunes, one was spotted in
Cottesloe last year. The revegetation of linkages is paying off with improved walking and cycling
experiences, wildlife need quiet areas and continuous vegetation. Please continue to enhance this
recreational upgrades.

9/12/2019 4:04 AM

45

All the playgrounds are looking tired, and are boring to kids 5plus. All the same plastic generic
equipment.Toilets are a must when you have young kids. BBQs and seating would be appreciated

9/11/2019 6:06 AM

46

I think these proposals are so important. Great to not only be preserving our green spaces and
parks but enhancing them.

9/11/2019 4:21 AM

47

Have another and resurrect Van Eileen for Kitchen Sinks and lovely burgers cooked on the spot as
you drive and park and eat in the car if necessary

9/10/2019 11:46 PM

48

Include South Cottesloe bushland for a regional park Identify the CHRMAP Look at the EBD and
Lynley Lutton Plan Identify the importance of the journey to and from Have a Cottesloe story to
connect the spaces Identify what makes a space safe and thus usable, especially the railway and
Curtin Ave corridors Have water fountains with dog bowls in every space Have tree shade for all
playgrounds Concentrate on using POS to enhance visitors to the Village Remember
grandparents needs Add the small parks you have missed Add a dog park on eastern side, west
side has two dog beaches

9/10/2019 5:39 PM

49

Building seating around trees Short term parking at Daisies to improve access to the shop eg 2 or
3 hour parking

9/10/2019 4:41 AM

50

create a permanent skate park in the rail corridor

9/9/2019 10:57 PM

51

Parking for railway users is problematic at the Curtin Avenue points of Grant Street. I currently park
in side streets, but I fear this inconveniences or irritates those local residents. Will permit parking
for local Cottesloe residents be incorporated on the median strip on the Western Side of the
railway line please?

9/9/2019 10:05 PM
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Q13 Would you like to add your email address to the Town's Residents
and Ratepayers Database? Click here to register today (a new window
will open, please fill in the form once you have completed this survey).
Answered: 89

Skipped: 75

Yes - I'll do
that now!

No - not at
this time

I am already
registered
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executive summary
This Public Open Space and Playground
Strategy is intended to provide direction
to the Town of Cottesloe (The Town) on
equitable provision, access, type and
quality of Public Open Space (POS) and
playgrounds to ensure these are available
to the residents of Cottesloe and the
wider community. The Strategy is divided
into the Public Open Space Strategy and
Playground Strategy and contains the
following:
Project Background
• Literature review of past and current
documents pertaining to POS in the
Town of Cottesloe.
• Exploration of Cottesloe’s unique ‘sense
of place’.
Public Open Space Strategy
Analysis
• Summary of the benefits of public open
space.
• Assessment and classification of
existing POS on the Town. Taking
into account: barriers; public amenity;
verges, function and typology; and gaps.
A POS vision for Cottesloe
The vision is to develop four key corridors
of POS. This addresses the existing
provision, access and quality of POS
throughout the Town. These corridors
include:

• Foreshore corridor;
• Broome street/central corridor;
• Railway & highway corridor; and,
• Grant street transect.	
The upgrades to existing POS have been
prioritised along with an estimate of the
cost and complexity of these upgrades. 	
Playground Strategy
Analysis
• Importance of play including key trends.
• Quantitative assessment of existing play
grounds
• Assessment matrix developed through
the use of ‘Seven Cs: An informational
guide to young children’s outdoor
playspaces’ (Susan Herrington,
Chandra Lesmeister, Jamie Nicholls,
Kate Stefiuk, Consortium for Health,
Intervention, Learning and Development
(CHILD) )

The Public Open Space and Playground
Strategy aims to:
1. Assess existing POS and Playground
hierarchies and types within the
ToC and identify opportunities for
consolidation and improvement into the
future;
2. Assist in the supply of quality
Playgrounds that reflect best practise;
3. Ensure equitable access for current and
future residents and visitors;
4. Ensure planning of POS and
playgrounds is reflective of and
responsive to Cottesloe’s unique sense
of place; and,
5. Aid direction on provision, management
and prioritisation of upgrades to existing
playgrounds in particular.

Playground Recommendations
• Specific recommendations to improve
existing playgrounds.
• Proposed hierarchy for existing and
future playgrounds.
• Prioritising of upgrades to existing
playground.

Image 3.

South Cottesloe beach, udla
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Scarborough

Swanbourne

Curtin Ave

DRAFT

1.1 study extents

Within the Town’s limits are key
destinations such as Cottesloe Beach,
Indiana Tea Rooms, Ocean Beach Hotel,
Cottesloe Beach Hotel, Sea View Golf Club
and a number of cafés, restaurants and
retail outlets.

Cottesloe Key Statistics
Area: 4km 2

Grant Marine Park, udla (previous)

Hw

y

Dwellings: 4,209 (2017-2018)
Population: 8,625 (2017-2018)
Families: 1,901 (2016)

Indiana Tea Rooms

Eric st
Ocean Beach Hotel

Male: 6,616 (2016)

Napier st
Civic Centre

Female: 3,757 (2016)

Indiana Tea Rooms

Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander: 31
(2016)

Forrest st
Sea View
Golf Course

Mudurup Rocks

Median age: 42 (2016)

Peppermint Grove

rlin

gH

wy

Freshwater Bay

Sti

South Cott Groyne

The Town is well serviced with transport
routes such as Marine Parade, Curtin
Avenue, Stirling Highway and the
Fremantle-Perth train line. These
connections provide excellent north-south
access but the infrastructure also act as
significant barriers.

Image 4.

ling
Stir

Grant st

Within the boundaries of the Town is North
Cottesloe Pre-Primary & Primary School,
Sea View Community Kindergarten and
Cottesloe Child Care Centre. Just outside
of the Town’s boundary there are multiple
educational facilities within close proximity.

Swan River

Mosman Park
Vlamingh Memorial

POS
Town Centre
ToC Boundary
Trainline

NTS

Figure 1.

Curti n Ave

Surrounding the Town are the Local
Government Areas (LGAs) of Mosman Park,
Peppermint Grove, Claremont and the
suburb of Swanbourne, which is part of the
City of Nedlands.

Claremont

Marion st

The Town of Cottesloe is located on
the shores of the Indian Ocean, with
approximately 4km of shoreline and in
close proximity to the Swan River to the
East and 12 kilometres to Perth. The Town
covers an area of 4 square kilometres and
as of 2018 the population was 8,625 with
over 4,200 dwellings.

Broome st

North st

Perth

Fremantle

Study Extents Map
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1.2 Literature review

• Focus on improving the connection by
reducing the barriers of the trainline,
Curtin Ave and Stirling Hwy.
Cottesloe’s Sense of Place, Vicki Woods,
2008
• The coastal landscape, Norfolk Island
Pines and low lines of limestone cliffs
are iconic to Cottesloe.
• These are all important public realm
elements.
Cottesloe Recreation Precinct Plan,
AECOM, 2018
Key Points:
• Playground to be moved to the west
side of the proposed multi-purpose
building.

FORREST STREET

Western Suburbs Greening Plan,
Ecoscape, 2002

5

6

7

TREE STRUCTURE
LEGEND

24

Existing clusters
of trees to retain

9

Individual trees to
be retained

26

13

8

14

18

17

New Trees

25

12
11

15

9

7

7

Ambulance &
First Aid Access

9
7

• Provides a framework for managing,
protecting, preserving and enhancing
vegetation.

• Regional greenways provide linkage
between significant remnant bushland
areas, coastal habitats, riverine habitats
and wetlands.

23

20
4

9

• A focus on sustainability, connectivity
and enhanced recreational and
aesthetic amenity.

• There are no Bush Forever sites within
the Town.

22

19

7

Key Points:

21

2

7

16

7

7

7

10

MARINE PARADE

MARINE PARADE

Legend

0

25

50

100m

1

Mary Edwards Garden (Retained)

5

New Car Park (204 Car Bays)

9

Universal Access - internal pedestrain
path (Luminescence agregate)

COTTESLOE
RECREATION
PRECINCT MASTER PLAN
13
17
Rain gardens
and Swale

Grassed Spectator Mounds.

21

Informal Car Park Draft Report

25

Secondary Rubgy Field on natural grade

2

Seaview Kindergarten (Retained)

6

Area to be re-vegetated

10

Events Area / Large Plaza

14

Main Multipurpose Building

18

Emergency Access to Sports Field

22

Extended Car Park (32 Car Bays)

26

Informal Parking on Verge (Retained)

3

Entry Statement

7

Golf Course (Indicative Layout)

11

Practise Fairway

15

Play Ground Area

19

Main Full size Oval.

23

Harvey Field House (Retained)

4

Jarrad Street Access (Retained)

8

12

Central Plaza / Pedestrian Walkway

16

Universal Access verge
pedestrain paths (Concrete Paths)

20

Terraced Seating on Grass Slopes

24

Existing Rugby Field (Retained)

To be designed by Golf Course Architect

Existing Vegetation (Open
Area)

3.6 Cottesloe Recreation Precinct Context Map
Figure 3: Cottesloe Recreation Precinct Site

COTTESLOE RECREATION PLAN (REV04)
N

Key Points:

1

20

PEARCE STREET

• Shared community & Town vision of
maintaining the relaxed, coastal vibe.

BROOME STREET

3

FORREST STREET

Key Points:

BROOME STREET

PEARCE STREET

Strategic Community Plan 2013-2023,
Revised June 2016

CONFIDENTIAL

• The playground is yet to be allocated
a theme or style but should multigenerational and be used by locals and
visitors.

JARRAD STREET

The following documents were reviewed
as a key component of developing the
POS and playground strategy. Key
recommendations and themes of these
documents have informed the direction of
the Strategy.

LEGEND

CONCEPTUAL MASTERPLAN

Site Boundary

5

P

Pg 11

22 MARCH 2019

Pedestrian Circulation

• Securing linkages between locally
significant bushland and extending
regionally significant bushland.
• Developing linkages between open
space, parks and recreational areas to
remnant bushland.

P

Vehicle Circulation

Sports Field

Bush Forever Site

P

Limestone Wall

E
P

Emergency Vehicle Access

Car Park

3

Bus Stop

Pedestrian Entry

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

P

Rugby Club

Football Club

2

E

P

E

Sea View Golf Club

Sea View Preschool

Surf Club

Playground

1

7
6

P

P 4
P

Recreation

Figure 2.

Extract from ‘Cottesloe Recreation Precinct Plan’ AECOM 2018
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Key Points:

Key Points:

• Strong approach towards natural area
management through an efficient
allocation of resources.

• The masterplan addresses the
foreshore between Forrest Street and
Eric Street.

• Gives priority to all current natural
areas listed as POS and enhancing the
natural value of the Town.

• The Draft Foreshore Masterplan
nominates a location for a new major
playground which this POS and
Playground Strategy supports.

Vision to enhance or restore to a
resemblance of the original vegetation.
Cottesloe Foreshore Renewal
Masterplan, Cardno, 2016

2.0 DRAFT MASTER PLAN
Strategic Framework

INDIGENOUS

CSLSC

CIVIC /
EVENTS

ACTIVE RECREATION
ECOLOGICAL

SAFE ACTIVE STREET

SHARED STREET
RETAIL / NCSLSC

3.0 DRAFT MASTER PLAN DETAIL AREAS
Overton Gardens to Eileen Street

1

• Focused on vehicle and pedestrian
patterns, cultural significance, access,
materiality and sustainability.

8

7

2

9
3

Bus

4

15

6

5

5

3
10

ASPECT Studios | Iredale Pedersen Hook | Shape Urban | GTA | Pritchard Francis | RBB

5

Cottesloe Foreshore Masterplan

16

13

12

Key Points:

13
13

1. Existing Beach
Access
2. Kids Playground
3. Existing Street
Parking
4. Reduced Width Road
5. Raised Crossing

Napier St

Overton Gdns

• The investment in such spaces is
strategically aligned and supports the
Town’s Vision.
• 1000+ signature petition supports youth
focused community facilities.

SAFE
ACTIV
E STR
EET

RECREATION /
ECOLOGICAL

Key Points:

Cottesloe Skatepark and Youth Space
Feasibility Report, enlocus, 2018

RETAIL /
TEAROOMS

PASSIVE
RECREATION

6. New Pedestrian Path

12. Public Plaza

7. Nature / Youth Play

13. Future Development
Opportunity

8. Foreshore Promenade
9. Fitness Area

14. John Black Dune
Park

10. Alfresco Zone

15. Existing Dune

14

11. Multi Storey Car Park
(Below)

ASPECT Studios | Iredale Pedersen Hook | Shape Urban | GTA | Pritchard Francis | RBB

Figure 3.

11
Eileen Street

Draft Cottesloe Foreshore Masterplan,
Aspect Studios, Current

Bryan Way

Natural Areas Management Plan,
Ecoscape, 2008

DRAFT

Cottesloe Foreshore Masterplan

18

Extracts from ‘Draft Cottesloe Foreshore Masterplan’ Aspect Studios, current
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1.3 sense of place
Cottesloe’s Sense of Place is a strong
component driving the Public Open Space
& Playground Strategy. As outlined in
Vicki Woods’ Sense of Place, Cottesloe
Mudurup Rocks, ‘place
of the whiting’ was
traditionally used as a
look-out to spot schools
of fish during birak
(Dec-Jan) & bunuru
(Feb-Mar)

of Norfolk Island Pines, among many other
factors, are what gives Cottesloe its Sense
of Place.

Cottesloe pylon
is built

The Perth-Fremantle
road declared a
public highway

1858

1872

1874

1881

Indiana Tea Rooms
is redeveloped into
what it is today

Surge in
developments along
Napoleon St &
Stirling hwy

Swanbourne Terrace
Claude de Bernales
renamed Marine
Cottesloe
creates Overton
Parade
Municipality is
First school opened
Lodge, today’s Civic
Town named in St Columbia’s
approved
Centre
Cottesloe by Presbyterian Hall
Perth-Fremantle Rd
US Army overtakes
Frederick Napier
First pines are
renamed
Stirling
hwy
the
golf course as a
Broome after Baron
planted
Population reaches
army camp
Cottesloe
1000

Dutch explorer
Captain Willem de
Vlamingh makes the
first recorded visit

1697

has a unique multi-faceted identity that
has formed the Sense of Place clearly felt
today. The Noongar significance, European
history, the beach, limestone and avenues

1886

1895

1896

1898

1905

1907

1908

1910

1911

1918

1930

1932

1935

1945

1950

1950

America’s Cup

Perth-Fremantle
Trainline reopened

1960

1980

1983

1986

1988

1996

Lonely Planet names
Cottesloe Beach the
2nd best beach in
the world for families

1997

2009

Sundial erected at
Hotel Cottesloe is
Cottesloe Civic
Mudurup Rocks
British Convicts build
built
Former Prime
Ocean Beach Hotel
Centre
is
officially
The first Sculpture
the road from Perth
Minister
John
Curtin
opens
Cottesloe
opened
Perth-Fremantle
By The Sea exhibit
Cottesloe
to Fremantle
Mooro Noongar
resides in Cottesloe
Municipality
trainline
completed
experiences
vibrant
people inhabit
purchases Overton
growth and a new
Thomas Fremantle
the coastal region
Lodge
for
$30,000
Cottesloe
Life
Saving
affluence
becomes Baron
between Yanchep &
First meeting of the
and
Athletic
Club
is
Cottesloe
South Fremantle
Indiana Tea House
Limestone caves
Cottesloe Roads
formed
opens
at Mudurup Rocks
Board
blasted for safety
Figure 4.
Sense of Place Timeline
precautions

mooro
noongar

mudurup
rocks

dunes

the grid &
verges

pines

beach
lifestyle

indiana
tea rooms

cott
pylon

civic
centre

sculptures
by the sea

Image 5.

Cottesloe
sense of
place
Grant Marine Park, udla (opposite)
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2.0 public open space Strategy

DRAFT
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2.1 introduction
Part One of the Strategy is a review of the
town’s POS at a macro level. This part of
the document takes an overarching view
of the town’s POS and highlights areas of
deficiency utilising access requirements,
population data, functionality, current and
future plans for various parks and spaces,
and physical attributes of the locality. Each
existing POS has been mapped, quantified
and gaps in provision, opportunity and level
of service identified leading to a series of
recommendations concerning opportunities
for new and existing POS. The outcome is
a proposal for a simplified level-of-service
hierarchy of POS that capitalises upon
Cottesloe’s unique Sense of Place. The
result is 4 key recommendations each with
highlighted benefits, key issues to address,
and actions to implement. In summary
these approaches are:
Coastal Corridor
Establish an integrated Regional Level
Foreshore POS that brings together the
various plans and projects into a broader
vision that caters not only to locals but
to the wider Perth community. Linked by
a significant pedestrian promenade with
opportunities for play, exercise, art and
cultural interpretation along its length.
This is effectively a change in mindset –
rather than understanding the foreshore as
numerous discreet spaces, it is promoted
and managed as a coherent place with
precincts.
The Heart Corridor
Establish a linked series of Neighbourhood
parks along the Broome St spine forming

a ‘Heart’ of Cottesloe that provides for
active and passive, formal and informal
recreation, play, community and sporting
opportunities for residents of Cottesloe
and nearby. This builds a language of
Broome St as the heart of Cottesloe and
improvements to its pathways and verges
to better link the various active spaces.
Railway Corridor
Establish a linked series of Micro and Local
park and parklets into a railway corridor
primarily aimed at providing for play,
youth, informal sport and expression. This
approach addresses the significant shortfall
of useful POS in the town’s eastern corridor
and can be implemented as small projects
and temporary activations, using elements
that are easy to move. This reflects the
fact that ToC does not have planning
control over the corridor.
Ecological Link
Establish the Grant St median as a
biodiversity corridor and ecological
transect that links together existing water
management swales, revegetation, and
remnant vegetation thus addressing the
shortfall of ecologically active POS within
the town. There are opportunities for
environmental and cultural interpretation
and community participation.
Further opportunities for Cottesloe’s ‘big
verges’ and medians to provide de facto
POS benefits have also been considered.

Image 6.

Jasper Green Reserve, udla
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2.2 benefits of PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

DRAFT

There are significant benefits associated
with accessing and utilising POS.
Green places such as parks, fields, and
playgrounds have been linked to a better
perceived general health and reduced
stress levels, with reduced depression and
more greater well-being (healthyplaces.
org.au). There is emerging evidence that
suggests the more walking people do,
the better their physical and mental state
becomes.
Some of the important benefits from
engaging in regular physical activity
include:
• Improved physical health and wellbeing;
• Improved mental health;
• Enhanced social outcomes; and,
• Reduced healthcare costs.
The number of benefits that POS provides
for people is paramount to the reasons for
developing a POS & Playground Strategy.
Aside from the mental and physical wellbeing provided by POS, there are also
significant environmental benefits through
the protecting of local biodiversity, retaining
complex ecological systems and providing
spaces to best manage urban water. (dsr.
wa.gov.au)

Image 7.

Drainage Swale, udla
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2.3 key considerations
In order to thoroughly assess POS, there
are a number of key considerations that
inform the process. Each consideration is
an important proponent of the public realm
and is often determined by key trends and
latest research or changing approaches to
design. These include:
Vision
A relaxed coastal network of high quality,
resource efficient POS & Playgrounds
across the Town that will satisfy the current
and future community needs in an equitable
and sustainable manner, while preserving
and improving Cottesloe’s unique natural
and built environment.

Infrastructure
Relating to the hierarchy classification
developed by Liveable Neighbourhoods,
does the space have adequate amenity
suitable to its size and function? A critical
specific component of POS infrastructure is
social seating that caters for the needs of
all ages and abilities.

DRAFT

Recreation
Is there a variety of recreational
opportunities for users other then play
such as organised and unorganised sport,
events or exercise and inform social/family
gatherings?

Play & Playability
Does the space have a playground? Is
there a variety of types of play opportunity
catering for different ages and abilities?

Environment
Does the POS address the opportunities
& constraints presented by the existing
and surrounding environment? Is there an
environmental approach to the space?

Safety
Does the space feel safe to be in and
is it safe to use? This refers to lighting,
visibility/clear sight lines and passive
surveillance, while also considering the
infrastructure and the condition it is in.

Cultural Interpretation
Does the space identify any cultural
significance specific to the site or the
surrounding area? How is this portrayed to
enhance the sense of place?

Connectivity & Access
Universal access for all ages and abilities
is critical. Are there clear pathways and
access throughout for pedestrians of all
ages & abilities and vehicles? Does the
space connect with immediate users and
the surrounding community? Is there
infrastructure such as parking, public
transport, bike racks available for people to
better access the space?
Image 8.

Dutch Inn Reserve, udla
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• The Foreshore provides a significant
POS function and is by far Cottesloe’s
most significant asset.

3

Jasper Green Reserve

4

Jen’s Park

5

John Black Dune Park

DRAFT
Swanbourne
Allen Park

Claremont

1

6

Cott Main

7

Cottesloe Civic Centre

8

Purple Dinosaur

9

Railway & Albion

10

Beach front Reserve

11

Harvey Field

12

Dutch Inn Reserve

13

Vlamingh Nature Space

3

ling
Stir

Hw

y

2

5
6

Jo Wheatley All Abilities
Playspace

4
8

Tennis Club

7

9

10
Sea View Golf Club

Peppermint Grove

Freshwater Bay

11
ToC POS

12

Foreshore Reserve

wy

There are 9 playgrounds within the
ToC. All playgrounds except for Purple
Dinosaur, have basic play equipment.
Purple Dinosaur is a fenced sandpit with
moveable toys and respite for parents/
carers. The majority of playgrounds contain
‘off the shelf’ play equipment and forts from
Megatoy, a discontinued play equipment
supplier.

• Lack of defined POS along train
line, despite ample room for several
connected POS to exist.

Grant Marine Park

gH

The verge along Marine Parade has
multiple Micro Park sized beach access/
respite points that are considered as part of
the Foreshore Reserve. There is currently
planning underway that will impact Jen’s
Park, John Black Dune Park, Harvey Field
and various points along the foreshore.

• Allen Park located outside of the Town’s
northern boundary is used by north
Cottesloe residents;

2

rlin

All existing parks that are currently
allocated as dog off lead exercise areas will
remain the same.

Roads);

Andrews Place

Sti

There are 12 Public Open Spaces within
the Town of Cottesloe. For the purpose
of this document, the entire foreshore is
considered a Regional POS.

1

Curtin Ave

2.4 overview

Schools
Playgrounds

• Lack of POS at Cottesloe’s Town Centre
(Napolean Street and surrounds);
• Planning is underway for the Foreshore
& John Black Dune Park, Harvey
Field (Aecom) and Jen’s Park (Main

Skatepark
Train Stations

Mosman Park

Town Centre

13

Micro Park sized beach access/respite points
Trainline
Major Roads
ToC Boundary

NTS

Figure 5.

Curti n Ave

Key Findings:
• POS are concentrated to the area
around Cottesloe Beach, primarily west
of Marine Pde;

Cantonment Hill
Playspace

Russell Brown
Adventure Park

Overview Map
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2.5 Public Open Space Barriers
A major barrier to the Town’s POS is the
rail corridor and the two main roads, Curtin
Avenue and Stirling Highway. These busy
transport routes are significant barriers for
both pedestrian and vehicle access due
to the separation caused between east
and west Cottesloe and the surrounding
areas. There are three level crossings for
vehicles at Victoria Street, Salvado Street
and Jarrad Street which cause frequent
congestion at peak times.

ling
Stir

Rosendo St
Princes St
POS
Town Centre
Trainline
Major Roads

• Steep streets;

40m Elevation

• Lack of signage and poor way-finding,

30m Elevation

• Disconnected Town Centre; and

20m Elevation

• Marine Parade is a barrier to the
foreshore.

Pedestrian Railway Crossing
Key Town Entry Points

NTS

Figure 6.

S ti r li n g H
wy

• Curtin Avenue and Stirling Highway;

Pearse St

Curti n Ave

Barriers:
• Train line and level crossings;

Marmion St

Broome St

There are multiple entry points into the
Town of Cottesloe. From analysing these
points, there is a lack of clear, updated
way-finding signage directing pedestrians
and traffic to key destinations within the
Town, specifically POS and playgrounds.

y

Eric St

Napier St

Cottesloe has a unique undulating
topography which is part of its character
and simultaneously a barrier to POS. This
topography experiences relatively steep
inclines at certain areas as highlighted
on the adjacent map. Pedestrians may
be impacted by this due to the difficulty
negotiating these steep paths.

Hw

Barriers Map
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2.6 public amenity

Swanbourne Station

• Lack of public amenity within dense
residential pockets;
• Significant sculpture collection;
• Lack of public toilets;
• Numerous beach access points; and,
• Significant tree canopy coverage.

ToC POS

Playgrounds

Cottesloe Station

Town Centre
Train Stations
Norfolk Island Pines
Bus Stops
Disability Parking
Public Toilets
Drink Fountain

Mosman Park Station

Shower
Sculpture
Exercise Station

Victoria St Station

Cafe
Cultural Significance
Trainline
Major Roads
ToC Boundary

NTS

Figure 7.

Curti n Ave

• Concentration of public amenity along
north portion of Marine Parade and at

y

Grant St Station

Supermarket

Key Findings:
• The Town has a large supply of food
and beverage shops, which are well
distributed on main streets and key
intersections;

Hw

Hwy

There are also a number of public use
assets spread throughout the Town such
as beach showers, sculptures, bus stops,
disability parking and a number of other
features highlighted on the map shown.

ling
Stir

ling

A key attractor to POS for people is food
& coffee and the Town is well serviced
with access to cafés and restaurants,
particularly around the Town Centre, along
Eric St and along the Foreshore but also
at key intersections in the form of ‘CornerDeli’ type businesses. Locating these
community attractors adjacent playgrounds
within POS can be a successful method
for activating such spaces. There is also
opportunity for inclusion of mobile food and
beverage services such as coffee carts to
service POS and playgrounds not located
near a cafe during peak use times.

the Town Centre;

Stir

Public amenity are the facilities,
infrastructure or general conveniences
that are available to the general public
for use and enjoyment. The Town is well
serviced with public amenity. Cottesloe has
established itself as a popular destination
for locals, the surrounding community and a
diverse range of visitors.

Public Amenities Map
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The original layout of the Town’s streets
was a large square grid which still exists
today, and is what creates the strong eastwest and north-south axis. The original
lots were subdivided in this way to reflect
the Garden City approach to planning that
was popular during the time. This approach
intended to enhance pedestrian walkability
due to the approximate 400m lengths of the
blocks which equates roughly to a 5 minute
walk.

• Jasper Green Reserve utilises the verge
as POS; and,
• Grant Street median has significant
drainage functions and also acts as
informal car parking.

There are multiple instances of small
pockets of respite and impromptu
installations (tree swings, seating nodes
and community initiatives such as the
‘Secret Garden’ on Little Marine Parade).
The big verges are fundamental to
Cottesloe’s physical character and Sense
of Place, however these have generally not
been included in the analysis of existing
POS.

1

Andrews Place

2

Grant Marine Park

3

Jasper Green Reserve

4

Jen’s Park

5

John Black Dune Park

DRAFT
Curtin Ave

2.7 the big verges

1

6

Cott Main

7

Cottesloe Civic Centre

8

Purple Dinosaur

9

Railway & Albion

10

Beach front Reserve

11

Harvey Field

12

Dutch Inn Reserve

13

Vlamingh Nature Space

3

ling
Stir

Hw

y

2

4

5

8

6
7

9

10

11

12

• Norfolk Island Pine line many of the
verges. Agonis flexuosa is another
prominent verge tree;
• Utilised for extra parking during peak
events and by residents;

ling
Stir
ToC POS

13

Verge
Trainline
Major Roads
ToC Boundary

NTS

Figure 8.

Curti n Ave

• Verges function as a biodiversity
corridor;

Hwy

Key Findings:
• Verges act as an extension of the
front yard and allow for impromptu
installations, such as tree swings;

Cottesloe Key Verges Map
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There is a range of POS types and uses
within the Town. These include:
Passive
No organised sporting facilities, however
may include open turf areas, playspaces
and infrastructure to support social
gathering.
Active
Infrastructure to support organised sporting
events (e.g. football oval) and recreational
pursuits (e.g. skate park).
Environmental
Areas worth protecting and enhancing due
to environmental values, such as vegetated
(remnant and/or revegetated) green space
with limited open space as well as water
management functions.

• Grant Street is a significant
environmental link to the coast;

Andrews Place

2

Grant Marine Park

3

Jasper Green Reserve

4

Jen’s Park

5

John Black Dune Park

1

6

Cott Main

• Harvey Field is the only POS that caters
for organised sport;

7

Cottesloe Civic Centre

8

Purple Dinosaur

• Grant Marine Park is multi-functional;

9

Railway & Albion

• There are a number of small POS
host informal events such as family
gatherings, birthday parties etc;
• Civic Centre & Harvey Field hosts
corporate & private events;

DRAFT
Curtin Ave

1

Grant St

3

ling
Stir

Hw

y

2
4

10

Beach front Reserve

11

Harvey Field

12

Dutch Inn Reserve

13

Vlamingh Nature Space

5

6
7
10

Golf
Course

• Sculptures By The Sea is held along the
beach front reserve in March annually.

8
Broome St

2.8 function & typology

9

11

Events
Spaces that provide opportunity for
community gathering, structured events.

• The Grant Street and Broome Street
corridors are highlighted in Western
Suburbs Greening Plan as an
opportunity to be established as a
‘developing greenway’. This aligns with
the existing environmental typologies of
these areas;

Stir

Active
Passive
Environmental
Events
Trainline

13

*

Major Roads
ToC Boundary

NTS

Figure 9.

Curti n Ave

Key Findings:
• Lack of environmental function within
most POS, except John Black Dune
Park and Grant Marine Park;

ling

Hwy

12

POS Green Spaces Map
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2.9 public open space hierarchy
2.9.1 Classification

The Hierarchy Classification System is informed by Liveable Neighbourhoods, 2015. For the purpose of this document, the addition of Micro Park categorises POS that is less than 0.4
Hectares (Ha) in size, which covers POS within the Town that provide specific POS benefits but are smaller than a Local Park. The system is a guide based on size (Ha).

Types

purpose

play elements

infrastructure

example

Regional park

‘Super-sized reserve’

• Large/multiple playspaces

• Accessible seating and picnic shelter nodes

•

•

Recreation, sport or nature

• Caters for different ages and abilities

• BBQ & Drink fountains

The entire Foreshore Reserve including the
beach access points along the Foreshore verge.

•

Variety of activities in multiple areas

• Diverse mix of play elements and types

• Shade

e.g. physical play areas, multiple play

• Accessible pathways

structures/nodes and enclosed spaces

• Access to public toilets
• Accessible seating, picnic shelter

Large areas of significance to
the whole city servicing one or
more regions and an attraction
for visitors.

District park

‘Sport & play’

• Playspace will depend on sporting function and
available space

•

•

Multiple recreation activities

• Generally caters for limited age range

•

Family & community gathering

• Can include similar elements to local level

•

Organised sporting & events

•

5Ha - 15Ha in size
1-2km from home

There are no District Parks within the Town. Allen
Park in the City of Nedlands is a nearby District
Park at the north boundary of the Town.

• Drink fountain
• BBQ (negotiable)
• Shade
• Accessible pathways
• Access to public toilets

Neighbourhood park

‘Our community heart’

• Medium to large playspace

• Accessible seating, picnic shelter

•

1Ha - 5Ha in size

•

Multiple recreation activities

• Caters for broader age range

• Drink fountain

•

800m walk from home

•

Family & social gatherings

• Can include range of play types

• BBQ (negotiable)

•

Intended for longer visits

e.g. exercise equipment, outdoor multi-court,

• Shade

play structures and nature play elements.

• Accessible pathway

Grant Marine Park, Grant Street

Local park

‘Our street meeting place’

• Small to medium sized

• Accessible seating

•

0.4Ha - 1Ha in size

•

Basic recreation activities

• Caters for a limited age range

• Natural shade or shade sail

•

400m walk from home

•

Dog walking, play

• Can include 1 to 2 types of play

• Accessible pathways

•

Intended for short visits

e.g. nature play elements, modular

• Education opportunities e.g stories, interpretation

Jasper Green Reserve, Grant Street

equipment, climbing frame and swings

micro park

‘My extended backyard’

• May have basic play element/s in a

• Accessible seating & Pathways

•

Less than 0.4Ha in size

•

Rest, relaxation, play.

small playspace e.g. swing, natural play

• Minimal landscaping & small scale community
initiatives such as community gardens

•

300m walk from home

•

Intended for short visits

Table 3.

elements

Andrews Place

• Shade

POS Hierarchy Classification System
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A Neighbourhood Park serves as a
‘community meeting place’. The size of a
neighbourhood park ranges from 1Ha to
5Ha and is a 400m or 5 minute walk to
access it. This type of POS provides basic
elements such as turf, shade, seating and
play equipment. There is also the provision
of recreation elements such as sporting &
exercise equipment, drink fountains and
BBQs.

Grant Marine Park

2

John Black Dune Park

3

Cottesloe Civic Centre

4

Beach front Reserve

5

Harvey Field

6

DRAFT
6

Allen Park

Curtin Ave

2.9.2 neighbourhood Park

1

ling
Stir

Allen Park (Outside
of ToC)

Hw

y

1

2
3
4

Key Findings:
• Neighbourhood POS concentrated to
western edge of the Town;
• 3 of the 5 Neighbourhood Parks have
playgrounds;

5

• Grant Marine Park is in prime location
and presents significant opportunity to
be a improved;

ling

Hwy

• John Black Dune Park is considered a
Neighbourhood Park due to size, but
functions as an environmental POS with
little amenity;

Neighbourhood Park
400m Pedshed
Trainline
Major Roads
ToC Boundary

NTS

Figure 10.

Curti n Ave

• Allen Park, although outside the
boundary of the Town provides for part
of the north of Cottesloe.

Stir

• Lack of Neighbourhood POS at a large
portion of the north-east & south area of
the Town; and,

Neighbourhood Parks, 400m walk
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Jasper Green Reserve

2

Jen’s Park

3

Cott Main

4

Dutch Inn Reserve

DRAFT
Allen Park

A Local Park varies from 0.4Ha to 1Ha
in size and 400m or a 5 minute walk.
Local Parks provide immediate residents
and the surrounding streets with a space
for relaxation and respite with simple
elements, play equipment and opportunity
for family and social gathering.

Curtin Ave

2.9.3 local park

1

1

ling
Stir

Hw

y

2
3

Key Findings:
• Local Parks are spread relatively evenly
throughout the Town;
• Lack of access to Local Parks for
residents within the central north-south
portion;
• Jen’s Park is excluded from this
assessment as it is considered reserve
land for future upgrades at Curtin
Avenue and Eric Street;
• Cott Main is in prime location and has
opportunity to be ugrades to a POS of
regional significance;

Hwy

4

Stir

ling

• Jasper Green Reserve provides a high
level of amenity for users;
• Jasper Green Reserve utilises the verge
of William Street as POS; and,
Local Park
400m Pedshed
Trainline
Major Roads
ToC Boundary

NTS

Figure 11.

Curti n Ave

• Curtin Avenue, the train line and Stirling
Highway are barriers that restrict Jasper
Green’s 400m catchment, as shown in
the figure opposite.

Local Parks, 400m walk
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Andrews Place

2

Purple Dinosaur

3

Railway & Albion

4

Vlamingh Nature Space

DRAFT
Allen Park

Micro Parks are an additional POS
category that are less than 0.4 ha in area.
These parks are a 200m or 3 minute walk
for users. Micro Parks are intended for
immediate residents as an extension of
their backyard.

1

Curtin Ave

2.9.4 micro park

1

ling
Stir

Hw

y

2

Key Findings:
• Lack of Micro Parks within the Town in
general;

3

• All have play elements;
• Purple Dinosaur provides unique
benefits such as imaginative play, loose
parts play, community ownership and
respite for parents;
• POS outside the Town on south-east
edge is difficult to access due to train
line; and,

ling
Stir
Micro Park
200m Pedshed

4

Beach access points
Trainline
Major Roads
ToC Boundary

NTS

Figure 12.

Curti n Ave

• Vlamingh Memorial Nature Space
is currently under construction and
provides a nature based play space
at the southern most portion of the
Town.

Hwy

• There are multiple Micro Park sized
beach access points that provide POSlike functions such as having seating,
drink fountain, turf area, bike parking
and sculptural elements.

Micro Parks, 200m walk
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1 Andrews Place
2 Grant Marine Park

Allen Park

3 Jasper Green Reserve
4 Jen’s Park

Figure 13. adjacent shows all POS within
the Town, each with their respective
pedshed catchments. It highlights
where there is a lack of POS within the
recommended catchments. Factors such
as the train line, sloping topography, lack
of direct access via ‘straight lines’ and
the built environment present barriers that
affect access to POS.

5 John Black Dune Park

of the suburb, but has not been taken
into account in regards to upgrades to
existing parks and playgrounds.

1

6 Cott Main

3

7 Cottesloe Civic Centre

• Vlamingh Memorial Nature Space is
a recent addition and is to provides
a nature based playspace. Its 200m
catchment only reaches the house at
the corner of Curtin Ave and Marine
Parade. There is not other residential
area within the catchment.

Curtin Ave

2.10 Gaps

ling
Stir

Hw

y

2

8 Purple Dinosaur
9 Railway & Albion

4

10 Beach front Reserve

5

6

11 Harvey Field

8
7

12 Dutch Inn Reserve

Key Findings:
• No District level parks;

13 Vlamingh Nature Space

9
10

• Lack of POS around the Town Centre
(Napolean Street) and a lack of even
distribution of POS east-west across the
Town;

11

• Northern and southern ends of the Town
are not well serviced by POS;
• No clear hierarchy of service provision
within POS;

12

• Allen Park, although not within the Town
of Cottesloe is used for both active and
passive recreation by those living in the
northern end of the Town. It is noted
that this does fill a ‘gap’ in the north

ling
Stir
POS

13

POS Gaps within ToC
Trainline
Major Roads
ToC Boundary

NTS

Figure 13.

Curti n Ave

• Jen’s Park and John Black Dune Park
have not been considered in the gaps
analysis due to not providing sufficient
POS recreation function;

Hwy

• The trainline is a significant barrier to
the POS along with Curtin Avenue and
Stirling Highway;

POS Gaps & Pedsheds Map
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2.11 findings summary
Key Findings
Distribution
• POS concentrated to foreshore;

• No District POS is located within the
Town.
Individual POS
• Purple Dinosaur is a unique space;

• Lack of POS around Town Centre and
lack of quality POS east of Broome
Street generally;

• Jasper Green Reserve is sufficient as
POS but is restricted to the north-east
corner;

• Foreshore provides significant POS
recreation function;

• Jen’s Park is set aside for future road
works;

• Train line, Stirling Highway, Curtin
Avenue and the steep sloping
topography are significant physical
barriers to access POS;

• Cott Main has significant potential to be
an iconic destination playspace;

• Verges provide opportunity for
community initiatives and establishment
of ecological & biodiversity corridors
within urban fabric;
• Lack of POS along train line and at
stations despite ample space;
• Lack of environmental function in most
POS;
• Sculptures by the Sea is a large event
held at the Beach and beach front
Reserve;
• Lack of Micro POS throughout the
Town;
• Neighbourhood POS concentrated to
western edge, lacking at North-east
portion;
• 3 of the 5 Neighbourhood POS have
playgrounds; and,

• John Black Dune Park is solely
environmental in function and is part of
future development planning;
• Grant Marine Park has good amenity
and enough unencumbered space that
allows for substantial opportunity to
improve and develop;
• Harvey Field is the only POS catering
for large organised sporting events;
• Allen Park in City of Nedlands provides
POS opportunity for residents who
experience lack of POS at the north
edge of ToC; and,
• Vlamingh Memorial Nature Space is a
recent addition and provides a nature
based playspace. As a future micropark
with a 200m catchment, it only reaches
the residence at the corner of Curtin
Ave and Marine Parade.
Image 9.

Cottesloe Civic Centre, udla
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These opportunities are as follows:
• The coastal portion of the Town along
the western edge.

Cottesloe coast

ling
Stir

Grant St

y

‘coast’

‘heart’

The heart

& hw

y’

An Iconic Foreshore Park

Hw

‘rail

The Town currently lacks a coherent
hierarchy for its Public Open Spaces.
Based on the analysis and the Hierarchy
Classification system from Liveable
Neighbourhoods previously outlined, the
proposed POS vision establishes a simple
and coherent framework that organises
POS into four linked ‘bands’ that provide
function and amenity according to location
and character.

Curtin Ave

2.12 a pos vision for Cottesloe

Broome Street Corridor

• The central ‘heart’ of the Town running
north-south along Broome Street.
• The land immediately surrounding the
rail corridor and the major roads.

railway & Highway
Cottesloe’s Urban Edge

Hwy

POS

Stir

ling

Town Centre
‘Coast’ POS Zone’
‘Heart’ POS Zone’

Grant st transect
A Biodiversity/Ecological Link

‘Rail & Hwy’ POS Zone’
Grant Street Median
Trainline
Major Roads
ToC Boundary

NTS

Figure 14.

Curti n Ave

• An ecological link along Grant Street
verges.

POS Vision for Cottesloe Map
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2.12.1 establishing a pos hierarchy for Cottesloe
current public open space hierarchy

proposed public open space hierarchy

(Based on Liveable Neighbourhoods)

regional
>15ha

0

• Cott Main

regional & district
‘coast’

• Entire Foreshore

• Grant Marine Park

district
5-15Ha

0

neighbourhood

• Civic Centre

‘heart’

• Harvey Field
• Jasper Green Reserve

neighbourhood
1-5Ha

5

4

micro

3

<0.4Ha

• ‘Trainline’

‘rail & hwy’

Local

0.4-1Ha

Local

micro

• ‘Grant Street’
• Purple Dinosaur
• Andrews Place
• Any additional residential
‘gap-fillers’
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2.12.2 Cottesloe Coast: An iconic Foreshore park
The entire North-South foreshore area west
of Marine Parade should be regarded as
a connected linear Foreshore Park rather
than a disjointed series of small Local and
Micro Parks and unallocated spaces. The
foreshore is to be treated as a Regional
Reserve that is a popular destination for
the entire Perth community.

• Establish coherent landscape & built
form guidelines for the foreshore
reserve;

Benefits:
• Promote foreshore as a complete place
and experience that encompasses
several beaches, dunal areas and a
north-south promenade and esplanade
experience;

• Establish precincts along the foreshore
(for example, north/central/south).

DRAFT

north & south to improve pedestrian
links;

• Fold in all current foreshore projects
including beach access projects,
Indiana Tea Rooms etc. into a coherent
plan; and,

• Opportunity to synchronise all
material finishes, fixtures, wayfinding,
interpretation to improve legibility and
rationalise maintenance;
• Opportunity to improve ecological
corridors and dunal vegetation to better
enhance biodiversity;
• Manage and upgrade individual pockets
of POS within the context of the whole
place;
• Better opportunities to promote and
manage events; and,
• Certainty for the community and
stakeholders;
Next Steps:
• Foreshore to encompass entire Marine
Parade;
• Engage with neighbouring LGA’s to
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North St Node

Grant Marine Park
North Cott SLSC Node

Grant St

Eric St

John Black Dune Park
Central Cott Main Node
Cottesloe Civic Centre
Overton Gardens Link
Cottesloe SLSC Node
Mudurup Rocks, Registered Site

Sea View Node

Dutch Inn Reserve
Upgraded Promenade
Environmental/Ecological
Active Recreation
Cultural/Historical Interpretation
Playground

Vlamingh Memorial Nature Space

Figure 15.

An Iconic Foreshore Park Diagram

NTS
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2.12.3 the heart: Broome street corridor
Harvey Field, the Golf Course, Cottesloe
Civic Centre, Tennis Club and Eric Street
shopping precinct leading to Grant Street
collectively forms a north-south spine
through the ‘Heart’ of Cottesloe behind
the primary dune. By establishing a
hierarchy between these spaces - both
public & private and using Broome Street’s
generous pine-lined verge, we can ensure
an even level of POS provision that serves
the local Cottesloe community in an evenly
distributed manner. The character of the
spaces are primarily organised sports,
informal sport & recreation, and Civic
gardens at the Civic Centre.

DRAFT

Street that encourages community use
of the verge space (play, biodiversity,
exercise, water management);
• Establish landscape guidelines that
indicate planting, finishes, fixtures and
signage;
• Improve pedestrian and bicycle
connections and safety; and,
• Further emphasise the Civic Centre
Gardens as Cottesloe’s ‘Local Heart’.

Benefits:
• Even distribution of useful sporting and
recreation spaces through Cottesloe;
• A consistent & cohesive experience
along Broome Street; and,
• Improved connection and inclusiveness
between the various sporting clubs and
the wider community.
Next Steps:
• Engage with the Tennis Club and Golf
Course to find ways to improve the
Broome Street interface. Also refer to
recommendations explored in Cottesloe
Recreation Precinct Plan, AECOM,
2018;
• Establish verge policy for Broome
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Grant St

Grant St Biodiversity Transect

Eric St

Cottesloe Tennis Club
Cottesloe Civic Centre
Forrest St Green Link + Gateway

Sea View Golf Club

Broome St

New Harvey Field

Broome St Green Link

South Gateway Node

Environmental/Ecological/Biodiversity
Active Recreation

Figure 16.

Playground

Broome Street Corridor Diagram
NTS
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2.12.4 railway & highway: Cottesloe’s urban edge
The eastern corridor of Cottesloe is the
least provided area despite being home to
the Town Centre, a school and two train
stations, as well as two major gateways
(Stirling Highway via Eric Street and West
Coast Highway via Curtin Avenue). The
railway reserve along Curtin Avenue is
the site of the soon to be completed cycle
path, however it is the eastern side of the
railway that presents the most realistic
opportunity with regards to land tenure.
Currently two small playspaces exist
here and the possibility of a ‘pump-track’
and/or ‘wheeled’ sports oriented youth
space have been suggested for various
sites in this area. Rather than see these
as isolated instances, the reuse along
the eastern side of the train line should
be thought of as a connected and linear
space with opportunity for play, social
interaction, artwork and exercise stations
along a coherent and safe path of travel.
In this regard it could be thought of as a
series Micro Parks, but is in fact a large
urban linear park that can be managed and
thought of as a whole place.

Next Steps:
• Undertake a masterplan vision for the
corridor; and,

DRAFT

• Establish design guidelines.

Benefits:
• Connected, safe, welcoming and
understood as one linear place;
• Easier to manage;
• Promotes exercise & well being; and,
• Activates an underutilised space.
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Rail

Re-vegetation Node

Pump Track Node
Re-vegetation Node

way
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Jasper Green Reserve
Grant St

School Node
School
Hwy

Eric St

Stir

ling

Re-vegetation Node

Purple Dinosaur Playground
Railway & Albion Playground

Station + Gateway Node

Forrest St
Town Centre

Re-vegetation Node

Upgraded Cycle Path
Environmental/Ecological/Biodiversity
Active Recreation
Youth Space
Parking + Amenity
Playground

Figure 17.

Cottesloe’s Urban Edge Diagram

NTS
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2.12.5 grant street transect: an ecological link
The existing Grant Street median presents
a unique opportunity to manage and use
as POS rather than verge space. Several
segments of this median already form the
basis of urban water management and
revegetation pockets. Other areas are
used as informal car parking. Much of
the median remains as un-irrigated turf
which dries out considerably during the
warmer summer months. Grant Street
itself runs east-west and effectively forms
a transect from Cottesloe’s beach front
through to Stirling Highway. The Western
Suburbs Greening Plan aligns directly with
this recommendation by highlighting the
opportunity for Grant Street to become
a ‘Developing Greenway’ that connects
multiple opportune greenways.

DRAFT

the original environment;
• Improved water management;
• Improved and increased habitat; and
• Increase in passive POS.
Next Steps:
• Establish a detailed vision, design
& implementation plan that can be
delivered in small stages.

A parking strategy should be undertaken
at an early stage and include meaningful
engagement with surrounding businesses
and residents. This may include developing
innovative ways to provide overflow parking
in peak times and water sensitive urban
design for water harvesting.
Benefits:
• The median is managed as POS rather
than roadway, effectively elevating its
overall presentation and usefulness to
the community;
• A significant increase in ecological
infrastructure for Cottesloe that can
represent an authentic cross-section of
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Re-vegetation Node

Vegetated Swale

Refer ‘Urban Edge’ Diagram

Play + Parking
Vegetated Stormwater Treatment

Rail

way

Re-vegetation Node

Grant St

Foreshore Reserve

Marmion St

Broome St

Jasper Green Reserve
Manicured Verge + Trees

Upgraded Cycle Path

Grant Marine Park
Re-vegetation Node

Environmental/Ecological/Biodiversity
Active Recreation
NTS

Figure 18.

Playground

Grant Street Ecological Link Diagram
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2.13 Prioritising existing pos upgrades
High Priority
POS
The Town’s 13 POS have been grouped
into high / medium / low priorities for
consultation, design, and delivery of
improvements. Rationale for higher priority
versus lower priority is as follows:
• Safety – conflicting user groups,
unsafe and ageing equipment and/or
environment.
• Opportunity – ToC are undertaking
numerous designs and plans for various
areas especially in relation to the
foreshore. Where existing or nearby
POS fall into the sphere of influence of
priority projects being developed, the
opportunity to improve the POS should
be undertaken in conjunction.
• Distribution – need to balance rate of
upgrades to ensure that one area of
Cottesloe isn’t neglected in favour of
another.
• Cost & Complexity – need to balance
the cost and staging of upgrades
to ensure ToC’s annual budget can
accommodate upgrades.

Image 10.

Harvey Field, udla (opposite)

Proposed Hierarchy Reasoning

Grant Marine Park Neighbourhood
Cott Main

Regional

Dutch Inn Reserve Regional
Vlamingh Memorial Local
and Nature
Discovery Space
Medium Priority
POS

Timeframe Cost &
Complexity
0-1 year
Low

POS is ripe for further activation. In prime beachfront location along
key transit routes. Opportunity for further improvement as a multi-use
space.
Cottesloe’s central most foreshore POS. Opportunity to dimprove
0-4 years
POS into an iconic beachfront POS as part of the current Foreshore
Design works. Project will take time to plan, design, fund and
implement.
Safety of users, Age of equipment, lack of Provision. Opportunity to
0-2 years
become part of one whole regional foreshore POS and service south
end.
Recent addition to the south end of the Town.
n/a

Proposed Hierarchy Reasoning

Harvey Field

Neighbourhood

Railway & Albion

Local

Purple Dinosaur

Local

Low Priority
POS

DRAFT

Masterplanning currently underway. The Town’s only large scale
sporting precinct.
Lacking a sense of place. Well located near transport nodes and the 2-5 years
Town Centre. Opportunity to develop further as one whole POS along
the trainline.
Very limited functionality as a sandpit playspace. Opportunity to
3-5 years
develop further as one whole POS along the trainline.

Civic Centre

Neighbourhood

Multiple separate spaces. Aging equipment. Opportunity to further
enhance heritage garden feel.

Jasper Green
Reserve
Andrews Place

Neighbourhood

Jen’s Park
John Black Dune
Park
Beachfront
Reserve

n/a
n/a

POS is well catered to. Opportunity for minor improvements to further
enhance what is overall a well utilised POS.
Very limited to immediate residents. Underutilised trees and
vegetation. Opportunity to have better connection to the surrounding
community.
Not for further development as POS, set aside for future civic works.
As part of the Foreshore Design works. Very limited POS function.
Solely environmental.
Well utilised space. Part of the current Foreshore DesignWorks.
Opportunity to become part of one whole regional foreshore POS.

Regional

Low
n/a

Timeframe Cost &
Complexity
2-3 years Medium

Proposed Hierarchy Reasoning

Local

High

Low
Medium

Timeframe Cost &
Complexity
2-5 years Medium
2-5 years

Low

3-5 years

Low

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

2-5 years

Medium
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3.0 playground strategy

DRAFT
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3.1 Introduction

DRAFT

The Playground Strategy is focused on
the Town’s existing playgrounds and is
supported by an audit (refer Appendix A)
of each playground to determine its current
level of service. This part of the document
examines opportunities and themes for
playspaces, identifies key gaps in provision
and priorities for upgrades to align each
of Cottesloe’s playgrounds with their likely
users and POS. A playground assessment
tool has been applied to each space to
identify where playgrounds are currently
rated at, what rating it should be achieving
and what is required in order to achieve the
recommended rating. These are based on
factors such as:
• Playability;
• Respite;
• Shade;
• Access;
• Attractors;
• Other play opportunities; and,
• Age.
Specific recommendations have been made
for each playground including guidance on
prioritisation and implementation.

Image 11.
Image 12.

Scarborough Whale playground, udla
Cottesloe Civic Centre playground, udla (opposite)
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3.2 the importance of play
Play is child-led, fun, unstructured and
self-motivated. It can be spontaneous,
encourage group discussion, negotiation
and planning and is ideally free of adult
intervention. Play is a human right and all
children have the right not only to play but
to the benefits associated with it. These
benefits are outlined as follows:
Being Outdoors
Play that occurs outdoors increases
physical activity, exposure to natural
greenery or vegetation is shown to reduce
blood pressure, improve sleep patterns,
lower rates of depression and lead to better
self or parent reported general health.
Developmentally, children who spend
time outside are likely to have increased
awareness, improved ability to reason,
improved cognitive development, a better
imagination and ability to concentrate.
Ownership
Independent play in natural environments
supports children’s development and
relationship with the natural environment,
encouraging a framework in which they
can create a place for themselves within
the context of their larger community, an
important developmental milestone as they
move into adolescence.
Physical Activity
Children aged 5-12 should exercise
moderately-vigorously for 60 minutes
a day. This level of physical activity is

a preventative approach for a number
of chronic diseases including obesity,
cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes,
some forms of cancer and metabolic
syndrome. In addition to preventing
these chronic diseases, sufficient physical
activity in children can also improve bone
density and muscle function, which can
assist in the prevention of injury later in
life. Children achieve a significant amount
of physical activity when playing, being
outdoors and through being independently
mobile. Children who play and are
physically active are more likely to carry
these healthy behaviours into adulthood.
Play can provide more physical activity
than some group sports, and is where a
majority of Australian children achieve their
physical activity.
Improved Mental Health
Play and associated physical activity is
shown to reduce stress in children; which
has an array of health benefits including
improved immune system responses, better
and more regular moods, increased energy
levels, improved ability to concentrate
and a reduction in tension, anxiety and
depression. When children engage in play
they are able to explore their imagination,
be creative, go on an adventure and take
risks. These fundamental elements of play
provide a myriad of emotional and mental
health benefits for children.
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Social Skills
Adventure or “nature play” style playspaces
facilitate improved social connectedness
in children as they encourage discussion
and social interaction, in turn improving
social skills and creativity. They can
remove cultural barriers, equip children
with the ability to self-regulate and take
appropriate risks, resolve conflict and
enhance children’s self-esteem. Play,
particularly in natural settings, is shown to
improve sensory processing, motor skills
and perception in children.
Independence
Children who are independently mobile
and who engage in independent play are
more likely to achieve the recommended
level of physical activity and spend more
time in overall free play. They are more
likely to meet friends, neighbours and
other community members and have an
improved social connectedness. They
may also benefit from improved levels of
confidence and development of road safety
skills. Reduction in independent mobility,
including travel to school, friends’ houses,
parks or shops, limits children’s opportunity
to spend time outdoors and in unstructured
play.
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3.3 key trends in play
Due to the benefits for children’s health
and well-being, playgrounds have become
a key element of infrastructure in most WA
suburbs.

There are a number of key trends that have
arisen from this recent increase in focus on
playgrounds, being as follows:

multi-generational
play

adventure &
nature play

Opportunity for all ages to
play and interact, to support
an aging population,
ensuring accessibility and
inclusiveness for those
using the space and
bringing children.

Utilising unstructured and
imaginative play to support
children to take risks, form
narratives, learn, experience
nature, play and socialise
independent of adult
intervention.

Themed play
Themed playgrounds
provide a reference to a
key local cultural narrative,
telling a story of the place in
a fun, interpretive manner.

Sensory play
Play that utilises sights,
sounds, smells, and
textures to develop
cognitive function,
potentially in the company
of adults.

Inclusive play
Play for people of all ages,
background and abilities
in spaces that are safe,
comfortable, coherent
and provide elements of
independence.

pop-up play
Temporary, ‘pop-up’ play provide
an impromptu, interactive play
experience that can enhance and
enliven dull spaces and promote
curiosity and social play. This
can be an affordable short term
solution to increase play diversity.
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1 Grant Marine Park
2 Andrews Place

Allen Park

3 Jasper Green Reserve
4 Cott Main
5 Cottesloe Civic Centre

Key Findings:

2

6 Purple Dinosaur

• There are 10 playgrounds out of 12
POS;

Curtin Ave

3.6 quantitative data

3

7 Railway & Albion

ling
Stir

Hw

y

1

8 Harvey Field

• Vlamingh Memorial Nature Discovery
Space is a recent addition. It has been
included in this strategy as an existing
playground, but not included in the
POS strategy as it was not considered
POS prior to the playground being
installed;

9 Dutch Inn Reserve
10 Vlamingh Nature Space

6
4
5

7

• Purple Dinosaur is the only space
without play equipment, it is a fenced
sandpit with toys;
• Each of the remaining playspaces
have similar basic play equipment, a
combination of off-the-shelf proprietary
swings, climbing structures and slides;
and,

8

• Play opportunities are mostly targeting
young children (<7 years).

9

Stir

ling

Hwy

Refer to Appendix A: Playground Audit
Package to see a detailed assessment of
the Town’s POS and the current situation of
the playgrounds.

10

POS

Skateparks
Trainline
ToC Boundary

NTS

Figure 19.

Curti n Ave

Playgrounds

Existing Playground Locations
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Allen Park

2 Andrews Place
3 Jasper Green Reserve

3.6.1 gaps

4 Cott Main
5 Cottesloe Civic Centre

Nature Play Discovery Space (10) at the
southern end of the Town will cover a
previously significant gap in this area.

2

6 Purple Dinosaur

3

7 Railway & Albion

ling
Stir

Hw

y

1

8 Harvey Field
9 Dutch Inn Reserve

Key Findings:

10 Vlamingh Memorial Nature
Discovery Space

• Playgrounds are relatively well
distributed;

6
4
5

7

rlin

gH

• Gaps identified:

wy

The pedshed diagram opposite shows
a 400m or five minute walk from each
playground. All residents should be
within a five minute walk from at least one
playground.

Curtin Ave

DRAFT

1 Grant Marine Park

Sti

- - to the north of the Town, whilst the
mapping illustrates coverage we
note the northern playgrounds are
small in size and provision;

Town Centre

8

- - along the train line to the south;
and,
- - around the Town Centre;
• Gap in the heart of Cottesloe between
Broome Street and Curtin Avenue;

• The railway is a significant barrier to
access, however there is a crossing
between Purple Dinosaur (6) and
Railway and Albion(7); and,
• The Tier 3 Local Vlamingh Memorial

Hwy
ling
Stir

10

POS
Existing playground
Playground 400m pedsheds
Train line
ToC Boundary

NTS

Figure 20.

Curti n Ave

• Allen Park and the playground on the
Swanbourne Foreshore may address
some of the gaps to the north, however
this is a modest playground over which
ToC has no authority;

9

Playground 400m pedsheds
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3.6.2 Quality
There is subjectivity around what makes
a good playspace, with different elements
appealing to different children. However
there are some key considerations for
making a playground fun, cohesive,
functional and engaging.
It is assumed that all playspaces within
the Town are regularly assessed by a
qualified safety auditor to ensure alignment
with all relevant Australian standards and
guidelines.
In order to provide a framework for
the assessment of existing playspaces
this strategy has utilised the document
‘Seven Cs: An informational guide to
young children’s outdoor playspaces’
(Susan Herrington, Chandra Lesmeister,
Jamie Nicholls, Kate Stefiuk, Consortium
for Health, Intervention, Learning and
Development (CHILD) ) and has applied
this as a benchmark for assessing each
playground. This document is a clear and
well informed research paper that is a guide
“to help people design outdoor playspaces
that support the development of young
children and integrate the unique qualities
of playing outdoors.’’ The guide assists in
highlighting the elements of playgrounds
that are not considered in codes, safety
standards and other regulatory material. It
is important to consider these ‘qualitative’
aspects of play as they are strongly related
to the popularity and play outcomes of the
space.

The seven C’s

The assessment framework is as follows:
1. Character: Referring to the feel of the
space, its sense of place, its relationship
with the broader site.
2. Context: What are the opportunities and
constraints of the site, and how does the
playspace relate to these?

Character

context

3. Connectivity: How well does the
elements of the playspace respond to each
other, and overall is the playground well
connected to the broader community?
4. Change: Is the space constantly
changing, does it provide seasonal
interest? (e.g. summer VS. winter).

clarity

5. Chance: Is there opportunity to take
ownership over the site, to make changes
and be spontaneous?

chance

challenge

6. Clarity: Does the space make sense?
Can children and carers navigate the
playspace to achieve the intended play
outcomes?

connectivity

change

7. Challenge: Does the space provide
opportunity for all children to be challenged
in play?
The assessment of existing Playgrounds in
Cottesloe is highlighted overleaf.

good playground
outcomes
Figure 21.

The Seven C’s Diagram
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3.6.3 assessment matrix
Based on the understanding that each
playground is limited to catering for children
no older then 6 or 7, the assessment
criteria scores reflect this overarching
limitation. For example, no playground
Assessment Criteria (1 point each)
Framework
Character
Context
Connectivity

Change

Chance

Clarity
Challenge

gains a point against the criteria: ‘Are
is addressed across the majority due to
and has been assessed only on the concept
play elements challenging for all?’ due to
play elements such as multi-use forts that
drawings provided by the Town.
there being a lack of play that challenges
can be a challenge for very young children.
older kids. However, the assessment on if
Note the Vlamingh Memorial Nature
children can control the level of challenge
Discovery Space is a recently added space
Total
Grant
Andrews
Jasper
Cott Main Cottesloe Purple
Railway & Harvey
Dutch Inn Vlamingh
Max.
Marine
Place
Green
Civic
Dinosaur
Albion
Field
Reserve
Nature
Score Park
Reserve
Centre
Space

Is there a clear theme?
Is it designed holistically with the surrounds?
Does it respond to the opportunities
presented by the surrounding environment?
Does it address a constraint of the site?
Is the whole playground designed so that
play elements respond to one another,
encourage play in-between elements and
maintain visual connection throughout?
Is the playground well connected to transport
networks?
Is there variety in the play opportunities,
and does this opportunity change to provide
continued interest?
Does the playground respond to changes
in the environment that may keep play
outcomes variable throughout the year?
Does the playground provide flexibility
to encourage children to take ownership
over the space, to modify it and reflect their
play needs?
Is the playspace and its intended uses
legible?
Can all users clearly navigate the space?
Are play elements challenging for all users?
Can children control the level of challenge
they wish to undertake?
Are challenges achieved in a safe and
hazard free approach?

TOTAL
Quality Rating
Table 4.
Cottesloe Playground Assessment Matrix
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1

-

1
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1
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14

7
50%

4
28%

9
64%

7
50%

8
57%

3
21%

5
36%

7
50%

5
36%

4 TBC
28% TBC
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3.6.4 Playground Hierarchy
Similar to the approach taken by Liveable
Neighbourhoods to utilise POS size as an
approach to ensuring equitable delivery of
space, we have developed a tier system for

playspace to provide a guide to the delivery
of a diverse range of playgrounds that
meet the needs of the Town of Cottesloe
community.

TIER ONE PLAYGROUND

TIER TWO PLAYGROUND

TIER THREE PLAYGROUND

‘Regional Playspace’

‘Neighbourhood Playspace’

‘Local Playspace’

A playground that is visited by both locals and tourists.
Regional playgrounds will usually:

A playground that services a large population of mostly local
residents. Local playgrounds will usually:

Playgrounds to service the nearby neighbourhood, these
playgrounds will usually:

• Be iconic;

• Reflect their local context;

• Reflect the context of the park;

• Are majority custom designed;

• Include a combination of off-the-shelf and custom
elements,

• Mostly off-the-shelf equipment;

• Addresses a number of play opportunities such as risk
taking, parallel play, space for informal games, group play,
sensory play etc;

• Provide more specific play opportunity, such as having a
focus of sensory play;

• May only have 1 or 2 formal play elements and also includes
spaces that are unconstrained and allow children to take
ownership over (cubbies, construction, loose parts etc);

• Accommodate 10-30 children;

• Accommodate less then 10 children;

• Has sufficient complexity to support an hour or two of
play;

• Is less structured and may include elements that children
can move/amend to create different outcomes to maintain
interest after multiple visits;

• May have a bench seat and shade, but is otherwise
unserviced and strongly supports independent play for older
children;

• Is supported with infrastructure that provide opportunity for
parents to stay comfortable for extended periods of time,
i.e. cafe, parking, lighting etc;

• Provides a base level of infrastructure to support parents,
i.e. seating, shade, water fountains;

• Has less design intent and is more child led, as such age is
flexible;

• Is designed in a way that provides challenging and
engaging play for children of all ages; and,

• Can be tailored to a specific age group;

• Is accessible and inclusive.

• Is accessible and inclusive.

Budget: <$150,000

• Is accessible and inclusive throughout.

Budget: $200,000-$500,000

Examples:

Budget: $600,000+

Examples:

- Webber Reserve Willagee

Examples:

- Subiaco Theatre Garden (pictured)

- Russell Brown Adventure Park (pictured)

- Scarborough Beach Playground

- Oxford Street Reserve Leederville

- Rannoch Tay Reserve Hamersley

- Bibra Lake Playspace (pictured)

- Yokine Playground

• Be flexible and able to accommodate a large number of
children (100+);

- Briathwaite Park, Mt Hawthorn.
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3.6.5 supply summary
Key Findings:
• There are no Tier One Regional
Playspaces in the Town of Cottesloe,
despite the foreshore reserve being
collectively a ‘Tier One’ POS;
• There are 4 Tier Two Neighbourhood
playspaces 6 Tier Three Local
playspaces;

1

Grant Marine Park

2

Andrews Place

3

Jasper Green Reserve

4

Cott Main

5

Cottesloe Civic Centre

6

Purple Dinosaur

7

Railway & Albion

8

Harvey Field

9

Dutch Inn Reserve

10

DRAFT
Allen Park

2

3

1

Vlamingh Memorial Nature
Discovery Space

6
4

• Whilst some spaces have been rated
Tier Two Neighbourhood they are
lacking equipment and supporting
infrastructure;
• There is a lack of diversity in the
current playground hierarchy, with
many playgrounds offering similar play
opportunity for a similar age group;
and,

5

7

8

• There is no discernable pattern to
location or provision within ToC.
9

ToC POS

10

Tier Two - Neighbourhood playspace
Tier Three - Local playspace
Trainline
ToC Boundary

NTS

Figure 22.

Existing Playground Ratings
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3.6.6 playground users
Broad assumptions may be made on a
population using data, but there will always
be localised community needs that cannot
be ascertained through demographic data.
Community engagement can provide this
place specific collection of knowledge and
assist in delivering highly usable spaces
that address a community’s needs alone.
Data has been used based on the 2016
Australian Bureau of Statistics census
gathered from the Town of Cottesloe and
compared to the State average.
Cottesloe has a lower population in
comparison to the WA average of children
aged 0-4 and 5-9 years old, but a higher
proportion in the 10-14 age bracket. There
is also a higher percentage of those 85
years and over in Cottesloe in comparison
to the State average.
Diversity in user groups will mean
differences in expectations and uses of
playgrounds across the Town. These
considerations may include perceptions of
safety, cultural expectations, requirements
for elderly with mobility issues and young
family’s need for playgrounds and bike
paths.

Key Findings:
• Whilst a number of playspaces in the
Town of Cottesloe are aimed at children
aged 3-7 years old, statistics show us
that there is currently a greater number
of 10-14 year old children residing in the
Town, indicating a need for improved
play opportunities for older children;
• There is a relatively high population of
people aged 85 years and over in the
Town of Cottesloe, which indicates a
need to provide accessible spaces and
potentially all ages play opportunities;
• There are significantly less babies and
toddlers and a higher percentage in the
10-14 age bracket in the Town than the
WA average; and,
• Assuming a population of 7,375 people
(2016 census) there are approximately
1,300 people aged 14 and younger.
With 9 playgrounds in the Town this
roughly indicates that each playground
supports 144 children.

Table 5.
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Age

Cottesloe

wa

0-4

4.6%

6.5%

5-9

6%

6.6%

10-14

7%

6.1%

15-19

6%

6.1%

20-24

5.4%

6.5%

25-29

6.5%

7.5%

30-34

6.2%

7.9%

35-39

5.6%

7%

40-44

5.6%

7%

45-49

7.7%

7%

50-54

7.3

6.6%

55-59

7%

6.1%

60-64

6.8%

5.3%

65-69

5.6%

4.7%

70-74

4.8%

3.4%

75-79

2.8%

2.5%

80-84

1.8%

1.7%

85+

2.9%

1.7%

comparison

Town of Cottesloe and WA age demographics comparison. Based on 2016 Census
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3.7 Key PLAYGROUND Findings

5 existing playgrounds are limited to

4 there are gaps within residential

equipment aimed at very young kids

pockets with no playgrounds
place

place

6 trainline, curtin ave & stirling hwy

3 lack of play opportunities
around town centre

KEY PLAY
G

place

2 cottesloe has an older demographic
compared to the state average

are significant barriers to pedestrian
movement

D FINDINGS
N
U
RO

people

place

d
ALIGN A PLAYGROUND HIERARCHY
WITH THE POS HIERARCHY

NS

IO
T
C
KEY A

action

c

1 cottesloe has more older

INCREASE SUPPLY OF PLAYSPACES
NEAr TRAINLINE

kids than younger kids

people

INCREASE DIVERSITY OF PLAY
EXPERIENCE TO CATER FOR OLDER KIDS

1
Figure 23.

5

a

b

action

action

action

3 4 6

IMPLEMENT MULtI-GENERATIONAL PLAY
OPPORTUNITIES

2

Key Playground Findings
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3.8 playground OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

Swanbourne Station

Given that the existing playground
infrastructure is starting to age and
lacks diversity of play opportunity it is
recommended that holistic upgrades to the
playgrounds in the Town will be required.
Therefore it is important to consider the
best location for playgrounds, which may or
may not be in their current locations.
In order to provide direction to the
placement of future playgrounds the review
of opportunities and constraints assists in
highlighting supporting infrastructure and
services.
Observations:
• There are two main areas where
services are clustered, the Town Centre
and the Cottesloe Main Beach. These
clustered services indicate a higher
proportion of visitors and would provide
benefits to visitors of a playground.
These two locations would be suitable
for a Regional playspace;
• The Cottesloe main beach is a regional
attractor, a Tier One Regional playspace
in this location will assist to activate the
foreshore at times when the beach is a
less popular destination (e.g. winter),
this will also benefit nearby businesses;
• The linear nature of infrastructure and
visitors to the foreshore also lends to
a number of playspaces to support the
popularity of the foreshore along its
entire length;

• Co-locating playgrounds with public
toilets should be a key consideration;

Grant St Station

• Cafes provide opportunities for colocation and should be a driver for Tier
Three Local park locations;
• Co-locating coffee carts or mobile
food vendors adjacent to playgrounds
provides opportuny for further activation
of playspaces; and,
• The train line provides opportunity for
parents with limited mobility, or without
access to a vehicle to visit a playground.
Co-locate Tier Three Local playspaces
with train stations, consider these
playgrounds for higher accessibility
POS
provision.

Cottesloe Station

Existing Playgrounds

Foreshore Corridor

Mosman Park Station

Future Playground-Foreshore Corridor
Service Corridor
Future Playground-Service Corridor

Victoria St Station

Railway Corridor
Future Playground-Railway Corridor
Train Station
Service Cluster
Trainline
ToC Boundary

NTS

Figure 24.

Playground location opportunities
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3.9 existing PLAYGROUND UPGRADES

1

Grant Marine Park

2

Cott Main

3

Dutch Inn Reserve

4
The first stage of the playground approach
will be to upgrade existing playgrounds.
Playgrounds in the Town are for the most
part, well located. Therefore, it is primarily
a case of upgrading these playspaces to
provide for an improved play outcome.

The upgrades are suggested as follows:
• Improve diversity of playground offerings
by reviewing hierarchy;
• Ensure the minimum quality of every
playground is over 80% according to the
assessment tool;

DRAFT

Vlamingh Memorial Nature
Discovery Space

5

Jasper Green Reserve

6

Cottesloe Civic Centre

7

Harvey Field

8

Purple Dinosaur

9

Railway & Albion

10

Andrews Place

11

Beach front Reserve (no
formal play)

12

John Black Dune Park
(no formal play)

13

Jen’s Park
(no formal play)

10
5
1
13
8

12
2
6

9

11

7

• Dutch Inn playground should be moved
northwards from the beach access area
in order to reduce conflict with kite/wind
surfers;
• Harvey Field playground will be replaced
by a new facility when the Masterplan
for this site is enacted; and,
• Cott Main playground is to be completely
replaced. The new playground is to be
a Tier One Regional playground.

3

POS
Tier One Regional Playspace

4

Tier Two Neighbourhood Playspace
Tier Three Local Playspace
No formal play
Train line
ToC Boundary

NTS

Figure 25.

Proposed Playground Upgrades
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3.9.1 grant marine park
existing

overvi ew

c u r r ent si tu ati o n

Grant Marine Park is located to the North
of Cottesloe and is on the corner of Marine
Parade and Grant Street.
The playground is located at the lower
turfed area adjacent Marine Parade
secured by low limestone walls and paths.

site pho to s

Tier two- neighbourhood
HIERARCHY

The space provides basic play opportunities
that targets very young kids. There is
ample seating for parents and excellent
ocean views.

The playground is situated in a prime position along
Marine Parade and it part of a Neighbourhood level Park,
however, the space provides little opportunity suitable to a
POS of this size.

50%

Play fort, rubber soft fall ,shade sails

The Seven C’s assessment criteria has given Grant Marine
Park playspace a rating of 7 points or 50%. Points allocated
are as follows:

A lack of theming or obvious style is
evident and the play opportunities provided
are very one dimensional.
QUALITY

1 - Context: excellent ocean views, situated on lower level.
1 - Connectivity: well connected to transport networks.

grant marine park

2 - Clarity: the intended uses are legible, clearly navigated.

Location Plan (NTS)

2 - Challenge: very young kids can control the challenge,
play equipment can be used relatively safely.

Climbing/balance system, rubber soft fall

0-6 years
AGE

The existing playground is limited to very young kids
with a lack of opportunities for older children. The upper
level turf area provides recreation for older kids, however,
there is no clear connection to the playspace to integrate
older play.
Duel-seat swing, sand soft fall
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proposed

fu tu re vi s i on

im pr ovem en t str ategy

Tier two- neighbourhood
HIERARCHY

With such a prominent position on the
Foreshore it is recommended that the Grant
Marine playground is retained as a Tier Two
Neighbourhood playground. Provision of
public toilets and parking should be taken
into account.

80%

grant marine park

QUALITY

connectivity

The playground will be required to
meet an additional 4 points to achieve
sufficient improvement.

0-12+
AGE

Character

change

A space that provides for the current age
of 0-6 and also provides play for older
kids who may utilise the recreation area at
the upper level of the park.

chance

Exam ples an d P r ec ed ents

The playground currently lacks any
character. Opportunities to implement
in the playspace include: The existing
dunal revegetation by creating a nature
play element; The Whadjuk Trail Network
checkpoint sign could be expanded beyond
just a sign; The strong marine look and feel
should inform the overall style of the space
and play theme.
The play elements should be consolidated
to reflect one whole playspace. The
playground is to have a direct connection to
the recreational area on the upper level of
the park.
Play opportunity that responds to changes
in environment is recommended. This can
be achieved through a nature play element
that utilises winter rains or unique shade
structures that provide shadow castings
that change with the movement of the sun.
Play elements that contain moveable
objects and the opportunity to build
structures/cubbies will provide users with
a sense of ownership and the ability to
modify how they play to reflect their own
needs.
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actions
the seven c’s

actions

Character

1

Nature play/bike trail area

2 Extend & upgrade existing playground

strategy

context

3 Open turf ball sports area
4 Retain existing trees

change

5 Upgrade car park
1

Play space for younger age group

2 Shade structures throughout park

chance

3 Open turf picnic area with ocean lookout

play

grant marine park

connectivity

4 Marine themed play space with shipwreck

clarity

5 Interactive/educational trails throughout dunes
6 Fort and slides to take advantages of level changes

challenge
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k ey moves

playgr o un d r eco m m en datio n s

5

1

4

2

2

3

3
6

4

Prima

ry Sha
red Pa
th

1

S ec on da ry P at h

grant marine park

D u n e tr a il s

Figure 26.

Key Moves Plan

5
Portion of
Hamersley St
to be removed

6
NTS

Figure 27.

Grant Marine Park Playground Recommendations Plan*
NTS

1 Nature play/bike trail area

1 Play space for younger age groups

2 Extend & upgrade existing playground

2 Shade structures throughout park

3 Open turf ball sports area

3 Open turf picnic area with ocean lookout

4 Retain existing trees

4 Marine themed play space with shipwreck

5 Upgrade car park

5 Interactive/educational trails throughout dunes

6 Dune interaction and connections

6 Fort and slides to take advantage of level changes
*Playground concepts are indicative.
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3.9.2 cott main
existing

overvi ew
Cott Main is located in the prime position
of Cottesloe Beach along Marine Parade,
adjacent to the cafe/restaurant strip and
well connected to public transport and
parking.

c u r r ent si tu ati o n

site pho to s

Tier two - neighbourhood
HIERARCHY

The playground is located at the south
portion of the POS. There are two
playspaces separated by a central path
linking Marine Parade to the Foreshore.

The playground currently functions as a Tier Two
Neighbourhood playspace. There is a large amount of play
equipment which provides for a high number of users at
the same time.

50%

The playspaces are similar in function,
both with off the shelf equipment. There
is minimal appeal, other than it being the
main playground at the beach precinct.

The Seven C’s assessment criteria has given the Cott Main
playspace a rating of 7 points or 50%. Points allocated are as
follows:
QUALITY

Swing with basket seat

2 - Context: there are excellent ocean views available, the
fencing addresses the road as a constraint.
1 - Connectivity: well connected to transport routes.
1 - Change: the is a variety in play opportunity for very young
kids.
1 - Clarity: the uses are legible.

Basic play window

cott main

2 - Challenge: play fort provides challenge to very young kids,
play equipment can be used relatively safely.

Location Plan (NTS)

0-4 years
AGE

The existing playgrounds are limited to very young kids
with a lack of opportunities for older children. The two
spaces function very similarly and cater for the same
age groups.

Play fort, faded colours
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proposed

f utu re vi s i on

Tier one-regional
HIERARCHY

QUALITY

Being in the heart of the beach precinct
of Cottesloe, this playground requires a
thorough approach to reflecting the feel of
a key, iconic destination, which requires
sufficient infrastructure to support a
Regional playground.

cott main

Character

connectivity

change

This playground is often exposed to harsh
weather, particularly in winter but also in
the peak of summer. It is recommended
that the playground should respond
positively to changes in the environment
and provide opportunity for play throughout
the year. Potential for use of pop-up play
in short term with play items stored at the
surf lifesaving club or similar.

The playground will require 4 points to
achieve sufficient improvement.

The playground is currently not suitable for
older kids and adult play. Being in a very
populated area which attracts people of all
ages, play opportunities should cater for this
diversity with areas allocated appropriately.

The playground lacks a clear theme and
scores zero points. It is recommended that
the playspace is upgraded to reflect the
unique, relaxed beach front location. Being
a popular destination, key stakeholders,
of which there are many, should be
considered when developing concepts. The
Final design should be iconic.
The equipment lacks a visual connection
and responds poorly to different elements.
Constructing a playground that is coherent
in that each element responds to one
another and encourages play in-between
elements is essential to creating an iconic
space.

80%

0-12+
AGE

Exam ples an d P rec ed ents

im pr ovem en t str ategy

clarity

There is currently a lack of clearly
negotiable play elements. It is
recommended that the playground is
designed strategically to provide a easy
navigation and journey throughout while
also allowing people of all abilities to
access and utilise the space.
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DRAFT

3.9.3 dutch inn reserve
existing

overvi ew
The Dutch Inn Reserve playspace is
located at the south end of the Town along
Marine Parade on the beach front. It is the
Towns only playground that services the
southern-most residents.

c u r r ent si tu ati o n

site pho to s

Tier Three- local
HIERARCHY

The play equipment is poorly located with
the play fort separate from the swing and
spring seat.
The fort lacks shade and there appears
to be a slide missing with the rubber fall
remaining empty.

The playground currently services immediate residents,
however, the infrastructure is lacking any cohesion
and there are elements missing. The space requires a
consolidated suite of play equipment that responds to the
users and the sometimes harsh environment.

36%

Dual-seat swing, sand soft fall, shade sail

The Seven C’s assessment criteria has given Dutch Inn
Reserve playspace a rating of 5 points or 36%. Points
allocated are as follows:

Surfers utilise the turf adjacent to the fort
which causes significant user conflict.
QUALITY

1 - Context: excellent ocean views.
1 - Connectivity: bus stop on Marine Parade.

dutch inn reserve

1 - Clarity: the existing play equipment have clear use.

Location Plan (NTS)

2 - Challenge: play fort provides challenge to very young
kids, play equipment can be used relatively safely.

Spring seat, rubber fall, shade sail, missing slide

0-4 years
AGE

The existing playground is limited to very young kids
with a lack of opportunities for older children. The space
caters for a variety of users including surfers and kite
surfers, which identifies that the targeted age should be
for young kids up to older adults.

‘Pause’ by April Pine
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DRAFT

proposed

im pr ovem en t str ategy

f utu re vi si on

Tier Three-local
HIERARCHY

The playground currently services
immediate residents, however, the
infrastructure is lacking any cohesion
and there are elements missing. The
space requires a consolidated suite
of play equipment that responds to
the users and the sometimes harsh
environment.

Character

context

80%

dutch inn reserve

QUALITY

The playground will require 6
additional points to achieve
sufficient improvement.

change

0-12+
AGE

A space that caters for the current
age groups of 0-4 while also
providing play opportunities for older
kids.

clarity

Exam ples an d P r ec ed ents

The existing playground lacks any theme
or character, however its location and the
April Pine sculpture presents a strong
opportunity for a ‘surfy’ sculptural theme.
The overall space is a linear layout that
stretches approximately 400m long. It
is recommended that the playspace is
relocated to a more suitable position
at the north end of the Dutch Inn POS,
consolidated with the exercise equipment
and separate from the area where kite
surfers frequently set up & wash down.
The playground is often exposed to
harsh weather, particularly in winter.
It is recommended that there be an
opportunity for nature play or play
opportunity that is active year round,
whether is be shaded in summer or
sheltered in winter.
It is recommended to relocate the
playspace to the north end of the POS
and consolidated as one space. The
space must be navigated clearly by all
users.
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DRAFT

actions
the seven c’s

actions

Character

1

Increase shade & seating opportunities

2 Move & upgrade existing playground
3 Consolidate surf rigging area with seating & respite
4 Planter buffer zone

change

5 Additional parking bays
1

Scooter loop track

2 6-12 age group ‘kite/surf’ themed playspace

chance

3 Planting to provide shade and nestled playspaces

play

dutch inn reserve

connectivity

strategy

context

4 0-5 age group nature playspace

clarity

5 New pavilion seating and lookout spot

challenge
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DRAFT
k ey moves

playgr o un d r eco m m en datio n s
1 Increase shade &
seating
opportunities

1

1 Scooter loop track

2 Move & upgrade
existing playground

3

3 Consolidate surf rigging
area with seating &
respite

4

2 6-12 age group ‘kite’
themed playspace
3 Planting to provide shade
and nestled playspaces

3

4 Planting buffer zone

1

5 Additional parking bays

4 0-5 age group nature
playspace
5 New pavilion seating and
lookout spot

2

2
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Figure 28.
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NTS

Figure 29.

Dutch Hill Playground Recommendations Plan*

NTS
*Playground concepts are indicative.
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DRAFT

3.9.4 Vlamingh Memorial Nature Discovery Space
recent addition
overvi ew

v l a m i n g h m e m o r i a l n at u r e d i s c o v e ry s pa c e

The Vlamingh Memorial Nature Discovery
Space is a recent addition (2019). The
playspace has a strong nature play theme
with timber, boulders and informal paths.
The concept drawings appear to take
advantage of the existing vegetation and
slope of the site.

c u r r ent si tu ati o n

Tier Three- local
HIERARCHY

The playground will service immediate residents.

?%
QUALITY

Vlamingh Memorial Nature Discovery Space has only been
awarded 4 points thus far based criteria that is evident in the
concept drawings. It is expected it will achieve higher once
constructed

It is recommended to assess the
playground against the 7 Cs criteria, in
particular:
Context: How does the playground address
the constraints of the site such as the busy
road and round-about of Marine Terrace
and Curtin Avenue to east and path to west
(well used by runners, dog walkers etc).
Connectivity: The accessibility and
connections from the surrounding area
should be considered. The closest parking
is 100m street parking to the north and
200m off-street parking to the south. The
closest train station, Victoria Street Station,
is 450m away.
Change: Does the playspace allow for use
in all seasons? and,

?%
AGE

Clarity: Can all users navigate the space?

Is appears to be aimed at the <12 age bracket, however nature
play is generally good for engaging a range of ages due to the
flexibility with custom equipment.

Location Plan (NTS)
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DRAFT

3.9.5 jasper green reserve
ex i s ti n g
overvi ew

Jasper Green Reserve is located in the
north-east portion of the Town. It is one of
three playspaces servicing the Town east of
the railway. It is in close proximity to Grant
Street Station to the east, Swanbourne
Station to the north, and Stirling Highway to
the south.

c u r r ent si tu ati o n

Tier Two - neighbourhood
HIERARCHY

The playground is situated at the western
edge of the park. There are multiple sport/
recreation opportunities within the reserve
that connect well with the playspace by the
central path and the expansive open turf.

jasper green reserve

The playground at Jasper Green Reserve is the Town’s
best functioning playspace and provides a significant
quantity of infrastructure and amenity.

64%
The Seven C’s assessment criteria has given Jasper Green
Reserve playspace a rating of 9 points or 64%. Points
allocated are as follows:

QUALITY

Location Plan (NTS)

site pho to s

Climbing bars, slide, rubber soft fall, drink fountain

2 - Connectivity: the play elements are located within
close proximity to each other, Grant Street Station (west),
Swanbourne Station (north) and Stirling Highway (south)
located nearby.
2 - Change: different play equipment provides variety, play
opportunity is variable throughout the year.
2 - Clarity: the existing play equipment has legible use and
is clearly navigated.

Large play fort, shade sail, rubber soft fall

3 - Challenge: play fort provides challenge and ability to
control challenge to very young kids, play equipment can be
used relatively safely.

0-7 years
AGE

The playground lacks play opportunities for older kids, it
does provide sufficient play opportunity for young children.
Flying fox, rubber soft fall
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DRAFT

proposed

fu tu re vi s i on

im pr ovem en t str ategy

Tier Two- neighbourhood
HIERARCHY

Character

The playground has a prominent elevated
position with ocean views and is supported
by a high quality, well appointed POS.

Exam ples an d P r ec ed ents

Jasper Green Reserve already has a
number of play elements that provide
diverse play outcomes. The playspace
could incorporate art and interpretive
opportunities to provide a sense of place
and connection to the Town. Opportunity
for more elevated play elements that
take advantage of the ocean view and
can provide social hang out spaces for
teenagers.

80%

jasper green reserve

QUALITY

The playground will be required to meet
an additional 2 points to achieve sufficient
improvement.

chance

Improve opportunities for older children
and adults to engage in play, take risks
and engage with their environment and
each other.

12+
AGE

There is opportunity to cater for older
children through the inclusion of social
and community type play. Social
engagement for users can become an
over arching theme for the playground and
associated POS.
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actions
the seven c’s

actions

Character

1

Additional play space

2 Upgrade existing playground

strategy

context

3 Open turf ball sport area
4 Retained existing trees

change

5 One consolidated paved recreation area
1

Loop path with seating spots

2 Seating adjacent to playgrounds

chance

3 Additional play space with varied play elements

play

jasper green reserve

connectivity

4 Open turf ball sports area

clarity

5 Recreation area with multi-sport options

challenge
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playgr o un d r eco m m en datio n s

k ey moves

1

2

Secondary Path

4

3
4

1
3

2

Primary Shared Path

jasper green reserve

5

5

Figure 31.

Key Moves Plan

1

Additional play space

2

Upgraded existing
playground

3

Open turf ball sport area

NTS

4

Retained existing trees

5

One consolidated paved
recreation area

Figure 32.

Jasper Green Playground Recommendations Plan*

NTS

1 Loop path with seating points
2 Seating adjacent to playground areas
3 Additional play space with varied play elements
4 Open turf ball sports area
5 Recreation area with multi-sport options
*Playground concepts are indicative.
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DRAFT

3.9.6 Cottesloe civic centre
existing

overvi ew

c u r r ent si tu ati o n

Cottesloe Civic Centre is located at the
corner of Broome Street and Napier Street.
The playground is located at the south
portion of the grounds on a lower level
retained by limestone walls and shaded by
large pines. there is also a slide located at
the south-west corner separate from the
main playground.

Tier Two - neighbourhood
HIERARCHY

The playground at the Civic Centre functions as a Tier
Two - Neighbourhood Playspace that provides basic play
infrastructure and is used mostly by local residents.

57%

The space is very well maintained and
reflects a playground within a garden.

The Seven C’s assessment criteria has given the Civic
Centre playspace a rating of 8 points or 57%. Points
allocated are as follows:

It is well connected, however, quite hidden
in a sunken area not clearly visible from the
street.

Play fort & climbing/balance system, rubber soft fall

1 - Character: the playspace is designed holistically with
the surrounds.
QUALITY

Cottesloe civic centre

site pho to s

2 - Context: the large pines provide ample shade in
summer, addresses the sloping land form with retaining
walls.
1 - Connectivity: the existing play elements connect with
each other.
2 - Clarity: the setting and playspace is legible.

Four-seat see-saw

2 - Challenge: play fort provides challenge and ability to
control challenge to very young kids, play equipment can
be used relatively safely.

0-4 years
AGE

The playground is limited to very young kids and provides
little opportunity for older kids to play.

Dual seat swing, rubber soft fall

Location Plan (NTS)
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proposed

fu tu re vi s i on

im pr ovem en t str ategy

Exam ples an d P r ec ed ents

Tier Two - neighbourhood
HIERARCHY

The playground at the Civic Centre is set
within very well maintained gardens. An
approach to an improved playspace would
be to take advantage of this garden setting
and create a suite of infrastructure that
reflects the heritage garden feel of the
space.

80%

Cottesloe civic centre

QUALITY

connectivity

The playground will require an additional 3
points to achieve sufficient improvement.

0-9+
AGE

Character

change

The Town is recommended to provide
a space that caters for the immediate
residents surrounding the space, the
Kindergarten south on Broome St and the
older child demographic of the Town.

clarity

The playground is set within a unique
heritage garden space. The character of the
playground should reflect this and build on
an adventure-type garden setting, taking
advantage of the terraces and level changes.

Improve the visibility of the playground from
the street and introduce inviting signage
located at the entrance and wayfinding
throughout the Town enticing children to
‘discover & explore’ the playspace.

Implement a series of play elements that
provide a variety in play opportunities to
achieve continued interest. Use of the
surrounding environment (slopes, trees,
garden beds) can facilitate this variety.
Opportunity for inclusion of ‘loose parts’
equipment or pop up-play elements which
can be managed during ToC office hours.

Provide play elements that give users an
opportunity to take ownership over the
space and modify it to suit their needs. This
can be achieved by providing moveable
infrastructure or nature play elements.
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actions
the seven c’s

actions

Character

1

Upper level additional play space

2 Move and upgrade existing play space

strategy

context

3 Open turf picnic area
4 Retained existing Tree’s

change

5 Play interaction between upper and lower levels
1

Fort and slides to interact with existing level change

2 Upgraded garden themed play space

chance

3 Nature play space

play

Cottesloe civic centre

connectivity

4 Open turf picnic area

clarity

5 Low planting buffer

challenge
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Figure 33.

1
2
3

Key Moves Plan

NTS

Upper level additional play
space

4 Retained existing trees

Move and upgrade existing
play space

5 Play interaction between
upper & lower level

Open turf

Figure 34.

Cottesloe Civic Centre Playground Recommendations Plan*

NTS

1 Fort and slides/climber to interact with existing levels
2 Upgraded garden themed play space
3 Nature play space
4 Open turf with seating
5 Low planting buffer
*Playground concepts are indicative.
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DRAFT

3.9.7 harvey field
existing

overvi ew

c u r r ent si tu ati o n

Harvey Field is located along Broome St
and is bound by the Sea View Golf Club to
the north-west.
The playground is situated on the Broome
Street verge between the two ovals.

site pho to s

Tier Three - Local
HIERARCHY

The playground provides sufficient basic play
infrastructure to compliment a Local level playspace.

The playspace has good shade from the
large trees and excellent ocean views.

50%

Due to a conceptual masterplan currently
being delivered for Harvey Field, the
existing playground will be assessed and
recommendations will be made for the
future theming of the relocated proposed
new playground.

The Seven C’s assessment criteria has given Harvey Field
playspace a rating of 7 points or 50%. Points allocated are as
follows:

QUALITY

Dual-seat swing, play forts

2 - Character: there is a purple theme, designed holistically to
maintain ocean views.
1 - Context: utilises the shade cast down by the tall pines.
1 - Connectivity: the existing play elements connect with each
other on the same surface.

harvey field

2 - Clarity: the playspace has legible uses and is clearly
navigated.

Location Plan (NTS)

Spring seat, periscope

1 - Challenge: very young kids can control the level of
challenge they wish to undertake.

0-4
AGE

The playspace is caters very well for young kids. The
space is fully enclosed with a low fence which enhances
the playability for very young kids.

Entrance gate & fence, bike parking
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proposed

Im pr ovem en t str ategy

Fu tu re vi s i on

Tier two-neighbourhood
HIERARCHY

Harvey Field is in a good position to be
upgraded to a Tier Two Neighbourhood
playground. The use by visitors to the
sporting clubs and surrounding residents,
as well as planned upgrades warrant this.
A Tier Two Neighbourhood Playspace will
require infrastructure that can cater for
10-30 children at once and a range of play
opportunities that comes from both off the
shelf and custom equipment. There should
also be infrastructure that caters for adults,
as per recommendations made in the
‘Cottesloe Recreations Precinct Masterplan’

Character

context

80%

harvey field

QUALITY

In its current situation, the playground
would require an additional 4 points to
achieve sufficient improvement. Due
to plans to relocate the playspace, this
provides opportunity to ‘start from scratch’
and obtain a high quality space.

0-14+
AGE

The proposed new playground should
cater for a diverse age range with
opportunities for children and teenagers.

connectivity

challenge

Exam ples an d P r ec ed ents

The new playground will require a
strong theme that is ‘of place’ and
informed by genuine engagement with
key stakeholder. A recommendation
is to build on the existing significance
of sport (rugby, football, golf etc) and
implement a coastal/natural feel as a
solid theme.
The site is significantly undulating
which presents an opportunity to utilise
the sloping land form when designing a
sport-themed playspace.
The future location is at the west end
of Jarrad Street. It is recommended
to address the connectivity to the
surrounding community so that users
can access the playspace easily, and
is not limited to people utilising the
sporting fields for organised events or
other sporting pursuits.
It is recommended that the playground
provides opportunities for challenging
play and learning/education so that
users remain engaged for continued
periods, particularly for the benefit of
parents or carers who may be watching
sport at the ovals and prefer children to
remain occupied for longer.
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3.9.8 purple dinosaur
existing

overvi ew
Purple Dinosaur is a unique playground in
that it is a fenced sandpit with moveable
toys and a plastic purple dinosaur
sculpture.

c u r r ent si tu ati o n

site pho to s

Tier Three - Local
HIERARCHY

It is located along the railway, adjacent a
dense residential area and currently caters
for ages 0-3 years old.
The spaces provides a ‘Free Little Library’
and a seat for parents/carers.

Purple Dinosaur is at the very lowest level of Tier Three
Playspaces due to its very minimal infrastructure and
limited variety/play opportunity.

21%

The space is very one-dimensional and
lacks any design coherence, however has
been personalised by the local users.

The Purple Dinosaur, toys & toy box, fence

The Seven C’s assessment criteria has given Purple
Dinosaur playspace a rating of 3 points or 21%. Points
allocated are as follows:
QUALITY

1 - Character: the playspace has an obvious ‘Purple
Dinosaur’ theme.
1 - Chance: the moveable toys provide opportunity for
kids to take ownership and modify their play needs.

purple dinosaur

1 - Clarity: the intended uses are clear and legible.

Location Plan (NTS)

The toys available, leaf litter in the sandpit

0-3
AGE

The playspace is caters very specifically for very young
children with no opportunity for play catered to kids older
than 3 years old.

No visual separation from the trainline
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proposed

fu tu re vi s i on

im pr ovem en t str ategy

Character

There is opportunity to enhance the
Purple Dinosaur theme to become the
overarching theme of the playspace,
not just a statue sitting in the sandpit.
A playground sign identifying Purple
Dinosaur as the name of the space is one
such approach

connectivity

Enhance the connectivity to Cottesloe
Station and the Town Centre and utilise
the Purple Dinosaur theme into wayfinding
or interpretative elements leading people
to the space. A small designated parking
area and bike parking would benefit this
space.

Tier Three- Local
HIERARCHY

The Purple Dinosaur will remain a Tier
Three Local Playspace, however it
requires much improved infrastructure
and additional equipment/amenity
to support a unique space next to the
railway.

80%
QUALITY

The playground will require an
additional 8 points to achieve sufficient
improvement.

purple dinosaur

0-9
AGE

Exam ples an d P r ec ed ents

change

The playground currently caters for a very
limited age group of very young children.
To increase the playability and diversity it
is recommended to target children up to
9 years old.

clarity

The playground lacks a variety of play
opportunities. To achieve a significant
improvement to this criteria, it is
recommended to introduce a basic play
element that reflects the uniqueness of
the existing playspace as well as a small
hands-on, nature play element.
While retaining a secure barrier around
the sandpit, it is recommended to
investigate an improved simplistic design
to provide access for children of all
abilities and potentially be a multi-use
barrier with play elements incorporated
into it.
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actions
the seven c’s

actions

Character

1

Extended existing play space

2 Open irrigated turf

strategy

context

3 Retain existing trees
4 Formalise car park

connectivity

1

Seating under surrounding trees

2 Fixed play equipment e.g. Diggers, steppers etc.

chance

3 Seating around playground edge

play

purple dinosaur

change

5 Planting buffer zone

4 Open turf around playground

clarity
challenge
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playgr o un d r eco m m en datio n s

1

3

2

1
4
5

Figure 35.

1 Seating under
surrounding trees

4

3 Retained
existing trees

2 Extended play
area with fixed
equipment e.g.
Diggers, steppers
etc.

4 Formalised car
park

3 Seating along
playgrounds edge

5 Planting buffer
zone

4 Open Turf around
playground

2 Open irrigated
turf

Path
ary
Prim
Key Moves Plan

3

1 Extend existing
play space

red
Sha

purple dinosaur

2

NTS

Figure 36.

Purple Dinosaur Playground Recommendations Plan*

NTS

*Playground concepts are indicative.
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3.9.9 railway & albion
existing

overvi ew

c u r r ent si tu ati o n

Railway & Albion is located, as the
unofficial name suggests, along Railway
Street and opposite Albion Street and Burt
Street.
The Playground at Railway & Albion is
in close proximity to Cottesloe Station
(3 minute walk) and services immediate
residents.

site pho to s

Tier 3-Local
HIERARCHY

The playspace is very close to Purple
Dinosaur and is the closest playground to
the Cottesloe Town Centre.

Although it is located in very close proximity to the Town
Centre, it only functions as a Tier Three Local playspace.
It has very basic and minimal infrastructure to support play
opportunities, of which there is a lack of variety.

Slide with rubber soft fall areas

36%
QUALITY

The Seven C’s assessment criteria has given Railway
& Albion playspace a rating of 5 points or 36%. Points
allocated are as follows:
1 - Connectivity: the playspace is nearby Cottesloe Train
Station (4min walk) and Stirling Hwy (3min walk) to the east.

r a i l w ay & a l b i o n

2 - Clarity: the intended uses are clear and legible, users can
clearly navigate the space.

Location Plan (NTS)

2 - Challenge: Very young children can control the level of
challenge they wish to undertake and play equipment can be
used relatively safely.

Climber with rubber soft fall

0-4
AGE

The playspace caters for children of very young
age with there being a slide and climber with minimal
challenge and a double swing with one toddler seat.

Double swing with rubber soft fall
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proposed

im pr ovem en t str ategy

fu tu re vi s i on

Tier 3-Local
HIERARCHY

The playground currently services
immediate residents, however, being
in close proximity to the Town Centre,
Cottesloe Station and Stirling Hwy, a suite
of safe, coherent, diverse infrastructure is
required to cater for a potentially diverse
range of users.

Character

context

80%

r a i l w ay & a l b i o n

QUALITY

The playground will require 5 additional
points to achieve sufficient improvement.

chance

0-14+
AGE

The playground currently caters for a very
limited age group with minimal play for
older kids/young teenagers. It should be
upgraded with an intent to cater for older
kids.

challenge

Exam ples an d P rec ed ents

It is recommended that an appropriate,
coherent theme is implemented with the
consideration of the key stakeholders, of
which are the immediate residents and
surrounding community. For example a
‘train’ theme could be explored.
Improve how the playground responds
to the existing coastal planting scheme.
A nature play element where users
can build cubbies and have ownership
over the space would enhance this
characteristic.
It is recommended that the playground
has infrastructure and/or play elements
that provide opportunity for there to be a
sense of ownership over the space and
the ability to modify play to suit the user.
This can be achieved by including nature
play elements or moveable infrastructure.
The current play equipment lacks
opportunities of challenging play for
all users. It is recommended that there
be educational/ learning elements or
challenging play equipment for use by
children of different ages and abilities.
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actions
the seven c’s

actions

Character

1

Extended existing play space

2 Additional play/garden space

strategy

context

3 Retained existing trees
4 Formalise car park

connectivity

1

Train themed playground with carriages and slides

2 Seating adjacent to playground

chance

3 Sensory/nature play space or community garden

play

r a i l w ay & a l b i o n

change

5 Planting buffer zone

4 Retained shade structures

clarity
challenge
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k ey moves

playgr o un d r eco m m en datio n s

1

5

2

2

Figure 37.

ary S
hare
d Pa
th

3

4

Prim

r a i l w ay & a l b i o n

1

3

4

Key Moves Plan

NTS

Figure 38.

Railway & Albion Playground Recommendations Plan*

1

Extend existing play space

4

Formalised car park

1 Train themed playground with carriage and slides

2

Sensory/nature play area

5

Planting buffer zone

2 Seating adjacent to playground

3

Retained existing trees

NTS

3 Sensory/nature play or community garden
4 Retained shade structures
*Playground concepts are indicative.
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3.9.10 andrews place
existing

overvi ew

c u r r ent si tu ati o n

Andrews Place is situated in the north of
the Town at the end of a quiet cul-de-sac
that adjoins Marmion Street.
The playspace in set in the middle of the
park and services the immediate residents
very well, however it is significantly
disconnected from people outside of
immediate residents.

site pho to s

Tier Three - Local Playspace
HIERARCHY

There is a child care centre located at
the north-west corner of the park with a
footpath joining the two.

The playspace at Andrews Place is a low level Tier Three
Local playspace. The infrastructure is very basic and there
is a lack of amenity to support the space.

28%
QUALITY

Slide with minimal rubber soft fall

The Seven C’s assessment criteria has given Andrews
Place playspace a rating of 4 points or 28%. Points
allocated are as follows:
2 - Clarity: the uses of the play equipment are legible and
navigating the space is sufficient for its users.
2 - Challenge: the infrastructure provides challenge play
and control over the amount of challenge very young
children wish to undertake.

andrews place

Climbing system, rubber soft fall, limestone edge

Location Plan (NTS)

0-4 years old
AGE

Andrews Place playground caters for very young
children with a considerable lack of play opportunity for
older children. This is a concern as the space is utilised
predominantly by the immediate residents and relies on
there being children of this low age bracket residing in the
surrounding homes without considering if there are older
children also living nearby.

Dual-seat swing, sandpit soft fall, large grass trees
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proposed

fu tu re vi s i on

Im pr ovem en t str ategy

Tier Three-Local
HIERARCHY

As one of the only playspaces to the
north it is important to provide sufficient
& appropriate infrastructure to this park
to allow not just very young children
with play opportunities, while retaining
the requirements of a Tier Three Local
Playspace.

Character

connectivity

80%
QUALITY

The playground will be required to
meet an additional 6 points to achieve
sufficient improvement.

andrews place

change
AGE

0-7+ years old
Play opportunities should be diversified to
meet the needs of a broader age group.

chance

Exam ples an d P r ec ed ents

It is recommended that the space is
upgraded with opportunity to take
inspiration from the grass trees
and gums and implement a nature
theme. Genuine engagement with
key stakeholders is critical before
implementing a theme.
Consolidating the playspace into one
area on the same surface will create
a more connected space. Wayfinding
signage at Marmion Street and Andrews
Place to direct people to the park would
enhance the connectivity.
Provision of new equipment should
include variety of custom and off-theshelf equipment that provides a variety
of play outcomes. A child should be able
to go to the park on a rainy day and
still find opportunity to play, this could
be done through nature elements or
integrated shelter.
It is recommended that there be play
elements that provide opportunity for
children to modify the space to reflect
their play needs and to take ownership
over the space. This can be achieved by
providing opportunity to dig, build, climb
and engage in imaginative play.
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actions
the seven c’s

actions

Character

1

Extended existing play space

2 Decentralised play

strategy

context

3 Retained existing trees
4 Child care access

connectivity
change

5 Open turf area
1

Sensory/nature play under surrounding trees

chance

3 Seating around playground

play

andrews place

2 Open turf ball sports/picnic area

4 Upgrade existing playground with diverse equipment

clarity
challenge
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playgr o un d r eco m m en datio n s

k ey moves

1

4
2

2
3

5

3

4

andrews place

Public Access

1

Figure 39.

1
2

Key Moves Plan

Extend existing play space
Decentralised play

NTS

3

Retained existing trees

4

Child care access

5

Open turf area

Figure 40.

Andrews Place Playground Recommendations Plan*

1 Sensory/nature play under surrounding
trees
2 Open turf ball sport/picnic area

NTS

3

Seating around playground

4

Upgrade existing playground with
diverse play equipment
*Playground concepts are indicative.
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3.10 sites for new playgrounds
New Tier 3

Sites for new playgrounds have been
determined by:

Tier 3

1. Applying hierarchical upgrades to
existing playspaces; and

Tier 2

DRAFT
Proposed pump
track site

New Tier 3

Tier 3

New Tier 3

2. Considering new playgrounds in strategic
locations as follows:
• Near town centre;

Tier 3

Tier 1
Tier 2

• Pump track/youth space near Grant
Street train station;

Tier 3

• Additional Tier Three-Local play
opportunities along foreshore reserve,
especially North Cottesloe;

New Tier 3

• Small Tier Three-Local playground near
Daisies cafe associated with Grant
Street median; and,
• Vlamingh Memorial Nature Discovery
Space currently undergoing construction
will cover the very southern edge of the
Town which was previously identified as
a gap.
This approach ensures no ‘gaps’ remain
when using 400m/5 minute pedsheds
across the whole of Cottesloe.

Tier 2

New Tier 3

New Tier 3
Tier 2

Proposed Tier Three-Local Playspace

Tier 3

Existing playground- To be Upgraded
Train line
ToC Boundary
Existing playground 400m pedsheds
Proposed playground 400m pedsheds

NTS

Figure 41.

Proposed playground pedsheds
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3.11 recommended playground hierarchy
The proposed playground hierarchy
includes upgrades to existing playgrounds
and several new playgrounds. The
hierarchy is structured in a pyramid form
with the majority being Tier Three Local
playgrounds, followed by half that number
of Tier Two Neighbourhood playgrounds,
and one Tier One Regional playground for
Cottesloe.
• Foreshore reserve to contain a
sequence of new and existing
playgrounds. These can be located
near pathways, car parks and close to
amenity.
• The wide verges and medians around
Grant Street, Broome Street and key
nodes such as Eric Street shops and
‘Daisies’ can provide space and context
for new Tier Three Local playground.
• The road reserve to the East of the
railway line contains under utilised,
unmaintained play equipment. The
proximity to the train line and stations
present opportunity for these spaces
to be much better utilised and mitigate
the rail line as a barrier to access. The
playgrounds should be upgraded to
provide exciting and engaging play
opportunities that address the needs of
older and young children.

current public open space hierarchy
0

tier one
Regional

tier two

Neighbourhood

tier three
Local

5

4

• Grand Marine
Park
• Jasper Green
Reserve

• Cott Main
• Cottesloe Civic
Centre
• Harvey Field

• Andrews Place

• Dutch Inn Reserve

• Purple Dinosaur

• Vlamingh
Memorial

• Railway & Albion

proposed public open space hierarchy
1

Tier One

Regional

tier two

Neighbourhood

tier three

Local

Figure 42.

5

10

•

Cott Main

•

Cottesloe Civic
Centre

•

Jasper Green
Reserve

•

Andrews Place

•

Railway & Albion

•

Purple Dinosaur

•

Vlamingh Memorial

•

Grant Marine

•

Harvey Field

•

Dutch Inn

•

3x New ‘railway’
corridor

•

2x New ‘foreshore’
corridor

•

1x New ‘service’
corridor

Playground Hierarchy, existing and proposed
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3.12 Prioritising existing Playground Upgrades
The nine existing playgrounds have been
grouped into high / medium / low priorities
for consultation, design, and delivery of
improvements. Rationale for higher priority
versus lower priority is as follows:
• Safety – conflicting user groups,
unsafe and ageing equipment and/or
environment.
• Opportunity – ToC are undertaking
numerous designs and plans for
various areas especially in relation
to the foreshore. Where existing or
nearby playgrounds fall into the sphere
of influence of priority projects being
developed, the opportunity to improve
the playgrounds should be undertaken in
conjunction.
• Distribution – need to balance rate of
upgrades to ensure that one area of
Cottesloe isn’t neglected in favour of
another
• Cost & Complexity – need to balance
the cost and staging of upgrades
to ensure ToC’s annual budget can
accommodate upgrades
Refer Appendix B for indicative costs and
staging.

High Priority
Playground

Tier

DRAFT

Reasoning

Dutch Inn
Cott Main

2-Neighbourhood Safety of users, Age of equipment, lack of Provision.
1-Regional
Opportunity to design a Regional level iconic playground as part of the
current Foreshore Design works. Project will take time to plan, design,
fund and implement.
Purple Dinosaur 3-Local
General amenity, Safety, Lack of Provision.
Vlamingh
3-Local
Currently under design and construction. Fills a significant gap in the
Memorial
south of the Town
and Nature
Discovery
Space
Medium Priority
Playground
Tier

Reasoning

Civic Centre

Timeframe Cost &
Complexity
0-1 year
Low
0-4 years High
0-2 years
0-1 years

Timeframe Cost &
Complexity
2-3 years Medium

2-Neighbourhood Age and Condition of equipment, lack of Provision. Need to strongly
consider heritage context.
Railway &
3-Local
Opportunity to develop further the playground towards the south and assist 2-5 years
Albion
with lack of provision with the vicinity of the Town Centre. Opportunity to
consider incorporating a Pump Track.
Grant St Marine 2-Neighbourhood POS is ripe for further activation. Existing play equipment due for
3-5 years
replacement. Doesn’t cater to wider age group. Opportunity for dedicated
Nature Play.
Low Priority
Playground
Harvey Field
Jasper Green
Reserve
Andrews Place

Tier

Low
Low

Low
Medium

Reasoning

Timeframe Cost &
Complexity
2-Neighbourhood Requires design of new facilities to be developed and implemented in order 2-5 years Medium
to properly address the playground. Existing playground to be left as is until
decommissioned.
2-Neighbourhood Playground and park is well catered to. Small progressive improvements to 2-5 years Low
play structures and elements can be added in stages. Recommend small
annual budget for yearly additions for next 5 years.
3-Local
Small playground with limited access. Benefits immediate residents only.
3-5 years Low
Equipment should last another 5 years before replacement warranted.
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Image 13.

Cottesloe Foreshore, udla
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4.0 Conclusion

DRAFT
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DRAFT
The Strategy Document provides a vision
for Cottesloe’s POS, effectively grouping
existing spaces according to character,
location and type. This has resulted in four
‘linear’ bands of linked POS (three that run
north/south, one that runs east/west) that
collectively respond to the themes of:
1. Coast and Beach;
2. Sport and Recreation;
3. Informal Play and Exploration; and,
4. Ecology and Biodiversity.
The Playground Strategy establishes a
three tiered hierarchy of provision for the
ten existing playgrounds and recommends
the level of service and location of future
playgrounds. Generally all playgrounds
need improvement in the following areas:
1. Age diversity;
2. Overall challenge and replayability;
3. Relevance to Cottesloe’s sense of place
and character; and,
4. Supporting amenity and infrastructure
for carers and parents.

Image 14.

Cott Main, udla (opposite)
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NEW IDEAS THROUGH
SHARED DESIGN-THINKING

DRAFT

appendix A - playground audit package

Image 14.

Grant Marine Park, udla
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Playgrounds

Curtin Ave

1 Grant Marine Park
2 Cott Main
3 Dutch Inn Reserve
4 Vlamingh Nature Space
(new playground)

10
5

5 Jasper Green Reserve

1

St

g
irlin

Hw

y

6 Cottesloe Civic Centre
7 Harvey Field
8 Purple Dinosaur

8
2
6

9 Railway & Albion

9

10 Andrews Place

7

3

ToC POS

4

Playgrounds
Town Centre
Trainline
ToC Boundary
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NTS
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grant Marine Park
site analysis

neighbourhood Park Infrastructure Provision

115m

Supplied

Y
N
Y
4

N

160m

5

100m

3

6

4

e Para
de

Other Play (adventure, nature)
Seating

Multiple park bench seats

Picnic Table

Y

Turf

Multiple areas, irrigated

Y

Park sign

Painted timber sign

Neighbourhood Park

Shade (natural or built)

Shade sail over playground, minimal tree shade

1.9 hectares

Overview

Beachfront location

Community initiatives

Environmental function
Bin

x2

Y

Drink fountain

Drink fountain with dog bowl, at Hamersley St

Y

Educational/cultural element

Whadjuk Trail Network signage & information

N

Lighting

N

Bike racks

Y

Picnic gazebo

Sitting gazebo

Y

Unorganised sport elements

Cricket, AFL goals, Basketball hoop

N

Barbeque

Y

Marin

Swing x 2, slide, climbing fort, spring seat

Dunal revegetation

1

90m

Structured play

Garden Bed

N

2

Description

Y

Y

4

Items

Multiple recreation uses
Large pines

Key
Site Boundary
1

Basketball half court

2

Cricket pitch

3

Goal posts

4

Swing

5

Multi use fort

6

Spring seat
Bollards

1:1000 @ A 3
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current situation

site notes
TOWNOFCOTTESLOE
 POS&PLAYGROUNDINFRASTRUCTURE&ASSETSSCHEDULE
POSINFORMATION
NAME/ADDRESS
HIERARCHY(pocketpark,local,neighbourhood,district,regional)
FUNCTION
AREA
LEVELOFMAINTENANCE
LEVELOFUSAGE

O ce a n view from pla y g r o u n d

M u l ti - u s e p l a y f ort

INFRASTRUCTURE

YES/NO

BOLLARDS/FENCING

MAINTENANCE

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

PLAYGROUND

YES/NO

SEATING/BENCHES
HARDSURFACE
SOFTSURFACE/TURF
WATERFOUNTAINS
BBQS
LIGHTING
SIGNAGE
BINS/PETLITTERBAGS
INTERNALPATHWAYS/RAMPS/HANDRAILS
CARPARKING

S wing & sa n d p it with s h a d e s a i l

Pa r k b e n c h s eat

BICYCLEPARKING
SHADESTRUCTURE
PLAYEQUIPMENT
TOILETS/CHANGEROOMS
ARTWORK/SCULPTURES
TREES
VEGETATION
SPORTINGEQUIPMENT
RETICULATION/IRRIGATION
HERITAGE/PLAQUES
UTILITYINFRASTRUCTURE

D un a l reveg e ta tio n , p a th to s to n e w a l l

Fo o tp a th u n d e r s hade f rom l arge P ines

SWING
SLIDE
SPRING
CLIMBINGEQUIPMENT
ART/INTERPRETIVEELEMENTS
SIGNAGE
LEARNINGELEMENTS
NATUREPLAY
HARDFALL
SOFTFALL

Liftin g & ba la n ce sy s te m
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NOTES
GrantMarinePark,cnrMarinePde&GrantSt
Neighbourhood
Play,informalsport,picnic
1.5Ha
High
Medium

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

Turf
NOTES

Stonewall,copperslogs

5Ͳaluminiumbenches

Dedications

Turf

1Ͳplayground,1nearby
Carpark
Shadesail,smallhut

Pines
Dunerevegetation
inpark

Nearbybutnotshadingplayground

WhadjukTrailSign
High
TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

Mowing
NOTES

4
2
1
1

Sand,Rubber

Su p p l i e r i n s p e c t i on plaque
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cott main
site analysis

Overview
Local Park

Key
Site Boundary

0.6 hectares
Cottesloe’s main playground
Marine Pde

Exercise Station

Linear layout
Multiple recreation elements

1

Beachfront location

1

Carpark

2

Small ampitheatre

3

Bus shelter

4

Shower
Beach access

local Park Infrastructure Provision
Supplied

210m

Y
N

Bike racks

Y

Garden Bed

1 x Garden bed, dune vegetation

Y

Turf

N

Park sign

1

Shade (natural or built)

Multiple shade sails over playgrounds, tree shade

Community initiatives
Bin

Custom bin enclosures

Y

Drink fountain

North end

Y

Educational/cultural element

Handprints & plaques set in west turf pavement edge

Y
Cafe strip

Other Play (adventure, nature)

3 with shelters, 2 without

N

2

Swing x 3, climb fort x 2, misc. play, spring seats

Picnic Table

Y

4

Structured play

10+ park benches

Y
Napier St

Description

Seating

Y
3

Items

1:1000 @ A3
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current situation

site notes
TOWNOFCOTTESLOE
 POS&PLAYGROUNDINFRASTRUCTURE&ASSETSSCHEDULE
POSINFORMATION
NAME/ADDRESS
HIERARCHY
FUNCTION
AREA
LEVELOFMAINTENANCE
LEVELOFUSAGE

B asket swing

C l i m b i n g fo r t, rubber f al l

NOTES

CottMain
LocalPark
Forshore/ActivePlay/PasiveTurfAreas
0.6Ha
High
HIgh

INFRASTRUCTURE

YES/NO

BOLLARDS/FENCING

Yes
yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

SEATING/BENCHES
HARDSURFACE
SOFTSURFACE/TURF
WATERFOUNTAINS
BBQS
LIGHTING
SIGNAGE
BINS/PETLITTERBAGS
INTERNALPATHWAYS/RAMPS/HANDRAILS
CARPARKING

Fen ced b o u n d a ry

Sw i n g , s h a d e s ail

BICYCLEPARKING
SHADESTRUCTURE
PLAYEQUIPMENT
TOILETS/CHANGEROOMS
ARTWORK/SCULPTURES
TREES
VEGETATION
SPORTINGEQUIPMENT
RETICULATION/IRRIGATION

TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

BlueSteelFence
picnictables(4)Ͳbench(3)
Concfootpath
Turf&RubberSoftfall
1

Unofficialname

Alwayspeopleusingit
NOTES

OpenonWesternend,nogate

streetlightsonroad
6xdouble240Lenclosures
ConcPath
1unit(fits5)
Shadesails

NͲPines
Turf&treeswithdunevegoutfront
OutdoorGym

Customtimberstaticequipment(7items)

HERITAGE/PLAQUES
UTILITYINFRASTRUCTURE

S prin g sea t, rub b e r fa l l

Pl a y w i n d o w

MAINTENANCE

YES

PLAYGROUND

YES/NO

SWING
SLIDE
SPRING
CLIMBINGEQUIPMENT
ART/INTERPRETIVEELEMENTS
SIGNAGE

Yes
Yes
yes
Yes
No
Yes

TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

NOTES

3units(5swings)
2
2
2structures
GymSigange

LEARNINGELEMENTS
NATUREPLAY
HARDFALL
SOFTFALL

D ua l-se a t swing , rub b e r fa l l

PA G E |
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No
Yes
Yes

Turf&Conc
Rubber

Pl a y fo r t, r u b b er f al l
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dutch inn reserve
site analysis

Overview
Local Park
0.7 hectares
Rosendo St

Key

Linear Park

Marine Parade

1

Site Boundary

Beachfront location

1

Exercise station

For immediate residents

2

Surf set up area

Conflicting users

Beach access

local Park Infrastructure Provision
Supplied

Y
Salvado St

N
Y
N

Princes St

Description

Structured play

Play fort, swing & sandpit, spring seat, missing slide

Other Play (adventure, nature)
Seating

Garden Bed

Y

Turf

N

Park sign

N

Picnic table & seating

Picnic Table

Y

Y

Shade (natural or built)

Dunal revegetation

Shade sail over playground

Community initiatives
Bin

x2

Y

Drink fountain

Multi use water station

Y

Educational/cultural element

Sculpture

Y
2

Items

1:2000 @ A3
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current situation

site notes
TOWNOFCOTTESLOE
 POS&PLAYGROUNDINFRASTRUCTURE&ASSETSSCHEDULE
POSINFORMATION
NAME/ADDRESS
HIERARCHY(pocketpark,local,neighbourhood,district,regional)
FUNCTION
AREA
LEVELOFMAINTENANCE
LEVELOFUSAGE

S had e o ver fort fro m o n l y tr e e o n s i te

Sp r i n g s e a t, r ubber f al l, m is s ing s l ide

INFRASTRUCTURE

YES/NO

BOLLARDS/FENCING

MAINTENANCE

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

PLAYGROUND

YES/NO

SEATING/BENCHES
HARDSURFACE
SOFTSURFACE/TURF
WATERFOUNTAINS
BBQS
LIGHTING
SIGNAGE
BINS/PETLITTERBAGS
INTERNALPATHWAYS/RAMPS/HANDRAILS
CARPARKING

P l a y fort, ru b b e r fal l

Su r fe r s r i g g i n g up near play f ort

BICYCLEPARKING
SHADESTRUCTURE
PLAYEQUIPMENT
TOILETS/CHANGEROOMS
ARTWORK/SCULPTURES
TREES
VEGETATION
SPORTINGEQUIPMENT
RETICULATION/IRRIGATION
HERITAGE/PLAQUES
UTILITYINFRASTRUCTURE

Wa te r sta tio n

Su r f s ta tu e , sw ing w i t h s and s of t f all

SWING
SLIDE
SPRING
CLIMBINGEQUIPMENT
ART/INTERPRETIVEELEMENTS

s

SIGNAGE
LEARNINGELEMENTS
NATUREPLAY
HARDFALL
SOFTFALL
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NOTES
DutchInnReserve,MarinePde&PrincesSt
Local
Play,picnic
0.1Ha(overallPOS)
High
Low

Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

copperslogs
3Ͳbenches

Unofficialname
2Ͳ7yearolds
Turf
NOTES

todune&path

turf
Waterstation'

minimal
2bins
street
1rack
Shadesail,shelter

1
1Ͳsheoak
Nearbydunereveg

donated

Art
Medium
TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

Turf
NOTES

2
1
1
2

Sand,Rubber,poorcondition

t o w n o f c o t t e s l o e I p l ayg r o u n d a u d i t pa c k a g e 2 0 1 9
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jasper green reserve
site analysis
Overview
Local Park
0.6 hectares
Expansive turf

Key

Well located for residents
Community space

90m

William St

Close to Grant St Station
High elevation

1

Slide

6

Multi use fort

2

Climbing bars

7

Basketball half court

3

Swing

8

Tennis wall

4

Flying fox

9

Exercise station

10

Goal Posts

Ocean views

local Park Infrastructure Provision

9

90m

1
2

Supplied

3

Y

10

N

4

Congdon St

6

3

8

7

Bollards

Site Boundary

Road Reserve

Y
N

Description

Structured play

Swing x 2, sandpit, large play fort, flying fox, climbing
bars, slide, spring seat x 2

Other Play (adventure, nature)
Seating

Various park bench seats

Picnic Table

N

Garden Bed

Y

Turf

Irrigated

Y

Park sign

Painted timber sign on Congdon St

Shade (natural or built)

Shade sail over playground, tree shade

Y
N
Grant Street

Items

Community initiatives
Bin

x4

Y

Drink fountain

Drink fountain with dog bowl

Y

Educational/cultural element

Plaque with historical information, 2 sculptures

Y

1:600 @ A3
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current situation

site notes
TOWNOFCOTTESLOE
 POS&PLAYGROUNDINFRASTRUCTURE&ASSETSSCHEDULE
POSINFORMATION
NAME/ADDRESS
HIERARCHY(pocketpark,local,neighbourhood,district,regional)
FUNCTION
AREA
LEVELOFMAINTENANCE
LEVELOFUSAGE

C limbin g b a rs

D u a l - s e a t s w i ng, s and s of t f all

INFRASTRUCTURE

YES/NO

BOLLARDS/FENCING

MAINTENANCE

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

PLAYGROUND

YES/NO

SEATING/BENCHES
HARDSURFACE
SOFTSURFACE/TURF
WATERFOUNTAINS
BBQS
LIGHTING
SIGNAGE
BINS/PETLITTERBAGS
INTERNALPATHWAYS/RAMPS/HANDRAILS
CARPARKING

D rin k fou n ta in

Te n n i s h i t w a ll

BICYCLEPARKING
SHADESTRUCTURE
PLAYEQUIPMENT
TOILETS/CHANGEROOMS
ARTWORK/SCULPTURES
TREES
VEGETATION
SPORTINGEQUIPMENT
RETICULATION/IRRIGATION
HERITAGE/PLAQUES
UTILITYINFRASTRUCTURE

La rge p la y fort

Fl y i n g fo x , s w i ng

SWING
SLIDE
SPRING
CLIMBINGEQUIPMENT
ART/INTERPRETIVEELEMENTS
SIGNAGE
LEARNINGELEMENTS
NATUREPLAY
HARDFALL
SOFTFALL
EXERCISEEQUIPMENT

PA G E |
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NOTES
JasperGreenReserve,GrantSt&CongdonSt
Local
Play,informalsport,exercise,picnic
0.9Ha
High
High

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

Pinecopperslogs,carchains
3xseats,1xtable
Insituconcrete
Turf
1

Including0.4HaofroadreserveonGrantSt
Turf
NOTES

Bollardsaroundperimeter,vehicleaccesschainsonWillam&GrantSt

Majorityofreservetoroad
Atplayground

Bin,petlitterbags
Paths
Street
Shadesail,goodcondition

50+

Pine,Sheoak,Paperbark,Gums,Peppermints

Goals,tennis,basketball
Metalplaque

Commemorativeplaqueateasternentryinfrontofsign

High

Mowing

TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

4
4
2
2

NOTES

MonkeyBar,towerwithpuzzles

Puzzlewithinplay

Sand,Rubber

t o w n o f c o t t e s l o e I p l ayg r o u n d a u d i t pa c k a g e 2 0 1 9
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cottesloe civic centre
Overview

site analysis

Key

Neighbourhood Park
1.6 hectares
Heritage feel
Well maintained

Site Boundary
1

Cottesloe Civic Centre

2

Carpark

3

Bus Shelter

4

Slide

Multiple zones

neighbourhood Park Infrastructure Provision
Supplied

Napier St

Y
N

135m

Y
Y
Y
Y

77m

Y
Y

1
2

Broome St

N
Y
Y
N
N

2

4

N
Y
N
135m

Y

Warnham Rd

Items

Description

Structured play

Play fort, climbing cables, slide, swing, sandpit, seasaw, spring seat x 2

Other Play (adventure, nature)
Seating

Multiple

Picnic Table

At main turf area

Garden Bed

Dunal revegetation

Turf

Expansive turf on different levels

Park sign

Painted timber sign at north & south ends

Shade (natural or built)

Shade sails & tree shade

Community initiatives
Bin

x2

Drink fountain

At playground

Educational/cultural element
Lighting
Bike racks
Gazebo
Unorganised sport elements
Barbeque

Fixed barbeques on main turf area

1:1000 @ A3
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current situation

site notes
TOWNOFCOTTESLOE
 POS&PLAYGROUNDINFRASTRUCTURE&ASSETSSCHEDULE
POSINFORMATION
NAME/ADDRESS
HIERARCHY(pocketpark,local,neighbourhood,district,regional)
FUNCTION
AREA
LEVELOFMAINTENANCE
LEVELOFUSAGE

E l e vate d view in th r o u g h th e g a r d e n

Th e p l a y s p a c e

INFRASTRUCTURE

YES/NO

BOLLARDS/FENCING

MAINTENANCE

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes

PLAYGROUND

YES/NO

SEATING/BENCHES
HARDSURFACE
SOFTSURFACE/TURF
WATERFOUNTAINS
BBQS
LIGHTING
SIGNAGE
BINS/PETLITTERBAGS
INTERNALPATHWAYS/RAMPS/HANDRAILS
CARPARKING

P l a y eq u ip men t, san d p i t, tu r f

Or i g i n a l s w i n g des ign

BICYCLEPARKING
SHADESTRUCTURE
PLAYEQUIPMENT
TOILETS/CHANGEROOMS
ARTWORK/SCULPTURES
TREES
VEGETATION
SPORTINGEQUIPMENT
RETICULATION/IRRIGATION
HERITAGE/PLAQUES
UTILITYINFRASTRUCTURE

S wing , rub b e r fall, tu r f

Fo u r - s e a t ‘ s e a-s aw ’, rubber f all

SWING
SLIDE
SPRING
CLIMBINGEQUIPMENT
ART/INTERPRETIVEELEMENTS
SIGNAGE
LEARNINGELEMENTS
NATUREPLAY
HARDFALL
SOFTFALL

C limbin g /b a la n ce sy s te m
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NOTES
ChildrensPlaygroundatToCCivicCentre
Neighbourhood(overallPOS)
Play,picnic
0.1Ha
High
High

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

PlaygroundE,noofficialname
2Ͳ7yearolds
Turf
NOTES

cyclonefence,retainingwall
1Ͳbench
turf
1fountain

2bins

Shadesail

Pines
Shrubs

High
TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

Mowing
NOTES

2
1
1
2

Sand,Rubber

Sp r i n g s e a ts , rubber f all

t o w n o f c o t t e s l o e I p l ayg r o u n d a u d i t pa c k a g e 2 0 1 9
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harvey field
site analysis
There is planning underway for the redevelopment of Harvey Field. The future works proposes relocating the playground as highlighted on the map (6).

neighbourhood Park Infrastructure Provision
Supplied

Y

3

N

5

Y
N
1

Rosser St

N
Y
Y
Y

4

Broome st

N
Y
Webb St

N
Y

2

Y
Y
N

3

Y
N

Pearse St

Items

Description

Structured play

Play fort, climb fort, swing, sandpit, spring seat,
periscope

Other Play (adventure, nature)
Seating

Multiple park benches & spectator seating

Picnic Table
Garden Bed
Turf

Sporting ovals & edges

Park sign

Painted timber sign at north & south ends

Shade (natural or built)

Tree shade

Overview
Neighbourhood Park

Community initiatives
Bin

4.5 hectares

x2

Sporting precinct

Drink fountain

Well maintained

Educational/cultural element

Sculpture at north-east corner

Ocean views

Lighting

Surrounding ovals

Key
Site Boundary

Bike racks

At playground & rugby club

Gazebo
Unorganised sport elements
Barbeque

Basketball half court, cricket nets, tennis wall

1

Cottesloe Oval

2

Harvey Field

3

Club rooms

4

Golf Course

5

Proposed new playground location

1:2000 @ A3
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current situation

site notes
TOWNOFCOTTESLOE
 POS&PLAYGROUNDINFRASTRUCTURE&ASSETSSCHEDULE
POSINFORMATION
NAME/ADDRESS
HIERARCHY(pocketpark,local,neighbourhood,district,regional)
FUNCTION
AREA
LEVELOFMAINTENANCE
LEVELOFUSAGE

Fen ced p la y area

D u a l - s e a t s w i ng, rubber f all

INFRASTRUCTURE

YES/NO

BOLLARDS/FENCING

MAINTENANCE

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

PLAYGROUND

YES/NO

SEATING/BENCHES
HARDSURFACE
SOFTSURFACE/TURF
WATERFOUNTAINS
BBQS
LIGHTING
SIGNAGE
BINS/PETLITTERBAGS
INTERNALPATHWAYS/RAMPS/HANDRAILS
CARPARKING

E ntra n ce g a te , b ike p a r k i n g

Sw i n g w i th o val & oc ean v i ew s

BICYCLEPARKING
SHADESTRUCTURE
PLAYEQUIPMENT
TOILETS/CHANGEROOMS
ARTWORK/SCULPTURES
TREES
VEGETATION
SPORTINGEQUIPMENT
RETICULATION/IRRIGATION
HERITAGE/PLAQUES
UTILITYINFRASTRUCTURE

C limbin g stru cture

Pl a y fo r t

NOTES
HarveyField,BroomeSt
Neighbourhood
Play
4.5Ha
High
High

SWING
SLIDE
SPRING
CLIMBINGEQUIPMENT
ART/INTERPRETIVEELEMENTS
SIGNAGE
LEARNINGELEMENTS
NATUREPLAY
HARDFALL
SOFTFALL

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
1
No
No
Yes

3Ͳ7yearolds
Turf
Organisedsportingclubs
TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

NOTES

lowmetalsafetyfence
1Ͳbench
Rubber

1Ͳbin
compactedrock

Purplecolourscheme

Pines

Low
TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

2
2
1
1

Mowing
NOTES

Structure

Periscope

Sand,Rubber

P l a y wind o w

PA G E |
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purple dinosaur
site analysis

Overview
Micro Park
0.01Ha
Sandpit

Key

Toy box

10m

Little loan library
Fenced perimeter

3
2

Site Boundary
1

Dirt access road/parking

2

Sandpit

3

Trainline fence

micro Park Infrastructure Provision
Supplied

N
1

Y

Rail

way

St

Y

Items

Description

Structured play
Other Play (adventure, nature)

Sandpit with toy box

Seating

One bench seat

N

Garden Bed/Vegetation

N

Turf

N

Park Sign

Y

Natural/built shade

Shade from trees

Y

Community initiatives

Little Library

1:200 @ A3
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current situation

site notes
TOWNOFCOTTESLOE
 POS&PLAYGROUNDINFRASTRUCTURE&ASSETSSCHEDULE
POSINFORMATION
NAME/ADDRESS
HIERARCHY(pocketpark,local,neighbourhood,district,regional)
FUNCTION
AREA
LEVELOFMAINTENANCE
LEVELOFUSAGE

S and p it with train lin e i n b a c k g r o u n d

En tr y g a te , th e P urpl e D i nos aur, t oy s

INFRASTRUCTURE

YES/NO

BOLLARDS/FENCING

MAINTENANCE

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

PLAYGROUND

YES/NO

SEATING/BENCHES
HARDSURFACE
SOFTSURFACE/TURF
WATERFOUNTAINS
BBQS
LIGHTING
SIGNAGE
BINS/PETLITTERBAGS
INTERNALPATHWAYS/RAMPS/HANDRAILS
CARPARKING

‘Little Free L ib rary’, s e a t

Th e Pu r p l e D i nos aur

BICYCLEPARKING
SHADESTRUCTURE
PLAYEQUIPMENT
TOILETS/CHANGEROOMS
ARTWORK/SCULPTURES
TREES
VEGETATION
SPORTINGEQUIPMENT
RETICULATION/IRRIGATION
HERITAGE/PLAQUES
UTILITYINFRASTRUCTURE

To y b o x

To ys

SWING
SLIDE
SPRING
CLIMBINGEQUIPMENT
ART/INTERPRETIVEELEMENTS
SIGNAGE
LEARNINGELEMENTS
NATUREPLAY
HARDFALL
SOFTFALL

S had e d san d p it, fe n c e d e n c l o s u r e

PA G E |
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NOTES
PurpleDinosaur,RailwaySt&cnPerthSt
PocketPark
Play
0.01Ha
Low
Low

No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

Unofficialname
Fencedsandpitwithmoveabletoys

NOTES

Lowenclosedmetalfence
1xtimberbench,green
Sand,mulch

Bin,petlitterbags
Verge
Shadesail,goodcondition
Sandpittoys
PurpleDinosaur
NorfolkIslandPines

Low
TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

NOTES

PurpleDinosaur
Freebooks
Sandpit

Marginalnaturalelement

Sand

Fenced

In fo r m a l d i r t p ark i ng

t o w n o f c o t t e s l o e I p l ayg r o u n d a u d i t pa c k a g e 2 0 1 9
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railway & albion
site analysis

24m

2

Overview
70m

Micro Park
4

Key
Site Boundary

0.15Ha
Basic play elements

3

Along trainline
Near Cottesloe Train Station

1

Parking

2

Trainline fence

3

Slide

4

Swing

ay S
t

micro Park Infrastructure Provision

Railw

Supplied

Y
N

1

Y

Albion St

Items

Description

Structured play

Slide, climbing system x 2, monkey bars, swing

Other Play (adventure, nature)
Seating

Y

Garden Bed/Vegetation

N

Turf

N

Park Sign

Y

Natural/built shade

N

Community initiatives

x1

Shade sails, shade from trees

1 : 40 0 @ A 3
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current situation

site notes
TOWNOFCOTTESLOE
 POS&PLAYGROUNDINFRASTRUCTURE&ASSETSSCHEDULE
POSINFORMATION
NAME/ADDRESS
HIERARCHY(pocketpark,local,neighbourhood,district,regional)
FUNCTION
AREA
LEVELOFMAINTENANCE
LEVELOFUSAGE

P l a y area , train lin e i n b a c k g r o u n d

D u a l - s e a t s w i ng, rubber f all, s l ide

NOTES

Railway&Albion,cnrRailwaySt&AlbionSt
PocketPark
Play
0.08Ha
Low
Low

INFRASTRUCTURE

YES/NO

BOLLARDS/FENCING

Yes
Yes

SEATING/BENCHES
SOFTSURFACE/TURF

MAINTENANCE

No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes

PLAYGROUND

YES/NO

SWING

YesͲ2
YesͲ1
No
YesͲ2
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
YesͲ1

BBQS
LIGHTING
SIGNAGE
BINS/PETLITTERBAGS
INTERNALPATHWAYS/RAMPS/HANDRAILS
CARPARKING

S l id e

Monkey bars

BICYCLEPARKING
SHADESTRUCTURE
PLAYEQUIPMENT
TOILETS/CHANGEROOMS
ARTWORK/SCULPTURES
TREES
VEGETATION
SPORTINGEQUIPMENT
RETICULATION/IRRIGATION
HERITAGE/PLAQUES
UTILITYINFRASTRUCTURE

C limbin g p yra mid

C l i m b i n g s y s te m

SLIDE
SPRING
CLIMBINGEQUIPMENT
ART/INTERPRETIVEELEMENTS
SIGNAGE
LEARNINGELEMENTS
NATUREPLAY
HARDFALL
SOFTFALL
RAILBAR

S had e sails
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NOTES

PineCoppersLogs
1xtimberbench,green
Rubbermatting
Turf,pineneedles/mulch

HARDSURFACE
WATERFOUNTAINS

TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

Unofficalname

Bin,petlitterbags

Binonverge

Verge
Shadesail,goodcondition

NorfolkIslandPines,Sheoaks
Revegetation

Mixedlocal

Low
TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

NOTES

Offtheshelf,good
Offtheshelf,good
Offtheshelf,good

Smallpyramidtowerwithnet,mixeduseclimbing/balancesystem

Rubbermatting
Good

Noedges

t o w n o f c o t t e s l o e I p l ayg r o u n d a u d i t pa c k a g e 2 0 1 9
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Andrews place
site analysis
39m

Overview
Micro Park
0.2 hectares
At the end of a quiet cul-de-sac
Mature trees & grasstrees
Expansive Turf
Basic play

4

Key

4

42m

Site Boundary
1

Slide

2

Swing

3

Climbing Fort

4

Large Grass Trees
Bollards

1

4

micro Park Infrastructure Provision
Supplied

Y

2
3

N
Andrews Place

45m

Y

Items

Description

Structured play

Swing, slide, climbing fort

Other Play (adventure, nature)
Seating

N

Garden Bed/Vegetation

Y

Turf

N

Park Sign

Y

Natural/built shade

N

Community initiatives

Picnic table & seating

Irrigated turf covering majority of park

shade from trees, lack of shade in summer

1:250 @ A3
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current situation

site notes
TOWNOFCOTTESLOE
 POS&PLAYGROUNDINFRASTRUCTURE&ASSETSSCHEDULE
POSINFORMATION
NAME/ADDRESS
HIERARCHY(pocketpark,local,neighbourhood,district,regional)
FUNCTION
AREA
LEVELOFMAINTENANCE
LEVELOFUSAGE

C limbin g mesh

Rolling drum

YES/NO

MAINTENANCE

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

PLAYGROUND

YES/NO

SOFTSURFACE/TURF
WATERFOUNTAINS
BBQS
LIGHTING
SIGNAGE
BINS/PETLITTERBAGS
INTERNALPATHWAYS/RAMPS/HANDRAILS
CARPARKING
BICYCLEPARKING
SHADESTRUCTURE
PLAYEQUIPMENT
TOILETS/CHANGEROOMS
ARTWORK/SCULPTURES
TREES
VEGETATION
SPORTINGEQUIPMENT
RETICULATION/IRRIGATION
HERITAGE/PLAQUES
UTILITYINFRASTRUCTURE

D ua l-se a t swing , san d s o ft fa l l

Pi c n i c ta b l e

Turf

INFRASTRUCTURE
SEATING/BENCHES

C l i m b i n g l a d d er

Noofficialname

BOLLARDS/FENCING
HARDSURFACE

S l id e

NOTES
AndrewsPlace
PocketPark
Play,picnic
0.19Ha
Medium
Low

SWING
SLIDE
SPRING
CLIMBINGEQUIPMENT
ART/INTERPRETIVEELEMENTS
SIGNAGE
LEARNINGELEMENTS
NATUREPLAY
HARDFALL
SOFTFALL

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

NOTES

Surroundedbysuburbanfences

1Ͳtablebench

Dedication

Turf

1Ͳplayground,1nearby

Various
Grasstrees

ontable
Medium
TYPE/CONDITION/AMOUNT

Mowing
NOTES

2,good
1

Megatoy
Megatoy

1

Fortisaging,needreplacingin3Ͳ5years

Sand,Rubber

M u lti-use p la y syste m , r u b b e r fa l l
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DRAFT

appendix b - Playground cost estimate & Staging

Image 15.

Grant Street Median, udla
Town of Cottesloe I Public Open Space & Playground Strategy I 91

DRAFT

p rel m i n a ry c os t i n g
Note that costings below are general,
based on complexity of the site and
expected play equipment. Costs do
not include additional amenity such as
High Priority
Playground
Dutch Inn
Cott Main
Purple Dinosaur
Vlamingh Memorial and Nature Discovery
Space
Medium Priority
Playground
Civic Centre
Railway & Albion
Grant St Marine

Low Priority
Playground
Harvey Field
Jasper Green Reserve
Andrews Place

public toilets, car park upgrades etc. Cost
estimates will need to be further developed
at the concept phase of playground design.

Tier
Reasoning
2-Neighbourhood Safety of users, Age of equipment, lack of provision.
1-Regional
Opportunity to design a Regional level iconic playground as part of the
current Foreshore Design works. Project will take time to plan, design,
fund and implement.
3-Local
General amenity, Safety, Lack of Provision.
3-Local
Currently under design and construction. Fills a significant gap in the
south of the Town

Timeframe Complexity
0-1 year
Low
0-4 years High

Cost
$100,000
$650,000

0-2 years
0-1 years

$30,000
NA

Tier
Reasoning
2-Neighbourhood Age and Condition of equipment, lack of Provision. Need to strongly
consider heritage context.
3-Local
Opportunity to develop further the playground towards the south and assist
with lack of provision with the vicinity of the Town Centre. Opportunity to
consider incorporating a Pump Track.
2-Neighbourhood POS is ripe for further activation. Existing play equipment due for
replacement. Doesn’t cater to wider age group. Opportunity for dedicated
Nature Play.

Timeframe Complexity Cost
2-3 years Medium
$300,000

Tier
Reasoning
2-Neighbourhood Requires design of new facilities to be developed and implemented in
order to properly address the playground. Existing playground to be left as
is until decommissioned.
2-Neighbourhood Playground and park is well catered to. Small progressive improvements to
play structures and elements can be added in stages. Recommend small
annual budget for yearly additions for next 5 years.
3-Local
Small playground with limited access. Benefits immediate residents only.
Equipment should last another 5 years before replacement warranted.

Timeframe Complexity
2-5 years Medium

Cost
$400,000

2-5 years

Low

$80,000

3-5 years

Low

$50,000

Low
Low

2-5 years

Low

$100,000

3-5 years

Medium

$300,000
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